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Life as it is. 

When life itself seems lunatic, who knows where madness lies?  

Perhaps to be too practical is madness. 

To surrender dreams, this may be madness. 

Too much sanity may be madness!  

And maddest of all: 

to see life as it is and not as it should be! 
 

Dale Wasserman
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Abstract 

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive primary brain tumor, with an overall 

median survival at diagnosis of 16-20 months despite surgery and chemoradiotherapy. 

Pathogenesis is complex, with involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction, oncogenic signaling 

and metabolic rewiring. Targeting the intrinsic metabolic vulnerabilities of GBM remains 

challenging due to high intratumoral heterogeneity.  

We characterized the bioenergetic phenotypes of 3 distinct glioma stem cells (GSCs), 

as well as non-stem U87MG, testing the antiproliferative potential of metformin (MF), 

dichloroacetate (DCA), sodium oxamate (SOD) and diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON).  

We found that GBM27, highly oxygen-dependent, was the most resistant to all 

treatments except DON. GBM18 and GBM38, Warburg-like GSCs, were sensitive to MF 

and DCA, respectively. GBM18 was resistant to DON, without a clear correlation with basal 

metabolic dependencies. U87MG exhibited a typically glycolytic behavior with intermediate 

susceptibility against all tested inhibitors. MF and DCA shifted energy production towards 

glycolysis or oxygen consumption, respectively. DON decreased total ATP production, but 

demonstrated a more heterogeneous metabolic response, suggesting a multidimensional role 

of glutamine in cellular bioenergetics. 

Radiomimetic drug bleomycin was toxic to rapidly proliferating non-tumoral cells 

(HBMEC), sparing normal stem cells (hMSCs). Effective targeting of GBM27 (oxygen-

dependent GSC) would be toxic to normal cells. Circumventing toxicity entails dose-

reduction strategies. Bleomycin exhibited therapeutically relevant synergistic effects with MF, 

DCA and DON in GBM27, and DON in all other cell lines.  

Additionally, we explored ketolysis, a compensatory metabolic pathway for protection 

against nutrient deprivation. Archetypal of non-stem populations, U87MG was not able to 

adapt to long-term glucose and glutamine depletion despite the presence of ketone bodies. 

Cyclical ketone-compensated glucose depletion induced growth arrest, morphological 

changes, and a quiescent metabolic phenotype.  

Our study highlights the need for better characterization of GBM from a metabolic 

perspective. Metabolic therapy should focus on both glycolytic and oxidative populations. 

Exploiting cancer addiction to fermentative energy sources, be it through microenvironment 

regulation, nutrient depletion or specific metabolic inhibitors, warrants further exploration. 

  



 

 

Resumen 

El glioblastoma (GBM) es el tumor cerebral primario más agresivo, con una mediana de 

supervivencia global de 16 a 20 meses a pesar de tratamiento quirúrgico y quimioradioterapia. 

La patogenia es compleja, con participación de disfunción mitocondrial, señalización 

oncogénica y reprogramación metabólica. Aprovechar las vulnerabilidades metabólicas 

intrínsecas del GBM es un desafío debido a la alta heterogeneidad intratumoral.  

En este trabajo caracterizamos el fenotipo bioenergético de 3 líneas de células madre de 

glioma (GSC), así como U87MG, comprobando el potencial antiproliferativo de metformina 

(MF), dicloroacetato (DCA), oxamato de sodio (SOD) y diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucina (DON).  

Describimos que GBM27 —una línea dependiente de oxígeno— fue la más resistente a 

todos los tratamientos, excepto DON. GBM18 y GBM38, GSCs de fenotipo Warburg, 

fueron sensibles a MF y DCA, respectivamente. GBM18 mostró la mayor resistencia a DON, 

sin una clara correlación con las dependencias metabólicas basales. U87MG presentó un 

comportamiento típicamente glucolítico con susceptibilidad intermedia contra todos los 

inhibidores. El tratamiento con MF y DCA redirigió la producción de energía hacia glucólisis 

y consumo de oxígeno, respectivamente. La aplicación de DON disminuyó la producción total 

de ATP, pero demostró una respuesta metabólica más heterogénea, lo que sugiere un papel 

multidimensional de la glutamina. 

El radiomimético bleomicina fue tóxico para células no tumorales proliferativas 

(HBMEC), pero no afectó a células madre normales (hMSCs). La inhibición efectiva de 

GBM27 (metabolismo dependiente de oxígeno) sería tóxica para células normales. Esta 

toxicidad podría evitarse mediante reducción de dosis. La bleomicina exhibió efectos sinérgicos 

en combinación con MF, DCA y DON en GBM27, y con DON en todas las líneas celulares.  

Seguidamente, exploramos el procesamiento de cuerpos cetónicos, una vía de protección 

frente a depleción de nutrientes. U87MG no fue capaz de adaptarse a la restricción de glucosa 

y glutamina, a pesar de la presencia cuerpos cetónicos. La depleción cíclica provocó una 

interrupción de proliferación, cambios morfológicos y un fenotipo quiescente.  

Nuestra investigación subraya la necesidad de una mejor caracterización del GBM desde 

una perspectiva metabólica. Las terapias metabólicas deben centrarse en poblaciones tanto 

glucolíticas como oxidativas. Revertir la adicción del cáncer a fuentes de energía fermentables, 

a través de regulación del microambiente, restricción de nutrientes o inhibidores metabólicos 

específicos merece futuras investigaciones. 
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CI: Combination Index 
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synergism numerically efficient 
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ETC: electron transport chain 

Fa: fraction of affected cells 
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Endothelial Cells 
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supplemented media 
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IDH: isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 

IMRT: intensity-modulated radiation 

therapy 

iPSC: induced pluripotent stem cells 

KD: ketogenic diet 

KMT: Ketogenic metabolic therapy 

LDH: lactate dehydrogenase 

LG-BHB: low glucose, BHB 

supplemented media 

LKB1/AMPK: liver kinase B1/AMP-

activated protein kinase 

MCT: monocarboxylate transporter 

MF: metformin hydrochloride 

mGPDH: mitochondrial 

glycerophosphate dehydrogenase 

MixLow: mixed-effects by Loewe 

additivity index 

MPC: mitochondrial pyruvate carrier 

MRI: magnetic resonance imaging 

MRS: magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
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MTOR: mammalian target of 

rapamycin 

MTS: [3-4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl-5-3-

carboxymethoxyphenyl-2-4-

sulfophenyl-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt 

NADSYN: NAD synthetase 

NES: neural precursor and stem cell 

marker 

NF1: neurofibromin 1 

NF-κB: nuclear factor kappa beta 

NSCs: neural stem cells 

NR: IC50 not reached. 

O6-MeG: O6-methylguanine 

OCR: oxygen consumption rate 

OPCs: oligodendrocyte precursor cells 

OXCT1: enzyme 3-oxoacid CoA-

transferase 1 

OXPHOS: oxidative phosphorylation 

PBS: phosphate buffered saline 

PDGFRA: platelet-derived growth 

factor receptor α 

PDH: pyruvate dehydrogenase 

PDHX: component X of PDH 

PDK: pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 

PDPs: pyruvate dehydrogenase 

phosphatases 

PEP: phosphoenolpyruvate 

PER: Proton Efflux Rate 

PFK: phosphofructokinase 

 

 

 

 

PI: Prognostic Index 

PK: pyruvate kinase 

PKG: phosphoglycerate kinase 

PKM2: pyruvate kinase isoform M2 

PPP: pentose phosphate pathway 

PRPP: 5-phosphoribosyl 

pyrophosphate amidotransferase 

PTEN: mutated phosphatase and tensin 

homolog 

Rb: retinoblastoma 

REDD1: DNA damage responses 1 

RTG: retrograde mitochondria-nucleus 

signaling 

qRT-PCR: Quantitative Real-Time 

PCR 

S.D.A.: Sequential Deletion Analysis 

SDH: succinate dehydrogenase 

SLP: substrate level phosphorylation 

SOD: sodium oxamate 

SREBPs: sterol regulatory element 

binding proteins 

SUCL: succinyl-CoA ligase 

TCGA: The Cancer Genome Atlas 

Research Network 

TIC: tumor initiating cell 

TMZ: temozolomide 

TNF: tumor necrosis factor 

TTF: tumor treating fields therapy 

WHO: World Health Organization  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Brain cancer in the molecular era: origin, hallmarks and 

statistics 

Cancer is one of the leading causes of morbimortality worldwide, with an estimated 

19.3 million new cases and almost 10.0 million deaths in 2020 [1]. In reality, the generic 

designation of “cancer” encompasses a multitude of diseases, all characterized by 

unrestrained proliferation of abnormal cells as well as a cumulative number of hallmark 

capabilities, summarized in Figure 1 [2; 3]. 

Figure 1. Hallmarks of cancer. The hallmarks of cancer encompass ten characteristics that are 

observed during tumor pathogenesis, enabling cancer cells to become tumorigenic and ultimately 

malignant and invasive. Classical descriptions include self-sufficiency in growth signals, insensitivity 

to anti-growth signals, evasion of programmed cell death, limitless replicative potential, sustained 

angiogenesis and tissue invasion/metastasis. Emerging hallmarks comprise deregulated metabolism, 

evasion of the immune system, genome instability and tumor-promoting inflammation. 

The biophysical changes and mechanisms that underlie the origin of cancer are a 

controversial topic [4]. In a substantivalist perspective, cancer can be defined as 

uncontrolled growth and abnormal stromal interactions (spatial perspective), or 

dissonance in tissue organization (temporal perspective). In the relationist approach, 
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cancer is a systemic multi-level failure of cell control and/or escape from immune 

recognition.  

Within this devastating disease, tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) 

emerge in the normal population with a global incidence of less 10 per 100,000 person-

years, making them a relatively rare form of cancer. Gliomas are the most common (81% 

of all cases), and can be classified according to their presumed cell of origin: astrocytic 

tumors (astrocytoma, anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblastoma [GBM]), 

oligodendrogliomas, ependymomas, and mixed gliomas with morphological features of 

both astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, labeled oligoastrocytomas [5].  

Historically, the World Health Organization (WHO) categorized gliomas based 

exclusively on histopathological criteria, but, with the advent of molecular subtyping and 

machine-learning technologies, a major restructuring took place in 2016 by incorporating 

molecular features [6]. The 2022 WHO classification is set to reinforce molecular 

subtyping as a diagnostic tool, achieving slightly greater prognostic separation [7].   

Routinely, a minimum of four histopathological parameters defined WHO 

grading: nuclear atypia, proliferative (mitotic) activity, microvascular proliferation, and 

necrosis. In this classification, grade 1 neoplasms (pilocytic astrocytomas) are generally 

considered biologically benign and curable by surgical resection [8]. If there is only 

nuclear atypia, the tumor will be defined as grade 2 (diffuse astrocytoma, oligoastrocytoma 

or oligodendroglioma), whereas nuclear atypia and mitotic activity categorizes as grade 3 

(anaplastic astrocytoma or oligodendroglioma). Diffuse infiltration into surrounding 

parenchyma renders grade 2 incurable by surgery, but they may have long-term clinical 

progression, whereas grade 3 is rapidly proliferating and swiftly fatal. Grade 4 gliomas are 

defined as highly infiltrating glial neoplasms with nuclear atypia, mitotic activity and, at 

least, one of the following: necrosis and/or micro-vascular proliferation.  

As detailed below, current guidelines recommend subdivision of high-grade 

gliomas by molecular profiling, especially in isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH) 1/2 and 

1p19q status [9]. The IDH1 R132H mutation is the most useful prognostic factor, 

inducing a neomorphic gain-of-function by disrupting functionally relevant codon 

Arg132, with epigenetic and metabolic reprogramming. It has been described in 5-10% 
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primary GBMs and more than 85% secondary GBMs. Most notably, IDH1 R132H 

confers a two to three times longer median overall survival than IDH1 wild-type [10].  

1.1.2. High grade gliomas: histopathological and molecular characteristics 

GBM represents the most common and aggressive malignant primary brain tumor 

in adults, with an age-adjusted incidence rate ranging from 0.59 to 5 per 100,000 

population, encompassing approximately 54-57% of all gliomas and 48% of all malignant 

brain tumors [11-13]. Incidence of GBM is on the rise, presumably owing to an aging 

population, better diagnostic capabilities, exposure to ionizing radiation, environment 

pollution and other lifestyle associated factors [14]. Given its fairly low incidence in 

comparison with other cancers, GBM is often regarded as an “orphan disease”.  

Histologically, GBM is described as a highly heterogeneous subtype of grade 4 

glioma, distinguished by anaplastic cells that resemble immature astrocytes, 

oligodendrocytes, or a mixture of both. GBM demonstrates pleomorphic cell populations 

which range from small, poorly differentiated cells, to large multinucleate cells with 

multifocal necrosis, pseudopalisading nuclei and prevalent mitotic activity [15]. Due to 

almost an invariable recurrence even after therapy, patients with GBM typically die within 

12-18 months after initial diagnosis.  

The 2016 WHO system classified GBM into five groups  [6]:  

1. GBM, IDH wild-type (no mutation) 

2. GBM, IDH mutation; diffuse or anaplastic astrocytoma,  

3. IDH wild-type (no mutation); diffuse or anaplastic astrocytoma,  

4. IDH mutation; oligodendroglioma or anaplastic oligodendroglioma,  

5. IDH mutation with 1p19q co-deletion.   

1p19q codeletion and IDH mutation are favorable prognostic markers for overall 

survival [16]. Of note, in our work, we focused exclusively on IDH wild-type cell lines 

and tissue samples. 
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Table 1. WHO 2016 histopathological grading associated to the most frequent molecular 

alterations in astrocytic, oligodendroglial and oligoastrocytic gliomas. Primary GBM show a complex 

chromosomal, genetic and epigenetic background. 

Currently, molecular testing for IDH status is highly recommended in all patients, 

and grade 3–4 gliomas should undergo testing for MGMT promoter methylation, since 

patients with methylated MGMT typically respond better to alkylating chemotherapy 

[17]. 

As most notable changes, the 2022 edition includes updated taxonomy, 

nomenclature and grading, key diagnostic genes/pathways and embraces novel diagnostic 

techniques, such as methylome and molecular profiling. In the revised nomenclature, all 

IDH-mutant adult diffuse gliomas are defined as astrocytoma/oligodendroglioma with an 

assigned grade of 2, 3, 4, but should no longer be termed GBM. Thus, “GBM, IDH wild-

type” is consolidated as a separate category.  
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Importantly, molecular characteristics can be used to predict outcomes and identify 

biopsies as de facto GBM even if they do not fulfill all the histological criteria [18]. 

Detection of at least one diagnostic molecular feature (TERT promoter mutation, EGFR 

gene amplification, combined gain of entire chromosome 7 and loss of entire chromosome 

10 [+7/−10]) is sufficient to assign the entity of “GBM, IDH wild-type”, assuming IDH-

mutations have not been detected.  

1.2. Molecular subtypes of GBM: deciphering heterogeneity 

1.2.1. Cell of origin 

The exact cellular origin of GBM is unknown, albeit neural stem cells (NSCs), 

NSC-derived astrocytes and oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) have been proposed 

as candidates. Whether these highly aggressive tumors initiate from stem cell populations 

or progenitors that, through accumulation of DNA damage, mitochondrial dysfunction 

or metabolic reprogramming, acquire stem-like potential, is not fully understood [19; 20]. 

1.2.2. Mutational landscape of GBM 

Mutations and altered gene expression profiles are common in GBM, including the 

activation of oncogenes and silencing of tumor-suppressor genes. Based on copy number 

variation, gene expression and sequencing, three major signaling cascades are significantly 

altered in GBM: pathways related to receptor tyrosine kinase RTK/RAS/PI3K 

(comprising, in total, 88% of all cases), TP53 (87%) and retinoblastoma (Rb) tumor 

suppressor pathways (78%). The genomic aberrations of GBM are summarized in 

Supplementary Figure S1. 

Dating back to 2010, seminal work from Verhaak et al. took insights from The 

Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network (TCGA) and proposed four molecular subtypes 

of GBM, based on the analysis of surgical samples: proneural, mesenchymal, classical and 

neural [21]. Table 2 recapitulates the gene expression signatures of each subtype. It is 

important to note that Verhaak molecular subtypes had only been validated in tissue 
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samples, with a variable, heterogeneous contribution from both tumoral and normal cells; 

cell culture models might recapitulate some of the characteristics of molecular subtyping 

at the genomic level, but they are not directly translatable. 

Table 2. Summary of molecular alterations in Verhaak TCGA GBM subtypes.  

Verhaak subtype Gene expression signature 

Classical EGFR amplification; Ras activation; loss of PTEN and 
CDKN2A; absence of TP53 mutations 

Mesenchymal NF1 mutation; loss of TP53 and PTEN; activation of TNF and 
NF-κB; CHI3L1/YKL40, MET, CD44 and MERTK amplification 

Proneural IDH-1 mutation; PDGFRA amplification; loss of TP53, PTEN, 
and CDKN2A 

Neural Expression profiles similar to normal brain (NEFL, GABRA1, 
SYT1, SLC12A5, as well as EGFR amplification) 

In the classical subtype, response to chemoradiotherapy is marginally improved, 

likely by functional p53 DNA-damage sensing. The mesenchymal subtype is 

characterized by increased angiogenesis, necrosis, inflammation and hypoxia, with higher 

activation of glycolytic metabolism and poor prognosis [22]. Thus, RAS/PI3K and anti-

angiogenic agents, as well as metabolic therapies, may be especially well suited for this 

signature [23]. Tumors of the proneural subtype, on the contrary, are less pathological 

and carry a better prognosis. Interestingly, 90% of IDH1 mutations are found here, 

suggesting that the proneural subclass may actually be a form of secondary GBM; despite 

poor response to TMZ, patients are younger, survive longer and might be good candidates 

for inhibitors HIF, PI3K and PDGFRA pathways. The survival advantage is thought to 

be primarily linked to IDH status [24]. Finally, neural malignancies have a lower degree 

of infiltration in the brain parenchyma and express gene signatures reminiscent of 

differentiated, non-tumoral cells [25]. Indeed, it was suggested that, in reality, this 

category defines samples with a high content of healthy brain tissue, rather than 

describing a tumor of lesser malignancy [26; 27]. 

The classification by molecular subtypes continued to evolve since its publication, 

further outlined with new genetic alterations and molecular features, such as TERT and 

ATRX mutations involved in telomere maintenance, tumor methylation profiles 
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(methylation of the MGMT promoter), CDKN2A and/or CDKN2B deletions as well as 

H3 K27M mutations [28; 29]. Importantly, IDH wild-type and IDH mutant gliomas 

have settled as two distinct and immiscible categories [30; 31].  

1.3. GBM: clinical presentation, diagnosis, and standard of care 

1.3.1. Localization and clinical presentation 

The initial presentation of a patient with GBM is highly variable, contingent on 

the size, location and affected anatomical structures [32]. Among the most frequent 

anatomical enclaves we find the cerebral hemispheres, as 95% of tumors arise in 

supratentorial regions, whereas cerebellum, brainstem and spinal cord localizations are 

relatively unusual [33]. The tumor mass is usually formed by a single, large, irregularly 

shaped lesion which infiltrates white matter [15].  

Clinical history is usually short, spanning 3-6 months in cases of newly formed, 

primary GBM. It can also develop over the span of multiple years if the tumor is an 

evolution of a low-grade precursor. Patients present with symptoms of increased 

intracranial pressure, including headaches and focal or progressive neurologic deficits. 

Direct brain damage/necrosis produces focal neural deficits in 40-60% of cases, as well as 

cognitive impairment that is contingent on the affected lobe (visual or hearing problems, 

personality changes, altered gait), whereas secondary intracranial pressure/edema leads to 

headaches, a hallmark sign in 30-50% [34]. Rapid apparition of neurological symptoms 

could be mistaken for a stroke in older patients. Seizures are expected in 25% of newly 

diagnosed patients, developing in as many as 50% at later stages [35].  

1.3.2. Diagnosis: anatomical and metabolic imaging 

Initial diagnosis is preferentially completed via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

or computed tomography (CT). High-grade gliomas infiltrate surrounding tissues and 

cross the midline to involve the contralateral brain. CT scans show hypointense areas in 

comparison to adjacent brain and a midline shift because of the moderate to severe edema. 
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In MRI studies, GBMs can be marked with gadolinium to reveal an irregularly shaped 

mass with a dense ring of enhancement and hypointense center of necrosis. Tumors are 

mostly unifocal, although, in about 10-15% of cases, can appear as multifocal, distant or 

diffuse [36].  

Additionally, [18F] fluoro-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (18F-

FDG-PET) has become part of the routine imaging protocol to evaluate glucose uptake 

(a marker of metabolic activity) and monitor progression/recurrence [37]. While specific 

partitioning of glucose destined for ATP or macromolecule synthesis cannot be 

determined using this method, PET allows for tracking of recurrence and metastatic 

disease with a high degree of accuracy, indicating a close relationship between metabolic 

alterations and invasiveness [38]. Recently, novel imaging techniques opened the 

possibility to examine in vivo uptake of other metabolites, including glutamine/glutamate 

(glutaminolysis), choline (cellular membrane turnover), N-acetyl aspartate (neuronal 

viability), fatty acids and ketone bodies (oxidation and biosynthesis), but they are still 

reserved for research settings [39; 40].  

Metabolic imaging of GBM shows regional microenvironment metabolic 

heterogeneity, with histological analysis revealing regions of hypercellularity 

(pseudopalisades) surrounded by necrotic foci under hypoxia (pO2=2.5-5%) and 

infiltrating tumor cells under normal oxygen conditions (pO2=10%) [41]. In a clinical 

context, the lactate to pyruvate ratio increases up to three times in tumoral tissues over 

normal brain, suggesting glycolytic metabolism is retained in vivo, not merely an in vitro 

artifact [42; 43]. In the future, studying heterogeneity by non-invasive metabolic imaging 

could streamline the diagnostic process and improve patient stratification and evaluation 

response to therapy [44].   

1.3.3. Standard of care of GBM patients 

GBM is a virtually incurable, terminal illness that requires a multidisciplinary 

approach and palliative care. Current standard of care consists of maximally safe surgical 

resection, followed by radiotherapy and concurrent chemotherapy with the oral alkylating 

agent temozolomide (TMZ) [45].  
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Surgery relieves intracranial pressure, which may recover previously lost CNS 

functions and decrease the need for corticosteroid medication (e.g., dexamethasone) to 

manage cerebral edema. Maximal survival benefit corresponds to resection volumes 

greater than 98%, eliminating all gadolinium enhancing areas, which can be accomplished 

by assistance of intraoperative MRI and fluorescent guides to label metabolically active 

tissue [46-48]. Nevertheless, complete elimination of the tumor is rendered impossible 

by its highly infiltrative nature [49]. 

Postoperative radiotherapy was considered the only fundamental pillar of GBM 

treatment before the early 1980s, extending median survival from 3-4 months to 7-12 

months, while also providing local control in newly diagnosed high-grade gliomas [50; 

51]. At present, TMZ is the first-line chemotherapeutic agent for GBM, administered 

concomitantly with radiotherapy in a dosing regimen known as the Stupp protocol, based 

on a landmark clinical trial from 2009 that demonstrated synergistic effects, increasing 

overall median survival by 2.5 months when compared to radiotherapy alone [52].  

At the cellular level, radiation produces single and double-strand DNA breaks by 

direct action and free radicals by indirect action, instigating cell death and activating 

replication checkpoints in rapidly proliferating tissues. TMZ acts by inducing genetic 

aberrations through the addition of methyl groups to purine bases (O6 and N7 positions 

of guanine, and N3 positions of adenine). The principal cytotoxic lesion, O6-

methylguanine (O6-MeG), can be corrected by MGMT enzymes, so therapeutic 

responses to TMZ can be partially predicted by determining the methylation status of the 

MGMT promoter and expression of this DNA-repair enzyme in the tumor biopsy [17]. 

Apoptotic signaling is mainly triggered by O-6-methyl G:T mispairs.  

Recently, the addition of novel treatments for newly diagnosed GBM, such as 

tumor treating fields therapy (TTF), an FDA-approved portable device that applies low-

intensity, intermediate-frequency alternating electric fields to stop mitosis/cell division, 

extended overall median survival to 20.9 months [53]. Upcoming therapies for GBM in 

research stages are summarized in Figure 2. Despite incremental progress, the 5-year 
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survival rate for patients treated with both TTF and maintenance TMZ is still only 12.8% 

[54].  

Figure 2. Standard of care for GBM and novel treatments under active development.   

As standard of care is not a curative option, new therapies are sorely needed, with 

researchers worldwide trying to understand GBM from multiple points of view, mainly 

the “omics” sciences: genomics, proteomics and metabolomics. In view of these universal 

obstacles, new procedures are generally tested in the recurrent stage, where only a handful 

of approved rescue options compete for a practically non-existent survival benefit. 

Promising candidates then move to clinical trials of newly diagnosed GBM, to be 

combined with chemoradiotherapy.  

Metabolism-based drugs reinforcing ketogenic metabolic therapy (KMT) have 

been proposed as attractive strategies at this juncture, with the possibility of non-toxic 

press-pulse management of highly glycolytic and glutaminolytic cancers [55].   

Metabolic therapy is contingent on a series of assumptions about mitochondrial 

fitness of normal and cancer cells, as well as defective substrate flexibility. A near complete 

dependency upon fermentable fuels is a sine qua non condition for this approach, which 

has proven a controversial and divisive topic. The intersection between theories 
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attempting to explain the origin of cancer and how it should be treated based on causal 

biophysical mechanisms will be discussed in the following section.   

1.4. Metabolic reprogramming in the origin and progression of 

cancer 

Cellular metabolism encompasses a highly organized and integrated network of 

chemical reactions carried by a crossover of enzymatic pathways, which are regulated by 

activator/inhibitor metabolites and interconnected with signaling pathways closely related 

to proliferation and differentiation.   

1.4.1. Key chemical reactions for energy production in mammalian cells 

In eukaryotic animal cells, synthesis of ATP takes place in two distinct ways:  

a) During enzyme-level reactions, called substrate level phosphorylation (SLP), 

that do not require oxygen. 

b) During oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), which generates NADH and 

FADH2 hydrogen carriers, creating an electrochemical gradient in the 

mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) fueling ATP synthesis, a process 

with an absolute requirement of oxygen.  

SLP can occur in the cytoplasm (as part of the glycolytic pathway) or in the 

mitochondria (at the succinyl-CoA ligase step of the TCA cycle). Multiple metabolites 

can act as substrates for SLP and/or OXPHOS, mainly glucose and glutamine [56]. 

When glutamine undergoes mitochondrial SLP (mSLP), it is termed “Q-effect”. To 

understand the role of ATP synthesis in cancer, it is important to divorce the metabolite 

(monosaccharides, amino acids, fatty acids, ketone bodies and other sources) from the 

actual biochemical processes that generate energy (SLP/OXPHOS).  

1.4.2. Bioenergetics in normal cells: Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway 

and mitochondrial respiration 

Under physiological conditions, glucose is converted into two molecules of pyruvate 

through a series of nine enzymatic reactions, collectively known as Embden–Meyerhof–
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Parnas pathway or glycolysis. Two enzymatic reactions, phosphoglycerate kinase (PKG) 

and pyruvate kinase (PK), produce ATP by SLP.   

In normal cells, the fate of pyruvate is determined by oxygen availability. In low 

oxygen conditions (e.g., exercising muscle), pyruvate is converted to lactate by the enzyme 

lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), a process known as anaerobic glycolysis or fermentation, 

replenishing NAD+ reduced during glycolysis. Under adequate oxygen levels, pyruvate 

will be preferentially oxidized, shuttled to the TCA cycle by the pyruvate dehydrogenase 

complex (PDH). In the mitochondria, acetyl-CoA from pyruvate undergoes complete 

oxidation, producing CO2 and reducing two high-energy redox carriers, NAD+ to 

NADH and FAD to FADH2. These hydrogen carriers uphold the proton motive force 

between the inner and outer membrane of the mitochondria, which synthetizes ATP in 

complex V (ATP-synthetase) of the ETC, yielding a theoretical of 30-32 ATP molecules 

per each glucose molecule. Aerobic respiration is responsible for the majority of ATP 

production in oxidative mammalian cells.  

Figure 3. Energy metabolism in normal oxidative cells. Glycolysis generates a total of 4 ATP 

and 2 NADH per glucose molecule, utilizing 2 ATP in the process. Pyruvate grooming or the link 

reaction yields an additional 2 NADH. In the TCA cycle, 6 NADH and 2 FADH2 molecules are 

generated for subsequent OXPHOS, as well as 2 ATP directly by SLP. The electron transport chain 

(ETC) then yields a theoretical 30 ATP from NADH and 4 ATP from FADH2, depending on 
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stoichiometric efficiency. In normal cells, lactate production from pyruvate only takes place under 

hypoxic conditions (anaerobic glycolysis). OXPHOS is the main source of energy in mitochondrially 

healthy oxidative cells (up to 90% of ATP synthesis).  

Rapidly proliferating cancer cells take up more nutrients than would be strictly 

needed to meet their energy demands, reprograming their metabolism to promote 

survival, invasion and treatment resistance.  

1.4.3. Somatic mutation theory and mitochondrial metabolic theory of 

cancer: different culprits, different tactics 

In both the somatic and mitochondrial theory, it is recognized that most cancer 

cells differ from normal cells in their use of glucose, amino acids (particularly glutamine), 

fatty acids and other oxidative fuels, irrespective of their oxygen status. SLP stands as the 

principal energy-generating pathway in cancer due to a rewired somatic program and/or 

partially or fully defective mitochondrial function [57; 58]. The difference between these 

two paradigms lies in the nuclear and mitochondrial control of tumorigenesis. 

As a result, common metabolic alterations in cancer include upregulated aerobic glycolysis 

(the Warburg effect), increased glutaminolytic flux (for anaplerosis, oxidation and Q-

effect) upregulated pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), lipid/amino acid metabolism, 

recycling of intermediates for biosynthesis and redox balance, defective mitochondrial 

biogenesis as well as oncometabolite production (such as lactate, succinate or 2-

hydroxyglutarate) [59]. Notably, several metabolites have been recognized as 

oncogenic/tumor suppressor by virtue of their capacity to alter cell signaling and 

differentiation. 

1.4.4. Somatic model for ATP synthesis: metabolism under genetic control 

In the somatic mutation theory, the origin of malignant transformation resides in 

the combined effect of genetic alterations, with metabolic reprogramming as a 

downstream epiphenomenon. Figure 4 shows how different mutational landscapes 

contribute to the bioenergetic rewiring of cancer. In this interpretation, metabolic 
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flexibility of tumoral cells is maintained, with the ability to perform both SLP and 

OXPHOS to meet catabolic and anabolic demands. 

Figure 4. Somatic mutation theory, metabolic reprogramming as a secondary hallmark. 

Random mutations and/or DNA damage induce a proliferative program. Cancer cells adapt by 

increasing their demands for metabolic fuels, rewiring metabolism to produce ATP in a less efficient 

but more responsive manner (Warburg effect). Other fuels and biosynthetic precursors, such as 

glutamine and fatty acids, can be taken up and diverted to the TCA cycle to synthetize ATP and 

macromolecules. In the somatic mutation theory, OXPHOS is largely functional (oxygen 

consumption equals ATP synthesis), covering the remaining energetic demands; this is a metabolic 

advantage rather than a weakness. Lactate can be exported to the microenvironment by glycolytic cells 

and taken up by neighboring oxidative cells for energy and biosynthesis (reverse Warburg effect).  

Consequently, metabolism and gene expression should not be viewed as 

independent categories [60].  However, given the basic assumption that each individual 

cancer cell could hold its own distinctive driver and passenger mutations, developing 

targeted therapies is proving arduous [61-63]. 

Despite bringing forth advancements in DNA sequencing techniques, with regards 

to cancer, the somatic explanation is faced with unresolved problems, such as the 

oncogenic paradox, tissue normalization and non-mutagenic carcinogens [64-67]. These 

open questions substantiate the exploration of alternative hypothesis to better understand 
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carcinogenesis, gathering of both molecular and metabolic experimental evidence and 

expanding therapeutic opportunities. 

1.4.5. Metabolic model for ATP production: mitochondrial dysfunction, 

the Warburg effect, and Q-effect 

The Warburg hypothesis establishes that all cancer cells arise from mitochondrial 

defects, making them avid consumers of glucose and other fermentable fuels through 

SLP, even in presence of oxygen. Warburg's initial observations have been readjusted to 

the modern molecular era, but cancer research shifted towards the search of a DNA-based 

primary cause, rather than a extranuclear origin [68].  

It has been proposed that the root of cancer involves a cluster of metabolic 

alterations in a hierarchical evolutionary framework: specifically, defects in mitochondrial 

function, number and/or structure, with a varying degree of OXPHOS and ETC 

dysfunction [69].  

Mitochondria stand at the center of the metabolic theory of cancer. These 

cytoplasmic organelles of suspected endosymbiotic origin serve bioenergetic, biosynthetic 

and signaling functions, with a vital role in adaptation to microenvironmental 

perturbations [70]. As previously stated, OXPHOS is the multi-step, cyclical 

mitochondrial pathway that allows cells to synthesize ATP from the oxidation of 

nutrients. During OXPHOS, electrons from NADH and FADH2 are transferred to 

oxygen molecules, creating a proton electromotive gradient in the ETC that maintains 

ATP synthase in F1F0 mode, generating ATP via a proton-driven torque rotation [71].  

The metabolic theory of cancer is conceptualized in Figure 5. In this paradigm, it 

is argued that mitochondrial defects, originating from any number of non-specific events 

that damage respiratory capacity, and the gradual shift towards SLP, ultimately initiate 

carcinogenesis. Even partial disruption of mitochondrial function over time leads to a 

shift towards SLP [58]. As gene expression is regulated by bioenergetics, it stands to 

reason that metabolic feedback loops will determine if a cell can execute genetic 

instructions [72]. Contrary to the somatic mutation theory, metabolic reprogramming 

and heterogenous mutational landscapes are downstream effects of mitochondrial failure 

[69].  
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Figure 5. Metabolic theory of cancer. Mitochondrial dysfunction elicits a retrograde response 

in the nucleus, whereas molecular heterogeneity can be explained by ROS-induced mutations and 

genomic instability by acidification. The pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) isoform diverts glucose towards 

biosynthetic pathways, but a variable quantity of ATP is generated by the Warburg effect. Glutamine 

is not fully oxidized, but rather contributes to ATP synthesis at the succinyl-CoA ligase (SUCL) 

reaction of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. Aerobic glycolysis and mitochondrial SLP (Q-effect) 

contribute to the majority of ATP synthesis in mitochondrially defective cancer cells. Mitochondrial 

energy-generation failure, beyond a threshold, is sufficient to induce a predominance of SLP 

metabolism. 

Only cells capable of undergoing the SLP bioenergetic shift will ultimately become 

tumorigenic. Hypoxia, mitochondrial ROS and highly acidic microenvironments have 

been shown to induce genomic instability, in concert with disrupted inputs into primitive 

energy sensing pathways (e.g., AMPK/MTOR signaling networks) [73]. As the enzymatic 

machinery to repair the genome is dependent on energy flux (ATP-dependent 

nucleosome remodeling), bioenergetic reprogramming produces failure to repair DNA 

and enables progressive genomic instability [74-76]. Elevated levels of ROS and 

acidification of the tumor microenvironment induce DNA damage and genomic 

instability [77; 78]. Mitochondrial retrograde signaling is therefore responsible for 

dysregulated nuclear gene expression [79].  

Theories linking the underlaying mechanisms of cancer to extranuclear causes 

remain controversial [80-82]. Even though cause and consequence are still up to debate, 
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one of the most well-defined characteristics of cancer cells, at a functional, bioenergetic 

level, is their preference and capacity to exploit SLP metabolism [3]. Pyruvate 

fermentation produces intermediaries and precursors for biosynthesis, regenerates NAD+ 

and creates an acidic extracellular and intracellular microenvironment that facilitates 

invasion and metastasis [83; 84]. The majority of solid tumors, including GBM, resort to 

aerobic glycolysis over OXPHOS, at least under cell culture conditions. Furthermore, 

glycolysis is connected to the PPP, generating NADPH and ribose-5-phosphate, 

essential for the biosynthesis of lipids and nucleic acids, as well as maintenance of redox 

balance by regeneration of glutathione (GSH). Glucose carbons are diverted to the PPP 

by glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), resulting in a provision of 

approximately 85% of pentose phosphates incorporated into newly synthesized DNA 

[85].  

ATP production from aerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) and mSLP 

glutaminolysis (Q-effect) exceeds OXPHOS to attain quotients sufficient to meet 

bioenergetic and proliferative demands, conferring what has been dubbed a “selective 

advantage”. Logically, this advantageous state only endures as long as we assume a 

constant supply of glucose and glutamine, or, in nutrient-deprived conditions, metabolic 

flexibility for other fuels, such as lactate, amino acids or fatty acids, even in presence of 

tumorigenic mutations and mitochondrial damage.  

1.4.6. The role of mitochondria in the origin and progression of cancer 

Mitochondrial function is a driving force of all energy-consuming cellular 

functions, associated with numerous pathophysiological conditions, including metabolic, 

cardiovascular, muscular and neurodegenerative disorders, as well as cancer [86].  

In normal cells, the majority of ATP is produced by OXPHOS; this applies to 

healthy CNS tissues as well, where glucose-derived pyruvate and ketone bodies are taken 

up for oxidation under aerobic conditions [87; 88]. Despite its lower efficiency, SLP is 

almost 100 times faster, conferring an advantageous state of reactive plasticity to rapidly 

proliferating cells. In a framework of evolutionary pressure, cancer cells able to switch to 

SLP metabolism can survive in an everchanging microenvironment, disrupted by poor 
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angiogenesis, hypoxia and nutrient stress [89]. Metabolic therapy posits the simultaneous 

targeting of SLP, while maintaining viability of metabolically healthy cells via alternative 

fuels [90].  

Warburg originally envisioned that dysfunctional mitochondrial ATP-synthesis 

forced cancer cells towards fermentative metabolism in order to preserve a constant energy 

flux. Modern revisions adapted this notion to encompass structural abnormalities, 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutations, abnormal fission/fusion, cholesterol and 

phospholipid content (cardiolipin), mutations in enzymes of the TCA cycle and the 

ETC, as well as unstable mitochondrial membrane potential and uncoupled respiration 

[91; 92]. Supplementary Figure S2 recapitulates the mitochondrial alterations described 

in GBM. 

Electron microscopy demonstrated alterations in mitochondrial number and 

structure in over a thousand tumoral samples, including GBM (typically, swelling and 

cristolysis of the inner membrane) [88; 93; 94]. Mitochondria conform into folding 

structures called cristae; abnormalities in morphology directly correlate with insufficient 

or defective respiration [95]. The ETC is a highly conserved set of protein complexes that 

allowed obligatory fermentative organisms to harness the energy contained in organic 

molecules through oxidation. Respiratory complexes are distributed in folding structures 

within mitochondrial membrane lipids (cardiolipin), indispensable to preserve ATP-

synthesis [96]. Thus, when alterations in morphology and lipids accumulate, OXPHOS 

is impaired [58]. However, despite being ubiquitous in cancer cells, the functional 

relevance of structural alterations is yet to be fully unraveled [97].  

Furthermore, a defective TCA cycle is a common feature in GBM. Mutations in 

aconitase, IDH, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and fumarate hydratase (FH) have been 

associated with CNS tumors, acute myeloid leukemia, paraganglioma, 

pheochromocytoma, ovarian, colorectal, gastrointestinal and other cancers [98]. As 

previously stated, IDH1 and IDH2 are particularly noteworthy in gliomas, identified in 

the majority of grade 2-3 gliomas and secondary GBM [99]. IDH-R132H mediated 

conversion of α-ketoglutarate to oncometabolite 2-hydroxyglutarate could contribute to 

tumor progression by driving DNA methylation; however, this phenomenon is also 
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paradoxically linked to reduced Warburg and Q-effect, providing a mechanistic 

explanation as to why IDH1 mutations are a favorable prognostic factor [100]. This is a 

practical example of two paradigms leading to opposing therapeutic approaches: IDH-

R132H mutations can be viewed either as a beneficial restrictor of SLP metabolism [101], 

or a targetable opportunity to avoid further genomic damage [102]. 

Mitochondrial contribution to tumorigenesis is further supported by mitochondrial 

transfer studies, where transplantation of normal mitochondria inhibits neoplastic 

phenotypes despite mutated genomes [103-108]. Taken together, these studies suggest 

that mitochondria play a significant role in cancer initiation and progression.  

Despite this body of evidence, detection of oxygen consumption in cancer cells is 

commonly interpreted as functional OXPHOS. It is important to note that although 

structurally damaged mitochondria continue to consume oxygen, a gradual shift towards 

SLP has been initiated to ensure consistent power output [109]. This explains why the 

Warburg effect and OXPHOS often coexist in oxygraphic respirometry, as was the case 

in our study. The cell-specific threshold for tumorigenic SLP and metabolic 

reprogramming is unknown. Thus, oxygen consumption is not necessarily linked to ATP 

synthesis, especially under conditions of uncoupled respiration and reversed proton 

electrochemical gradient. Mitochondrial uncoupling refers to the dissipation of the 

proton motive force across the inner mitochondrial membrane, where electron flux does 

not synthetize ATP. Indeed, the tumorigenic potential has been correlated with oxygen 

consumption, but OXPHOS is not required for proliferation [110].  

Beyond ATP, mitochondrial control of proliferation might be essential for 

regulation of biosynthetic and redox equilibrium [111]. Both aerobic glycolysis and TCA 

cycle anaplerosis provide intermediaries for macromolecular synthesis: glucose-derived 

carbons and glutamine-derived nitrogen are converted into precursors of nucleic acids, 

proteins, and lipids. Thus, a major function of glycolysis and OXPHOS might be to 

sustain biosynthesis [112].  

The metabolic aberrations found in GBM offer multiple therapeutic avenues. 

Targeting SLP phenotypes by either metabolic drugs or nutrient deprivation is a 

promising way of selectively eradicating malignant cells while also sparing healthy cells. 
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Shifting energy production towards oxidation of ketone bodies and fatty acids forgoes 

glucose-dependency, which is an important concept to grasp, as glucose is often assumed 

“essential” for ATP-synthesis unless metabolic plasticity is well understood [113]. 

Effective targeting of glycolysis using inhibitors such as DCA, 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-

DG), 3-bromopyruvate (3-BP), or glucose depletion, is further enabled by adaptation to 

ketone body metabolism [114]. 

1.4.7. Advancements in the study of metabolic pathway flux 

During the past decades, a deeper understanding of cancer metabolism has been 

boosted by refinement of techniques to evaluate in vitro and in vivo metabolic flux. 

Metabolomics, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC–MS), offer 

a bird-eye view of the presence of metabolites in a tissue or cell sample. Metabolic flux 

analysis (fluxomics), on the other hand, estimates the flow of metabolites in their natural 

pathways, including methods such as flux balance analysis (FBA), 13C-metabolic flux 

analysis (13C-MFA) and extracellular flux analysis (e.g., oxygraphy and flux analyzers).  

In our study, we focused on real-time bioenergetics using the Seahorse XF flux 

analyzer. Formerly, assessing cellular bioenergetics comprised several independent 

measurements of oxygen consumption, lactate production, total ATP, glucose uptake and 

mitochondrial membrane integrity, by means of time-consuming protocols that did not 

provide real-time information. The Seahorse XF instrument, by contrast, provides a fully 

integrated solution that quantifies extracellular fluctuations in oxygen and proton 

extrusion (pH) during repeated sampling. This allows for simultaneous measurements of 

oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), delivering 

an estimation of mitochondrial function and glycolysis.  

It must not be forgotten, however, that oxygraphy is hindered by certain limitations, 

such as low throughput, low specificity/signal, susceptibility to changes in pH and 

difficulty for normalization. Most notably, the principal read-outs are simply 

extrapolations of metabolic flux, not direct measurements of ATP. Seahorse XF and other 
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oxygraphs such as the Oroboros Oxygraph-2k merely describe OCR/ECAR data, which 

needs to be interpreted with caution [115-118].  

1.5. Metabolic profiles in GBM: overcoming intratumoral 

heterogeneity 

Historically, aerobic glycolysis has been inferred as nearly universal; nevertheless, it 

has now been proposed that some subpopulations could adapt to both aerobic and 

anaerobic conditions [119]. Counterpoint evidence suggesting a more nuanced view can 

be encountered in oxygen-consuming phenotypes, especially in therapy-resistant and 

metastatic disease [120; 121]. In vitro, traditional GBM models have shown variability in 

experimental estimation of mitochondrial function (particularly, TCA cycle anaplerosis 

and OCR responses to mitochondrial inhibitors), while tissue-derived GBM stem cells 

exhibit glucose SLP dependency as well as reliance upon glutamine and fatty acid 

oxidation (FAO) [122-125]. In vivo, metabolic imaging can be used to evaluate substrate 

uptake, but differentiation between ATP and biosynthesis is methodologically 

challenging [126; 127]. Subpopulation heterogeneity renders the development of 

molecular targeting a complex problem. 

1.5.1. Deciphering clonal heterogeneity: a biological perspective 

A significant source of intratumoral heterogeneity emanates from a subpopulation 

within the tumor niche that is able to self-renew, differentiate, initiate tumorigenesis and 

phenocopy the original tumor in vivo: these are referred to as cancer stem cells (CSCs), 

tumor-propagating cells, tumor initiating cells or “persisters” [128]. CSCs are defined by 

their ability to give rise to differentiated progeny, sufficient to drive tumor maintenance, 

recurrence and therapeutic resistance [129]. CSCs have been detected in both low and 

high-grade malignancies, including GBM [130; 131].  

In the somatic mutation theory, three major biological frameworks have been 

proposed to illustrate the mechanisms of heterogeneity, metastasis and therapy resistance.  
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The stochastic or clonal evolution model posits that all cancer cells are originally 

biologically equivalent, holding the same tumorigenic potential: any given cell could act 

as a tumor initiating cell by acquisition of genetic and epigenetic alterations. Therefore, a 

tumor is a hyperproliferative state caused by driver mutations and genomic instability. 

Aberrant microenvironmental conditions select the most aggressive, adaptable and 

resistant cells, thus increasing heterogeneity [132].  

In contrast, the hierarchical CSC model posits that malignant transformation is 

initiated by a subset of cells with stem cell biological properties, or cells that underwent a 

dedifferentiation process (“stem-like”). CSCs can subsequently “persist” within the 

tumoral mass, responsible for unlimited growth, recurrence, clonal expansion and 

phenocopy capabilities. Each CSC subpopulation carries its own unique phenotype, 

hierarchy and differentiated progeny [133].  

These two models place different weight on stemness and microenvironment as 

regulatory categories, but they are not mutually exclusive, crystalizing in the plasticity 

model [133]. Herein, the capacity of stemness that characterizes CSCs, rather than being 

a fixed entity, is a plastic quality that can be expressed to different degrees [134]. Thus, 

the plasticity model is defined by the interconversion between stem and differentiated 

states. 

As previously discussed, an alternative hypothesis describes cancer as a bioenergetic 

disease, where mitochondrial damage and progressive loss of OXPHOS initiates 

compensatory SLP (unregulated growth). This signifies a regression to an ancient, 

evolutionarily conserved ATP-production system, which does not require oxygen, 

suitable for rapid proliferation at the cost of coordinated metazoan cell hierarchy [135]. 

The contention between eukaryotic quiescence and unicellular proliferation could be 

solved at the local level by this metabolic switch [136]. A significant injury to 

mitochondrial bioenergetics induces a glycolysis-driven, stem-like proliferative state 

[137]. CSCs share the same glycolytic behavior that exists in non-cancerous stem cells 

[138; 139]. In this model, genetic mutations are a downstream epiphenomenon of 

increased ROS production, microenvironmental acidification, and failure to repair DNA, 

which can explain tumoral heterogeneity as well as the paradoxical genetic backgrounds 
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by shifting the underlying mechanisms from somatic mutations (hereditary information) 

to ATP-synthesis (bioenergetic flux) [140; 141]. Furthermore, the Q-effect has been 

proposed as the missing link to explain residual viability of cancer cells upon simultaneous 

inhibition of glycolysis and OXPHOS [58].    

Figure 6 provides a summarized explanation of the keystones of heterogeneity in 

GBM. Supplementary Figure S3 further explores the theoretical background of 

carcinogenesis.  

Figure 6. Summarized overview of the clonal, stem cell, plasticity and mitochondrial models of 

cancer. Own elaboration, based on [69; 142]. 

Metastasis, the leading cause of death in patients where tumor progression could 

not be contained, is also examined under two biological paradigms: the embryonic 

program known as the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), and the 

transformation/fusion with immune cells, most notably macrophages [143; 144]. While 

metastasis is relatively uncommon in primary CNS tumors due to containment by the 
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blood brain barrier (BBB), they are highly metastatic when given access to extraneural 

tissues [145-147]. Migration and colonization are worth understanding as metastases are 

hypothesized to arise from a pool of CSCs [148]. 

Even though the Warburg hypothesis is not fully compatible with the somatic 

mutation theory —a dichotomic matter of causality—, it can be easily integrated into 

molecular studies of genetic/metabolic reprogramming to enhance cancer therapies [149].  

1.5.2. Metabolic properties of glioma stem cells (GSCs): a living, evolving 

model 

In the search for representative and clinically translatable in vitro models of GBM, 

growing evidence points to GSCs as a more reliable and diverse preclinical model in 

comparison to traditional non-stem cell lines; consequently, significant strides have been 

taken to isolate and culture human GSCs to appraise their contribution to the 

tumorigenic process [128; 150]. Circumventing therapy resistance and recurrence will 

require a better understanding of the molecular and bioenergetic function of this 

subpopulation of cells, allowing for selective targeting.  

Unfortunately, therapeutic success is hindered by the ability of GSCs to switch 

metabolic fuels (metabolic plasticity), with fermentation and oxygen consumption 

recognized as the driving ATP and biosynthetic pathways, often coexisting in the same 

tumor. A lesser degree of reliance upon Warburg metabolism has been shown in GSCs 

from surgical specimens [151]. Bulk tissue classifications of GSCs have been linked to 

specific metabolic features (e.g., mesenchymal subtypes tend to display higher glycolytic 

activity; inhibition of OXPHOS abolishes clonogenicity of proneural GSCs) [152; 153]. 

Additionally, GSCs were shown to proliferate in both perivascular aerobic and hypoxic 

regions [154; 155]. Glycolytic and oxidative phenotypes sustain the emergence of primary 

tumors, switching between respiration (as per oxygen consumption) and fermentation, 

indicative of a relative degree of metabolic flexibility [156; 157]. Notably, morphological 

alterations in mitochondrial structure have been previously reported by our group in the 

GSCs models used in this study, with loss of mitochondrial crest and double membrane 
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structures. It was consequently of interest to evaluate if architectural loss correlated with 

bioenergetics [158; 159]. 

Whether metabolic phenotypes are permanent and stable, independent or 

complementary, operating at a spectrum, is not completely understood [160]. In this 

puzzling context, recognizing the metabolic vulnerabilities of GSCs, as well as reducing 

tumorigenic potential by metabolic reprogramming, might be promising, non-toxic 

therapeutic strategies. 

1.6. Metabolism as a potential therapeutic target: successes and 

pitfalls of metabolic therapy 

Glycolytic and glutaminolytic dependencies can be targeted in multiple cancers, 

such as brain, pancreatic, breast, lung, gastric, skin and prostate, among others [161-163]. 

Currently, the “metabolic therapy” umbrella is wide-ranging, not strictly defined, 

including a variety of interventions, from dietary interventions to metabolic modulation, 

e.g., calorically restricted ketogenic diets (CR-KDs), fasting and fasting-mimicking diets, 

metabolic inhibitors (MF, DCA, DON), tumor microenvironment control (reversal of 

lactic acidosis), hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), inhibition of autophagy and 

regulation of oxidative stress [90; 164-167].   

As a good candidate for metabolic therapy, clinical sampling of GBM reveals 

glycolytic phenotypes and partial mitochondrial defects [58; 168-170]. Therefore, once 

glycolysis has been targeted by dietary or pharmacological interventions, mitochondrial 

inhibitors symbolize an attractive opportunity to increase redox stress in weakened cancer 

cells [171; 172]. Compensatory ketogenic strategies effectively protect healthy neuronal 

tissues against glucose deprivation [173; 174]. 

1.6.1. Challenges for translational medicine: bringing metabolic therapy to 

the clinic 

Development of metabolic therapies is hindered by a lack of standardization, as 

even similar studies cannot be compared due to differences in normalization, 
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randomization, dosing and timing [175]. Owing to its distinctive heterogeneity, GBM 

requires combinatory strategies for simultaneous targeting of multiple pathways [176]. 

Cell metabolism operates at a continuum, so it is expected that metabolic rewiring can 

rescue viability up to a cell-specific threshold (e.g., amino acids feed into the TCA cycle 

to provide ATP and nitrogen) [177]. Cancer cells able to withstand the initial metabolic 

stress might just be temporarily stunted and then proliferate again [121]. This is a core 

limitation of focusing on single molecular targets, as resistant cells are likely responsible 

for recurrence [178]. Focusing on multiple targets in a synergistical fashion yields more 

promising results, as exemplified by triple metabolic therapy and pilot clinical trials of 

metabolically-supported chemotherapy [179-181].  

Mounting evidence shows that metabolic phenotypes are a determining factor of 

response to chemotherapy, but such concepts are often overlooked in clinical practice 

[182]. Routinely, outside FDG-PET staging, all tumors are considered "metabolically 

equal", managed with fixed protocols of chemoradiotherapy regardless of metabolic 

activity. Precise, accessible and easy-to-use techniques to study bioenergetics at the 

single-cell level, along with composite metabolic imaging, liquid biopsy and patient-

derived models that accurately reflect the original tumor, are beginning clinical validation 

[183-186]. Metabolic stratification warrants further investigation, since revealing the 

global metabolic status is a way to by-pass the seemingly unlimited complexity of genetic 

landscapes [187]. Identification of Warburg/Q-effect/OXPHOS dependencies prior to 

treatment could be a predictor of response without the need for extensive gene expression 

screenings in search of individual genetic mutations [188].     

As metabolic plasticity is being touted as a distinctive feature of GSCs, we wanted 

to explore the antiproliferative responses against metabolic inhibitors, considering the 

backdrop of basal bioenergetic states. To this effect, metabolic inhibitors such as MF, 

DCA, sodium oxamate (SOD) and 6-diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON) have a long-

lasting history in metabolic therapy, with extensive evaluation in cell culture, animal 

models and clinical trials of diverse cancer subtypes [189-192]. Table 3 provides an 

overview of the metabolic inhibitors and DNA-damaging agents used throughout our 

study.  
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Table 3. Description and clinical evidence of standard and metabolic drugs.  

1.6.2. Mitochondrial activity and metformin: a therapeutic opportunity 

against oxygen-dependent cancer phenotypes 

Cancer cells contain alterations in mitochondrial morphology, lipid composition, 

polypeptide profiles, respiratory capacity, ETC and cytochrome c oxidase activity, as well 

as rates of electron/anion transport and calcium retention [193; 194]. It is unknown, 

however, if these abnormalities encompass all the chondriome.   

As a central hub of metabolism, damaged mitochondria are particularly vulnerable 

to therapeutic interventions, exhibiting sensitivity to damage by ROS via decreased 

scavenging and unstable ETC and membrane potential [195-197]. Non-tumoral cells 

show a differentially higher tolerance to physiological ROS levels [198; 199].  
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Bearing in mind the potential synergy with chemoradiotherapy, mitochondria-

targeting drugs are being explored in the full spectrum of clinical research (e.g., 

phenformin, lonidamine, imexon, idebenone, tigecycline, COL-3) [200]. In phase III 

clinical trials, MF and CPI-613 showed the greatest promise for rational metabolic 

therapy in cancer [201].  

MF is an FDA approved first-line oral antidiabetic agent that acts as a mild ETC 

complex I inhibitor, increasing the AMP/ATP ratio, followed by downstream AMPK 

activation and MTOR inhibition. Its anti-diabetic action stems from reduced 

gluconeogenesis in the liver, but antitumoral effects extend beyond the reduction of blood 

glucose, enhancing chemoradiotherapy [202-204]. In epidemiological studies, MF 

appears to reduce cancer incidence and mortality [205; 206]. Encouragingly, 

concentrations corresponding to anti-diabetic treatment strengthened responses to 

chemotherapy [207-209]. Combinations with other inhibitors, such as DCA and 2-

deoxyglucose, enhanced oxidative stress and cytotoxicity in a broad spectrum of cancers 

[210-214]. Additionally, effectiveness is superior in conditions of glucose-deprivation or 

pharmacologically impaired glycolysis [215].     

Figure 7. Mechanisms of action of MF. After cell membrane uptake through organic cation 

transporters (OCTs, such as SLC22A1/3), MF regulates energy production through inhibitory 

binding of the ND3 core subunit of the respiratory chain complex I and the mitochondrial 

glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH). The mild inhibition of complex I decreases the rate of 
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NADH-propelled proton flux across the inner mitochondrial membrane and OCR in a dose-

dependent manner, reducing the proton gradient (Δψ) and ultimately ATP synthesis at complex V. 

This leads to a global reduction of ATP availability and rise in AMP/ADP precursors, activating 

AMPK signaling, thus inhibiting MTOR and tumor growth. The inhibition of mGPDH modulates 

mitochondrial redox states and increases cytosolic NADH, reducing gluconeogenesis.    

1.6.3. Pyruvate, lactate, and anti-glycolytic targeting 

Pyruvate is a central metabolic junction, including the tail-end of glycolysis, malate 

oxidation, alanine synthesis, gluconeogenesis, and fatty acids synthesis. In terms of ATP-

synthesis, pyruvate can be converted to lactic acid by LDH to recover cytosolic reducing 

equivalents and support the Warburg effect, or acetyl-CoA for TCA cycle oxidation 

through the PDH complex. Import of pyruvate into the mitochondria involves two 

distinct transport complexes: a voltage-gated porin complex, and the mitochondrial 

pyruvate carrier (MPC).   

The LDH family of enzymes catalyzes the reversible redox reaction that allows 

malignant cells to preserve viability by keeping pyruvate concentrations low and 

regenerate oxidizing equivalents (NAD+). Cancer-specific LDH proteins are encoded by 

the LDHA and LDHB genes, which can be combined to generate five isoforms: LDH-1 

(B4), LDH-2 (B3A1), LDH-3 (B2A2), LDH-4 (B1A3), and LDH-5 (A4) [216].  

LDHA is a HIF-1 (hypoxia inducible) target gene and a key glycolytic enzyme, 

whereas LDHB favors backwards conversion to pyruvate, which has been documented in 

lactate shuttling and the “reverse Warburg effect”, but its contribution to overall tumor 

metabolism remains undetermined [217; 218].  

Excess lactate is excreted by a family of passive proton-lactate membrane 

symporters, MCTs. Lactate extrusion and proton accumulation in the microenvironment 

leads to acidosis as well as genomic instability. At pH under 4.5, lactic acid has a neutral 

charge and is stabilized; at physiological pH, it exists primarily as dissociated, negatively 

charged lactate anions and protons. To prevent intracellular acidification, MCT 

overexpression is common in most cancers (especially MCT1 and MCT4) [219].  

The role of lactate as a fuel in cancer is still open to interpretation. The reverse 

Warburg effect hypothesis posits that lactate and other high-energy metabolites (such as 
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ketone bodies and fatty acids) could be supplied to cancer cells by the stroma, which 

includes endothelial cells, pericytes, fibroblasts and leukocytes, collaborating in 

metabolite recycling. However, this symbiosis between glycolytic and oxidative cancer 

cells assumes ample metabolic flexibility and has only been documented in specific in vitro 

models with significant stromal contributions [220]. In the brain, the astrocyte–neuron 

shuttle could fulfill a similar purpose: glutamate increases glycolysis in astrocytes, which 

then release lactate to serve as an oxidative fuel for neurons [57]. While lactate alone is 

not sufficient to sustain neuronal viability, it could act as an “opportunistic”, glucose-

sparing substrate when supplied in high amounts [221]. The relevance of metabolite 

recycling in brain cancer is under active investigation [222; 223]. 

In the context of GBM, high expression of LDHA and increased plasma lactate are 

negatively correlated with survival [224]. Hypoxia, necrosis and LDHA expression are 

powerful promoters of the Warburg effect [225]. As many of the research chemicals 

targeting LDH lack specificity (e.g., SOD, oxalic acid, tartronic acid, gossypol), novel 

inhibitors such as GSK 2837808A, AZ-33, R-GNE-140 are being explored in clinical 

trials [226-229]. Additionally, a promising therapeutic strategy appears to be MCT-

mediated transport (e.g., AZD3965) [230]. Upon  inhibition, some cancer cells could 

rewire metabolism towards mSLP or OXPHOS, subsequently targeted by glutaminolytic 

or mitochondrial inhibitors [231]. 

1.6.4. Lactate or acetyl-CoA: a tumor's dilemma 

PDH is a mitochondrial multi-enzyme complex that catalyzes the oxidative 

decarboxylation of pyruvate, regulated by a phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycle via 

PDKs and pyruvate dehydrogenase phosphatases (PDPs) [232].  
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PDKs are serine/threonine kinases with four isoforms in humans (PDK1-4). Two 

PDP isoforms dephosphorylate the E1α subunit and restore catalytic activity. When the

PDH E-1α subunit is phosphorylated by PDKs into its inactive form, the entry of

pyruvate into the mitochondria is inhibited. Hypoxia, HIF-1 stabilization and increased 

Warburg metabolism through mitochondrial dysfunction keeps PDH in its inactive state 

[233]. Figure 8 illustrates the therapeutic modulation of LDH and PDH. 

Figure 8. Mechanism of action of dichloroacetate (DCA) and sodium oxamate (SOD). DCA 

inhibits the mitochondrial enzyme PDK, maintaining the PDH complex in its unphosphorylated 

catalytically active state and shuttling pyruvate into the mitochondria, therefore increasing aerobic 

oxidation of glucose, oxygen consumption and mitochondrial ROS production. SOD is a competitive 

inhibitor of the LDH enzyme, inhibiting lactate buildup and extrusion, decreasing the Warburg effect. 

DCA is a small molecule orphan drug that can activate PDH by inhibiting PDKs 

in a dose-dependent manner, with a variable affinity (inhibitory constant, Ki) towards 

different PDK subunits [234]. DCA is approved for clinical use and has been extensively 

studied for the treatment of mitochondrial diseases (e.g., inborn deficiency of PDH, 

Leigh syndrome, Kearns–Sayre syndrome, Friedreich ataxia), as well as lactic acidosis, by 

reconducting pyruvate into mitochondrial OXPHOS [235; 236]. Forcing OXPHOS in 

cancer cells with damaged mitochondria leads to depolarization of the MMP, release of 

cytochrome c and ensuing apoptosis, as well as increased ROS, upregulation of voltage-
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dependent K+ channel and caspase activation [237]. Pilot clinical trials in cancer 

demonstrated feasibility and no adverse effects in alternating dosing regimens, including 

survival benefit as palliative care in GBM and advanced metastatic cancer [238-241]. To 

improve potency and reduce adverse effects, new prodrugs of DCA have been developed 

[242].  

1.6.5. Glutamine addiction, glutaminolysis and mSLP: the missing link 

fueling ATP-synthesis in cancer? 

Glutamine is a conditionally essential α-amino acid that is fundamental for tumor 

proliferation, redox balance and fatty acid/nucleotide biosynthesis [243; 244]. 

Importantly, glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in plasma (~500 to 800 μM), in 

sufficient quantities for a relatively faithful extrapolation from in vitro studies [245].  

In concert with the Warburg effect, glutamine addiction is emerging as a reliable 

metabolic hallmark, documented across a wide range of cancers [246]. Glutamine is taken 

up by several families of amino acid transporters and converted to glutamate by GLS 

enzymes [247]. In humans, three isoforms of GLS are encoded by two genes: the kidney-

type (KGA/GLS, also known as GLS1), accompanied by the glutaminase C splice variant 

(GAC), and the liver-type (LGA/GLS2) [248]. KGA/GLS is a known contributor to 

proliferation and malignancy, whereas the function of LGA/GLS2 has not been fully 

characterized, with both growth-promoting and inhibitory effects [249].  

It is unknown what proportion of glutamine substrate is directed towards mSLP at 

the succinyl-CoA ligase step (Q-effect), oxidation in the TCA cycle, or reverse processing 

through IDH2 reductive carboxylation [250; 251]. Glutamine-derived glutamate is a 

precursor of glutathione, a critical component for redox homeostasis. Additionally, it has 

been shown that glutamine can support anaplerosis in both normoxia and hypoxia, as well 

as having a role in the regulation of ammonia (pH homeostasis), which is necessary to 

compensate for lactate production and involved in migration, invasion and metastasis 

[252; 253]  Glutamine metabolism is under nuclear control via MYC oncogenes [254]. 

Glutamine has a powerful synergistic effect with glucose to support ATP production and 

tumor proliferation, yet to be replicated with other monosaccharides or amino acids across 
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a broad spectrum of cancer cell lines [255]. Thus, targeting glutaminolysis must be an 

integral part of any metabolism-based therapy.  

To achieve this, GLS inhibitors such as bis-2-[5-phenylacetamido-1,2,4-

thiadiazol-2-yl]ethylsulfide (BPTES), compound 968, acivicin, DON and azaserine are 

being evaluated in preclinical and clinical studies, demonstrating significant cytotoxic 

effects but also risk of multi-organ toxicity at high doses [161; 256].  

DON has been selected due to promising antitumoral effects in human clinical 

trials, but its application is fraught by careful dosing and scheduling to avoid 

gastrointestinal toxicity (nausea and vomiting) and mild myelotoxicity (leucopenia and 

thrombocytopenia) [189]. Strictly glutamine-dependent tissues, such as the gut 

epithelium and immune system, are the most sensitive to off-target toxicity [257].  

Figure 9. Mechanism of action of DON. Glutamine is imported across cell membranes via 

different amino acid transporters (e.g., ASCT2, BOAT2), frequently upregulated in cancer cells. It 

exerts essential functions in energy production (mSLP/oxidation) and anabolism (anaplerosis, 

nucleotide and amino acid synthesis). Cancer cells are largely dependent on glutamine to provide the 

nitrogen building blocks for proliferation. DON is an attractive metabolic modulator due to all-

encompassing inhibition of glutamine-utilizing enzymes, ensuring expansive blockage of both the 

ATP and biosynthetic roles of glutamine. DON binds competitively and irreversibly to glutamine 
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active sites. Crucially, DON serves as a selective mechanism-based inhibitor of glutamine-utilizing 

reactions, rather than a non-specific reactive intermediate, due to conformational changes that occur 

only in proximity of the active site of enzymes.  

A reduction of adverse effects can be achieved by first depleting the total amount 

of circulating glutamine (e.g., administration of PEGylated glutaminase) and then 

pulsing DON to selectively target tumoral tissues, as competition for glutamine is 

increased [258]. In animal models, intravenous administration of DON together with a 

calorically restricted KD and glycolytic inhibitors achieved long-term management of 

orthotopic GBM [259]. Moreover, it has been shown that glutaminolysis activates 

MTOR signaling and, indeed, inhibition of GLS by BPTES and DON also prevents 

growth induction via MTOR; thus, when desirable, glutamine inhibition could act in 

concert with mitochondrial inhibitors such as MF to prevent MTOR activity [260].   

1.7. Ketogenic metabolic therapy: a selective pressure against 

Warburg-like cancer cells 

Ketogenic metabolic therapy (KMT) is defined by the presence of ketone bodies 

(primarily BHB, the main energy-containing ketone body, which can be accompanied by 

acetoacetate and acetone), either produced by ketone-generating tissues such as liver, 

kidney epithelia, astrocytes and enterocytes, or via external supplementation [261].  

Nutritional regimes resulting in ketogenesis have been evaluated as antiepileptic 

and antiproliferative [262-266]. The KMT is administered as a press intervention, with 

a micronutrient complete, calorically restricted, KD, a physiological stressor with a 

measurable impact on proliferation of glucose-addicted cells, reducing metabolite levels 

such as lactate [267; 268]. Complying with these principles, ketogenic-like cell culture 

media can be formulated in vitro [269]. 
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Figure 10. Ketone body metabolism at a glance. The three main ketone bodies, β-

hydroxybutyrate (BHB), acetoacetate (AcAc) and acetone, are generated by the liver from fatty acids 

in physiological conditions of fasting, nutritional ketosis or exercise-induced ketogenesis. Albeit AcAc 

has been implicated in the anti-epileptic effects of the KD, the principal, energy-containing, signaling 

molecule is BHB. Uptake of BHB by extrahepatic tissues is mediated by MCT1/MCT2 transporters. 

BHB is converted into acetyl-CoA through catalysis via 3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 1 (BDH1), 

3-oxoacid CoA-transferase 1 (OXCT1), and acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase 1 (ACAT1). OXCT1 is 

the rate-limiting step of ketolysis, converting AcAc into AcAc-CoA by the transfer of CoA from 

Succinyl-CoA. The products of ketolysis are integrated into the TCA cycle for energy or biosynthesis. 

One directional arrows indicate irreversible reactions, bidirectional arrows indicate reversible reactions.     

KMT, fasting-induced ketogenesis and in vitro formulations of buffered, non-

acidic ketogenic media, must not be confused with diabetic ketoacidosis. During 

nutritional ketosis, BHB ranges from 3-8 mM, with physiological levels reported during 

prolonged fasting as high as 10-12 mM, without metabolic acidosis. Thus, an upper limit 

of 10 mM was selected in our cell culture studies to ensure adequate uptake, while still 

providing a translational framework.  

Differentiation and reprogramming protocols have been proposed as non-cytotoxic 

therapies with promising clinical applications [270-273]. In this study, we explored the 

potential of modulating the nutrient availability as a form of clonal selection, restricting 

the availability of essential SLP metabolites in cell culture (glucose, glutamine), while 

providing BHB, an obligatory mitochondrial fuel.  
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1.7.1. Ketone body metabolism as a physiological protection against 

glucose depletion 

Ketogenesis is an effective way of whole-body metabolic priming, enhancing the 

efficacy of subsequent metabolic treatments [274]. Ketone bodies are readily transported 

across the BBB by passive diffusion and MCT transporters [275]. BHB is an obligatory 

oxidative fuel: it cannot generate ATP in hypoxia or cells with mitochondrial defects 

[276]. In non-tumoral cells, exposure to endogenous BHB as well as ketone ester 

supplementation reduces ROS, induces mitochondrial biogenesis and maintains ATP, 

assisting in DNA repair and genomic integrity [277; 278]. As an epigenetic regulator, 

BHB acts as an endogenous specific inhibitor of class I histone deacetylases (HDAC), 

integrating metabolic status and transcriptional regulation [279; 280].  

Adjuvant KMT allows for dose reduction of chemotherapy and enhances 

penetration of metabolic inhibitors across the BBB [58; 180; 181; 281]. Therapeutic 

failure in monotherapy is partly due to highly variable clinical designs, unavoidable 

extrusions from the effective range and lack of glutaminolysis inhibition, which is 

currently limited [267; 282-284]. Glutamine targeting requires complex dosing and 

relatively toxic agents, but several clinical trials are underway [285]. In the case of IDH1-

mutant GBM, a strict KD appears to provide benefit by synergy with oncometabolite 2-

hydroxyglutarate to reduce mSLP, stabilize HIF-1 and reduce glycolysis, with a clearly 

defined mechanism of action [101].  

In summary, ketone body metabolism is unable to rescue viability of GBM under 

severe glucose depletion, but intermediate metabolites could be diverted towards 

biosynthesis and potentiate fermentable fuels despite low energetic status (glucose, 

glutamine and other amino acids) [282; 286]. In physiological conditions, healthy 

neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes can substitute nearly all glucose requirements 

by BHB [173; 174; 287]. As far as we know, there is no evidence of any cancer cell line, 

irrespective of origin, able to sustain long-term proliferation in glucose-depleted 

conditions despite compensation by ketone bodies or fatty acids, as measured by viability 

and OCR [288; 289]. It is worth noting that, at the protein level, the initially encouraging 
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hypothesis that cancer cell do not express ketolytic enzymes, making them incapable of 

BHB oxidation, has since been revisited [283; 290]. Uptake of ketone bodies has been 

observed in gliomas, with preferential distribution towards lipid synthesis, not ATP 

[291]. Detection of resilient, oxidative phenotypes would require targeting by 

mitochondrial inhibitors.  
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1.8. Metabolic therapy: cutting the supply lines of a hungry beast. 

Where do we stand?   

Cancer metabolism has recently experienced a powerful resurgence, propelled by 

the rediscovered possibilities of targetable distinctions in tumoral cells. Despite open 

questions and unresolved challenges, there is no debate about the importance of aberrant 

metabolism in tumor progression and therapy resistance [58; 292]. Insufficient 

standardization and lack of precise metabolic analysis hinders the translational potential 

of metabolic therapy [175; 284]. Glycolytic and oxidative rewiring in GBM needs to be 

further investigated, particularly in light of clonal heterogeneity and stem-cell 

contributions to recurrence. 

A better characterization of the metabolic profiles of GSCs could help us advance 

our understanding of GBM biology and propel the fight against cancer. In this work, we 

demonstrate that different GSCs subpopulations require tailor-made strategies for 

effective metabolic targeting. It is our hope that recognizing the metabolic plasticity of 

GBM will ensue the design of more successful therapeutic approaches.  
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2. Central hypothesis and aims 

Metabolic therapy opens the door to both targeted pharmacological and systemic 

targeting of metabolic vulnerabilities in tumoral cells. Interventions are tested as co-

adjuvant approaches with standard of care, when appropriate, or second-line palliative 

care in tumors with very poor prognosis, such as GBM and metastatic cancer. However, 

this area of research is held back by the absence of metabolic stratification. In view of the 

heterogeneity of GBM and increasingly recognized importance of GSCs in therapy 

resistance, we hypothesize that a careful categorization of metabolic phenotypes and 

inhibitor susceptibility should be a key component of metabolic targeting.  

2.1 Central hypothesis 

The molecular heterogeneity of GBM determines the efficacy of metabolic 

inhibitors according to three primary bioenergetic dependencies, namely, the Warburg 

effect, OXPHOS and glutaminolysis.  
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2.2. General objectives and specific objectives 

i. Explore the effects of metabolic therapy in GBM. 

a) Define the metabolic clustering of clinical samples. 

b) Analyze basal bioenergetic states of GSCs in relation to traditional non-

stem GBM lineages (U87MG) to uncover targetable differences. 

c) Examine the potency of inhibitors against glucose, glutamine, and 

oxidative metabolism. 

a) Study the mechanisms that regulate cellular adaptations by means of 

gene/protein expression and functional studies. 

a) Analyze differential toxicity of metabolic drugs in tumoral and non-

tumoral cells. 

b) Evaluate synergism/antagonism between metabolic inhibitors and DNA-

damaging agents. 

c) Inspect the metabolic priming of GBM cells after sustained modulation. 

ii. Investigate metabolic flexibility in response to nutrient depletion and potential 

rescue by compensatory oxidative fuels (ketone bodies). 

a) Examine the ketolytic and ATP-synthesis capacity in long-term culturing 

under variable conditions of glucose, glutamine and BHB. 

b) Evaluate the morpho-metabolic adaptation to cyclical glucose deprivation 

and compensatory BHB. 

iii. Develop an in silico prognostic factor based on the mRNA and protein expression 

of genes involved in the response to our selection of metabolic inhibitors.  

a) Examine RNA-seq and CGH data from GSCs models to discover 

potential metabolic vulnerabilities at the genome level. 

b) Develop a prognostic model based on TCGA gene and protein expression 

of metabolic enzymes. 
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3. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Culture of GSCs from human GBM samples, U87MG, HBMEC and 

human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) 

GSCs (GBM18, GBM27 and GBM38) were originally isolated from surgical 

GBM specimens, as previously described in [158]. GSCs were cultured under a 

humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C, in a media containing, as a base, DMEM/F-

12 (Gibco, 11039), further supplemented with: Non Essential Amino Acids (1% v/v; 

Gibco, 11140), HEPES (38 mM; Gibco, 15630), D-Glucose (0.54% v/v or 30.2 mM; 

Sigma, G8769), BSA-FV (0.01% v/v; Invitrogen), Sodium Pyruvate (1 mM; Invitrogen), 

L-Glutamine (4 mM; Gibco, 25030), Antibiotic-Antimycotic (0.4% v/v; Invitrogen), N1 

Supplement (1% v/v; Invitrogen), Hydrocortisone (0.3 μg/ml; Sigma, H0135), Tri-

iodothyronine (0.03 μg/ml; Sigma, T5516), EGF (10 ng/μl; Sigma, E9644), bFGF (20 

ng/ml; Sigma, F0291) and Heparin (2 μg/ml; Sigma, H3393). This media is hereafter 

named “GSC medium”.  

Cell culture media was replaced with fresh media every 3-5 days. Cells were 

subcultured after confluence (approximately every 1-2 weeks) with chemical dissociation 

using StemPro Accutase Cell Dissociation Reagent (A1110501, Gibco).   

U87MG was purchased from ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA and cultured in 

DMEM/F-12 (Gibco, 11039) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 2% 

penicillin-streptomycin (PS). Cells were maintained at 37°C in humidified atmosphere 

air, CO2 5%. The media formulation intended for U87MG cells was termed “high 

glucose, FBS supplemented media” (HG-FBS). Subculturing was performed every week, 

first washing with PBS w/o Ca2+ and Mg2+ and then dissociating with Trypsin-EDTA 

at 0.25% (25200056, Gibco). Medium was changed 2 to 3 times a week.  

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) (a gift from Dr. Carmen Escobedo 

Lucea) were cultured in DMEM, high glucose, GlutaMAX (Gibco, 10566016), 

supplemented with a final concentration of 20% FBS and 1% P/S. All hMSCs 

experiments were performed in the first 5 passages from isolation. Human Brain 

Microvascular Endothelial Cells (HBMEC, Catalog #1000) were purchased from 
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ScienCell Research Laboratories (Carlsbad, California) and grown in HG-FBS media. 

HBMEC are characterized by rapid proliferation and, upon confluence, had to be 

subcultured with Trypsin-EDTA once a week, similar to U87MG. 

For experiments with very low glucose concentrations, we supplemented base 

DMEM, no glucose, no glutamine, no phenol red (A1443001, Gibco) with: D-Glucose 

(0.5 mM; Sigma, G8769), HEPES (15 mM; Gibco, 15630; at the same final 

concentration as DMEM/F-12), L-Glutamine (4 mM; Gibco, 25030), 3-hydroxybutyric 

acid (10 mM; 166898, Sigma-Aldrich). Acetoacetate is an unstable, volatile compound 

that is only available as a lithium salt; lithium itself is known to exert pleiotropic effects 

on diverse cell processes [293]. By contrast, 3-hydroxybutyric acid (BHB), the major 

ketone body, is chemically stable in cell culture; therefore, we focused on 3-

hydroxybutyric acid in our experiments. This media was named “low glucose, BHB 

supplemented media” (LG-BHB). Phenol-Red was used to evaluate acidity in modified 

LG-BHB [294].  

It is important to consider that the basal DMEM (A1443001) formulation, despite 

not being supplemented with D-glucose, L-glutamine nor sodium pyruvate, has a non-

trivial amount of amino acids (Glycine 0.4 mM, L-Arginine hydrochloride 0.39 mM, L-

Cystine-2HCl 0.2 mM, L-Histidine hydrochloride-H2O 0.2 mM, L-Isoleucine 0.8 mM, 

L-Leucine 0.8 mM, L-Lysine hydrochloride 0.79 mM, L-Methionine 0.2 mM, L-

Phenylalanine 0.4 mM, L-Serine 0.4 mM, L-Threonine 0.79 mM, L-Tryptophan 0.078 

mM, L-Tyrosine disodium salt dihydrate 0.39 mM, L-Valine 0.8 mM), as well as 

vitamins and inorganic salts. Amino acids are present at supraphysiological concentrations 

and could feed into metabolic pathways such as pyruvate reconfiguration, mSLP and 

TCA cycle anaplerosis, known to sustain cell viability for limited periods of time in 

absence of glucose and glutamine [295].         

All media formulations were prepared in sterile conditions and filtered with a 

vacuum filter, 0.22 μm PES Membrane (431118; Corning). All cell lines were regularly 

tested for Mycoplasma contamination. 

 For a comprehensive overview of the components in the cell culture media 

formulations, we provide the following summary table. 
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Table 4. Cell culture media composition. 

3.2.2. In vitro protocol for cyclic metabolic treatment 

Our ketogenically-compensated, glucose-restricted formulation was applied to 

U87MG as LG-BHB medium for 7-day cycles, allowing cells to recover in standard HG-

10% FBS supplemented media for 7-days intervals in between. Control cells in HG-FBS 

were trypsinized each week and seeded at a density of 1x105; after each cycle of LG-BHB, 

all surviving cells were transferred, and non-viable, detached cells were washed during 

trypsinization at the end of each cycle. LG-BHB adapted cells that completed all cycles 

could be frozen in liquid nitrogen, 10% DMSO, thawed and still maintained their distinct 

morphologic and metabolic phenotype. We also tested intermediate glucose 

concentrations (2.5 mM), which induced morphological changes towards neurosphere 

growth but did not halt proliferation, as shown in Supplementary Figure S13. A visual 

summary of our protocol is represented below.  

Components added 

to basal DMEM 

GSC 

medium 

(GBM18, 

GBM27, 

GBM38) 

High glucose, 

FBS (HG-FBS), 

for U87MG and 

HBMEC 

Human 

mesenchymal 

stem cells 

medium 

(hMSCs) 

Low glucose, 

BHB (LG-

BHB) 

Seahorse XF 

DMEM, pH 

7.4 

Glucose 47.5 mM 17.5 mM 25 mM 0.5 mM 10 mM 

Glutamine 6.5 mM 2.5 mM 4 mM 4 mM 2 mM 

β-hydroxybutyrate 

(BHB) 
- - - 10 mM - 

HEPES 18.8 mM 15 mM 25 mM 15 mM 5 mM 

Sodium Pyruvate 1.5 mM 0.5 mM - - 1 mM 

Fetal Bovine Serum 

(FBS) 
- 10% 20% - - 
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Figure 11. Design and application of our in vitro metabolic treatment. 
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3.2.3. Reagents and metabolic inhibitors 

1,1-Dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride (D150959), sodium oxamate (O2751), 

sodium dichloroacetate (347795), 6-Diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (D2141) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich. Temozolomide (Catalog No. S1237) was acquired from Selleck 

Chemicals LLC. Bleomycin sulfate (HY-17565) was acquired from MedChemExpress.  

3.2.4.  Single-drug MTS assays and combination studies using the Chou-

Talalay method 

The sensitivity to different metabolic drugs was assessed using [3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, 

inner salt (MTS) containing solution from Promega (CellTiter 96 AQueous One 

Solution, G3582). Briefly, single-cell suspensions of GSCs were plated in 96-well plates, 

3000 cells/well, and allowed to grow and form spheres for 72 h. U87MG were seeded at 

3000 cells/well and allowed to grow for 24 h. Cultures were then treated with their 

respective media (control cells) or increasing concentrations of each drug for 0, 24, 48 or 

72 h. At each time point, MTS reactant was added, incubated at 37°C for 2 to 4 h, and 

absorbance was measured at 490 nm/630 nm using a Varioskan Flash (Thermo Scientific, 

5250030) or a Sunrise Absorbance Reader (Tecan Trading AG). For half maximal 

inhibitory concentration (IC50) calculations, corrected absorbance was transformed, 

normalized, and extrapolated in GraphPad Prism version 8.0.1, using the logarithmic 

variable slope equation: 

 Y=100/(1+10^((LogIC50-X)*HillSlope)). 

In specific dose experiments, hMSCs were seeded at 6000 cells/well and allowed to 

grow for 72 h. HBMEC were seeded at 3000 cells/well and allowed to grow for 24 h. 

Cells were exposed to treatments for 72 h before MTS read-out. 

Combinatory studies were performed in the same manner as single-drug assays. 

After seeding and waiting the cell-line specific attachment intervals, combined treatments 

were added in the following final concentrations: IC50 for drug A alone; IC50 for drug 

B alone; full dose IC50 for drug A + drug B; IC50(A + B)/2; IC50(A + B)/8.  
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Experimentally, drug “A” was one of the metabolic inhibitors (MF, DCA or 

DON), while drug “B” was the radiomimetic bleomycin sulfate. CompuSyn software 

(version 1.0), based on the Chou–Talalay method, was employed to determine the 

interaction between drugs [296; 297]. This method utilizes a multiple drug-effect 

equation derived from enzyme kinetics, generating a “combination index” (CI) for each 

drug combination, at each fraction of affected cells (Fa) intensity. CompuSyn software 

defines synergy as a CI value lower than 1, CI = 1 equals to additive effects and CI > 1 

indicates antagonistic effects. We have determined CI values for each metabolic inhibitor 

and bleomycin across tested cell lines using a constant ratio experimental design, as well 

as other valuable parameters such as the Dose-Reduction Index (DRI), which calculates 

how many folds of dose-reduction for each drug, at any given effect, would be allowed by 

the synergistic combination. 

3.2.5. Trypan Blue exclusion assay 

For Trypan Blue exclusion assays, we followed a previously described protocol for 

visual quantification of viable and dead cells  [298]. Cells were counted three times from 

different aliquots under optical microscopy, in all quadrants of a Neubauer chamber 

(0640010; Paul Marienfeld GmbH & Co. KG).  

3.2.6. Transduction of tumor cells 

Experiments using the U87MG Fluc-IRES-EGFP transfected cells were 

performed in collaboration with Dr. Thomas N. Seyfried laboratory (Boston College, 

USA), as previously described [299]. The lentivirus vector CSCGW2-Fluc-IG was 

derived from CSCGW by deleting all promoter elements from the U3 region in the 

3′LTR and inserting a firefly luciferase (Fluc)-IRES-EGFP cassette under control of the 

CMV promoter, a gift from Miguel Sena-Esteves [300]. Then, U87MG cells were 

transfected using lentivirus vector stocks produced with titers of 1 × 108 TU/ml. One day 

prior to infection, ∼100,000 U87MG cells were plated in a 6-well plate in HG-FBS 

DMEM. Infection was performed with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100 in a total 

volume of 1.5 ml. After 24 h of incubation, the vector media was substituted with fresh 
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medium. Upon confluence, cells were passaged to a 100mm Thermo Scientific™ BioLite 

Cell Culture Treated Dish for normal subculturing.  

3.2.7. Bioluminescent imaging 

Cell proliferation was monitored as a measure of bioluminescent signaling using the 

SPECTRAL Ami Instrument (Spectral Instruments Imaging, USA). Studying the 

transfected U87MG Fluc-IRES-EGFP, bioluminescence is directly correlated to 

production of ATP, viability, and cell number. Cells were plated in a 24-well plate at a 

density of 40.000 cells/well and left undisturbed overnight to attach to the surface of the 

plate. Then, standard cell culture media was carefully aspirated, substituted with the 

modified conditions of interest and bioluminescence was measured at the indicated time 

points after addition of 10 μl of D-Luciferin Potassium Salt (MB000102-R70170, Syd 

Labs), at a concentration of 10 mg/ml. Cells were grown in basal DMEM with 12 mM 

of glucose and 2 mM of glutamine (control), glucose only (12 mM), glutamine only (2 

mM) and DMEM with no additional components, compared against the same 

conditions supplemented with 5 mM BHB.  Data acquisition and analysis was performed 

using the Aura imaging software (version 3.2), with exposure time of 60 s, 2 × 2 binning, 

object height 1.5, FStop 1.2 and FOV 25. The first reading was acquired after changing 

the media and considered as baseline ATP production for the number of seeded cells prior 

to replication (U87MG have a mean population doubling time of approximately 34 h in 

HG-FBS supplemented DMEM) [301].  

3.2.8. Cell morphometry by light microscopy 

The number and length of morphology branching was counted in 6 images from 

random fields: U87MG were allowed to reach confluence before image acquisition (5-7 

days), modified LG-BHB U87MG were evaluated after 90 days from seeding. For 

imaging, we used an optical light microscope Leica DFC345 FX® with a Leica DFC 425 

camera.  Number and length of branching was related to a total of 10 cells/group at 20X 

magnification for each cell line. The length of cell branching was measured using Image-

J software, as described in [302; 303].  
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3.2.9. Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis 

Primers were designed in silico and validated manually, as previously described 

[304]. For qRT-PCR, total RNA was isolated from cell pellets using NZYol (MB18501, 

NZYTech, Lda.), following the manufacturer's recommendations. For chronological parity 

with other experiments, GSCs were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 90.000 cells/well, 

allowed to grow for 72 h, fresh cell culture media was added (1:1) and cell pellets were 

collected after 72 h; the same protocol was applicable to U87MG, but fresh cell culture 

media was added after 24 h from seeding. Purity of RNA was assessed based on 260/280 

and 260/230 ratios using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000/2000c. RNA was 

retrotranscribed to cDNA (High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit; Applied 

BioSystems) using a Mastercycler (Eppendorf). Resulting samples were amplified with 

specific primers (Table 5) in a CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) 

and a LightCycler 480 Instrument (Roche). β-actin and GAPDH were used as 

housekeeping genes. For relativization and comparison with non-tumoral controls, we 

compared our samples with a pool of retrotranscribed RNA from brain tissues obtained 

from epileptic patients, provided courtesy of Hospital Universitario y Politécnico La Fe 

(Valencia). 

Table 5. Forward (FW) and reverse (RV) primers for qRT-PCR. 

Name 5' - Sequence – 3' 
β-actin FW TTCTACAATGAGCTGCGTGTG 
β-actin RV GGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTCAAA 

GAPDH FW TCCTCCACCTTTGACGCTG 
GAPDH RV ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCC 

GLS1 FW GCCCGCTTTGTGTGACTAAA 
GLS1 RV CAGGGGTAAATAACGGCACA 
GLS2 FW GCACTAAAGGCCACTGGAC 
GLS2 RV CCAAGAGGCCACCACTACTG 

MTOR FW CTGACCGCTAGTAGGGAGGT 
MTOR RV AACATCCCAGAACCCTGCTG 
LDHA FW GTGGAGGTTGTGCATGTTGT 
LDHA RV CGTCAGAGGTGGCAGAACTA 
LDHB FW AGGACCTAAAAGACCTGTGACT 
LDHB RV GCTTTGATTCTGTGAGCCCA 
PDK1 FW ATCCTCCTGCCTGAGTCTCT 
PDK1 RV CAAATGCCAAGGACTGCTGT 
PDK2 FW TGCCTACGACATGGCTAAGCTC 
PDK2 RV GACGTAGACCATGTGAATCGGC 
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PDK3 FW TGGAAGGAGTGGGTACTGATGC 
PDK3 RV GGATTGCTCCAATCATCGGCTTC 
PDK4 FW AACTCGGGATGTTGGGGATT 
PDK4 RV AGAGAAAAGCCCTTCCTACTGA 

PRKAA1 FW GTCCAGGGCTTGTTCTATTCA 
PRKAA1 RV ATGCTGCACTTAGAGACCCT 
PRKAA2 FW TGGAACATTGTTACAGCAGGC 
PRKAA2 RV AGCTCTTCTCCCGTGTCTTC 

3.2.10. Antibodies 

All primary and secondary antibodies are listed as follows: AMPKα Antibody 

(2532, Cell Signaling), phospho-AMPKα (Thr172) (2535, Cell Signaling), Anti-

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1-α subunit antibody (ab110334, Abcam), Anti-PDH-E1α 

(phospho S293) antibody (ab177461, Abcam), antiOXCT1 (Sigma, HPA012047-

100ΜL), β-Actin (A5441, Sigma-Aldrich), α-Tubulin (sc-8035, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology). Secondary antibodies for horseradish peroxidase (HRP) detection were 

anti-rabbit IgG (sc-2004, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and anti-Mouse IgG (PI-2000, 

Vector Laboratories). 

3.2.11. Protein isolation/quantification and Western blotting 

Centrifuged and pelleted U87MG and GSCs were resuspended in 100 μl of 

radioimmunoprecipitation buffer [RIPA; 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 200 mM NaCl, 

5 mM EDTA and 0.2% SDS, with phosphatase and protease inhibitor cocktail] and 

stored at -80°C for a minimum of 24 h. Samples were centrifuged at 13200 RPM for 20 

min at 4°C; protein-containing supernatant was preserved. 

Total protein concentration was determined using Bio-Rad Protein Assay Kit II 

(Bio-Rad 5000002) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and, after the 

corresponding incubation, absorbance was read at 595 nm. 

In phosphorylation experiments, treatments were added 3-4 days after GSCs 

seeding, and 24 h in the case of U87MG. U87MG cells were washed twice with PBS and 

serum-deprived for 1 h prior to sample collection. Protein was subsequently recovered at 

the indicated time points (30 min, 60 min, 2 h, 6 h).  
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Western blotting experiments were performed adapting the protocol from 

Mahmood et al. [305]. Briefly, protein extracts were separated by 8-12% SDS-PAGE 

and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking for 1 h with 5% Bovine 

Serum Albumin (BSA) in Tween-Tris Buffered Saline 1X [T-TBS; 10 mM Tris-HCl 

(pH 7.6), 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween-20], membranes were incubated with the 

corresponding primary antibody overnight at 4 °C. After washing 3 times for 10 minutes 

with T-TBS, membranes were incubated with HRP-linked secondary antibody for 1 h 

at room temperature. Detection was performed using ECL reagents (GE Healthcare) 

according to the manufacturer’s guidelines and revealed in a BioRad ChemiDoc 

chemiluminescence system. The same membranes were then incubated with a 

housekeeping primary antibody overnight at 4 °C, washed the next day and incubated 

with an HRP-linked secondary antibody for 1 h room temperature before ECL detection. 

In some cases, band volume/intensity was quantified and compared using Image Lab 

Software (version 6.1), with the global volume background subtraction method (Bio-Rad, 

110000076953). 

3.2.12. Seahorse XFp protocol for real-time metabolic evaluation of 

U87MG adherent cells and GSCs neurospheres 

Seahorse XF technology measures two key parameters of cellular bioenergetics: 

OCR (a proxy for mitochondrial ATP synthesis, assuming oxygen consumption is linked 

to normal mitochondrial function) and ECAR (quantification of glycolysis through 

changes in pH due to lactate/proton extrusion) [306; 307].  

This methodology allows to study energy flux in label-free, live cells, providing 

researchers with unique insights into metabolic phenotypes and dynamic metabolic 

functions. Specific assays are available for this instrument depending on the desired 

application. We selected the Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Assay as it offers a broad-

spectrum estimation of metabolism (total ATP production, allocated to mitochondrial 

ATP and glycolytic ATP). This assay can be employed to quantify basal metabolic 

phenotypes and compare different cell types, or to evaluate pretreatments with 
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compounds, as in our case; on the other hand, to study acute effects, mitotoxicity, 

pathways liabilities and real-time metabolic switches, an “injection” strategy is offered.  

It is important to note that while the Seahorse XF technology is a widespread tool 

to measure metabolic parameters, unless specific pathway inhibitors are administered in 

parallel (such as etomoxir, UK5099, BPTES), it cannot granularly allocate concrete 

contributions of metabolites (glucose, glutamine, long chain fatty acids, ketone bodies) 

feeding into “OCR”, be it destined for mitochondrial ATP generation and/or other 

cellular processes [124; 306; 307]. Caution should be advised when interpreting Seahorse 

results, as OCR-linked ATP production could suggest a fully functional ETC, but it does 

not exclude obtaining energy from other sources, e.g., fermentation of glutamine though 

mSLP by succinyl-CoA ligase. Whenever possible, we opted for the term “OCR-linked 

ATP” when referring to “mitochondrial ATP” and “OXPHOS”. 

Seahorse XF technology requires full cellular attachment to the XFp PS Tissue 

Culture microplate, making evaluation of GSCs growing as floating neurospheres 

methodologically challenging. As detailed in Figure 12, we created a custom Seahorse 

workflow due to the low adhesion properties of our GSCs and the evaluated time points 

(72 h of active treatment, after which detachment of affected cells was noticeable).  
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Figure 12. Experimental design of Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Assay. Own work, based on 

[308; 309]. 

We coated the wells of a Seahorse XFp microplate with 20 μl of cell culture media 

supplemented with Collagen Type IV at 20 ug/mL (C6745-1ML, Sigma Aldrich). We 

allowed for layering with 1 h incubation at 37°C. After incubation, PBS was added to all 

wells and carefully aspirated without disturbing the collagen membrane.   

For GSCs, cells were seeded at a density of 10.000 cells/well in standard media and 

allowed to grow for 72 h. U87MG cells were seeded at 6.000 cells/well and allowed to 

grow for 24 h. After seeding, plates were left undisturbed at room temperature for a 
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minimum of 1 h to promote uniform cell attachment. The day of treatment, metabolic 

drugs were added according to previous IC50-72 h MTS assays.  

On the day of the experiment, cell culture media was carefully pipetted out of each 

experimental well without disturbing the attached cells, then placed into labeled 

centrifuge tubes. Seahorse XF DMEM medium (103575-100, Agilent) was added as a 

washing step, and pipetted out to the corresponding centrifuge tube. Seahorse XF media 

was then added to experimental wells. Tubes with original media and washing media were 

centrifuged at 1000RPM for 5 min at 25°C. After centrifugation, all liquid was aspirated, 

the cell pellet resuspended and added back to respective wells. This cell recovery step was 

essential for consistent results, as treatment with metabolic inhibitors caused cell 

detachment even after collagen coating, and centrifugation allowed to conserve the 

complete cell mass in both control and treated wells. Without this recovery step we 

observed very low protein yields since many cells were removed in the unavoidable 

washing steps.  

The Seahorse XF microplate was then centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 5 min for better 

cell attachment. Before measurement, cells were incubated for a minimum of 1 h in a 

CO2-free incubator to equilibrate pH and CO2 content of the wells, essential for accurate 

estimation of ECAR.    

We then followed Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Rate Assay User Guide (Kit 

103592-100, Agilent). Briefly, after basal measurements of OCR/ECAR, a final 

concentration per well of 1.5 μM oligomycin and 0.5 μM Rotenone + Antimycin A was 

injected to calculate mitochondrial ATP, glycolytic ATP and total ATP production. The 

resulting data was analyzed in Seahorse Wave software (version 2.6.1). Analysis of OCR 

and ECAR was carried out using the Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Rate Assay Report 

Generator (version 4.0.17). For normalization, Seahorse plates were frozen at -80°C until 

quantification. Total protein was quantified using an Invitrogen Qubit 3 Fluorometer 

(Invitrogen, Q33216), or the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (5000002, Bio-Rad), based on the 

Bradford assay, measured at 595 nm. For the Qubit Protein Assay Kit (Q33211), content 

of each Seahorse XFp-8 well microplate was transferred to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, 

30 μl of PBS was used to wash each well and then added to corresponding tubes. Wells 
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were incubated for 10 min at 37°C with 20 μl TrypLE™ Express Enzyme (12605010, 

Thermo Scientific). The content was transferred to previous microcentrifuge tubes, 

sonicated 2 times for 10 s at 20 kHz, centrifuged at 13200 rpm for 20 min at 4°C and 

supernatant was collected. After this step, we followed the manufacturer’s protocol for 

protein quantification.  

3.2.13. Gene-Set Variation Analysis and Glioblastoma Bio Discovery Portal 

Affymetrix (HG-U133A) normalized gene expression datasets of GBM and non-

tumor tissue samples from TCGA were downloaded from the GlioVis repository [310]. 

As IDH mutation status confers a characteristic metabolic rewiring of the TCA cycle, 

IDH mutant and IDH unknown samples were removed from the analysis [311]. The 

remaining 498 GBM IDH wild-type and 10 non-tumor samples were classified in 

proneural, classical, mesenchymal and those with a high content in non-tumoral tissue 

(low cellularity), as proposed elsewhere [312]. Four different canonical gene sets (two 

oxidative and two glycolytic) were obtained from the Molecular Signatures Database 

(MSigDB) [313]: KEGG (oxidative phosphorylation and TCA cycle), Hallmark 

(glycolysis, MTORC1 signaling). GSVA was performed on each sample to obtain an 

enrichment score (ES) using the GSVA R package [314].   

Additionally, a manual exploration of the TCGA datasets was performed for 

metabolic genes predictive of patient survival (full list available in Supplementary Table 

S1). This list was constructed using canonical KEGG pathways for drug-target effectors 

[315]. Only IDH wild-type samples were included in this analysis. Genes were selected 

for statistically significant predictive capacity for patient survival (p value < 0.05) in the 

HG-U133A (n = 186) or Agilent-4502A (n = 168) microarray platforms, either for the 

global cohort or at least one molecular subtype. 15 survival predictive genes were found.  

In the Glioblastoma Bio Discovery Portal (GBM-BioDP), mRNA expression 

values for these genes were used to create a Prognostic Index (PI) by weight averaging the 

genetic expression with the regression coefficients of a multi-gene Cox proportional 

hazards model. This PI was compared to overall survival using Kaplan-Maier analysis. 

AKT3 was excluded from the final analysis to improve clustering due to outlier values 
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(narrow clustering would be valid, but only applies to a limited number of patients). The 

same methodology was then followed for the generation of a PI based on protein 

expression, utilizing the full list of metabolic genes due to low availability of protein-level 

evidence in the TCGA. 

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) data was obtained as previously 

described [158]. In brief, after extraction of genomic DNA and quality control, labeled 

DNA was hybridized with Human Genome CGH Microarray 44K (Agilent G4426B-

014950) containing 43,000+ coding and noncoding human sequences, compared to a pool 

female reference genomic DNA.  

RNA-seq data from GSCs was obtained using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer 

across multiple passages (GBM18: p18, p27, p29; GBM27: p40, p42; GBM38: two 

samples from p32, p33, p37) and then averaged for each gene, as previously described 

[316]. In this study, metabolic genes were characterized by a high degree of biological 

coefficient of variation (CV).  

3.2.14. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using a 2-tailed Student t test (when comparing 

2 groups) and One-Way ANOVA (3 or more groups). Data are presented as means ± 

standard deviation and calculated using the software package GraphPad Prism version 

8.0.1 for Windows, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA. qRT-PCR 

expression data was graphed and analyzed directly in CFX Maestro 1.1 software (Bio-

Rad Laboratories). P values < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant. For all 

figures, P values were expressed according to GraphPad 8 NEJM P-value style:  p > 0.05 

(ns); p < 0.05 (*); p < 0.01 (**); p < 0.001 (***).    
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4. Results 

4.1. GBM can be stratified into glycolytic and oxidative 

phenotypes 

4.1.1. Gene expression analysis of metabolic pathways and clustering of 

samples according to Verhaak subtypes 

Molecular heterogeneity is a key feature of GBM, with clinical and therapeutic 

repercussions. A better understanding of the differences in bioenergetic metabolism 

amongst different molecular and phenotypic subtypes of glioma is necessary to target 

altered metabolism with an increased degree of specificity. Reducing the vast molecular 

landscape of GBM into a limited number of metabolic categories would allow for such 

precise targeting, with patient-specific personalized treatments.  

For this purpose, we explored TCGA expression databases using a GSVA 

approach. In the TCGA, Verhaak classification according to molecular characteristics 

differentiates four GBM-subtypes: mesenchymal, classical, proneural/neural [21; 317]. 

Importantly, the mesenchymal signature has been associated with increased 

inflammation, a higher degree of necrosis and the worst survival when restricting for 

samples with low transcriptional heterogeneity [21; 318].  

As a control of normal metabolism, healthy brain tissue is available in the TCGA 

for comparison.  In our analysis, filtering for canonical gene sets of glycolytic and oxidative 

pathways, Warburg-like phenotypes (signified by glycolysis and MTOR signaling) were 

enriched in the mesenchymal subgroup, whereas expression of mitochondrial enzymes 

predominated in healthy tissues (Figure 13). Between these two extremes, however, we 

still encounter ample genetic heterogeneity, owing to the mixed content of tumoral 

biopsies. To improve clustering, mesenchymal, classical, proneural and low cellularity 

samples can be differentiated into subgroups based on their oxidative or glycolytic nature 

(Figure 14).  
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Figure 13. Heatmap of the scaled 

ES obtained by GSVA with the samples 

grouped by their gene expression subtype 

(proneural, classical or mesenchymal) 

including those with high content of non-

tumor tissue (low cellularity).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. GSVA sample 

clustering according to subtype and gene 

expression. Normal tissue is characterized 

by enrichment in OXPHOS and TCA 

cycle, as well as downregulation in 

glycolysis and MTOR signaling. 

Mesenchymal and classical subtypes 

cluster under enriched glycolysis and 

MTOR signaling.  

 

 

Differentiating between 

normal and transformed tissues is essential for the successful removal of the entire tumoral 

mass, thus avoiding recurrence, and trends in metabolic profiles could be factored to 

determine the status of dubious biopsies and to establish safe resection borders prior to 

surgery [319]. 
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Continuing with this line of inquiry, we wanted to corroborate if heterogeneous 

metabolic dependencies could be detected in real-world clinical management of GBM. 

For this purpose, we examined 18F-FDG PET metabolic imaging from our own patient 

cohort. While most tumors were characterized by high glucose uptake (Figure 15a), 

others appeared as non-metabolically active despite tumoral progression (Figure 15b). 

18F-FDG PET is a routine staging and recurrence prediction tool, but it cannot 

differentiate between SLP and glucose oxidation, nor identify the metabolites supporting 

growth despite absence of glucose uptake. Wider implementation and standardization of 

more advanced imaging techniques, such as glutamine-based PET and oxygen sensitive 

MRI, alongside other tracers, would be useful to complete the metabolic profile of any 

given tumor [320; 321].  

Figure 15. Clinically, standard imaging techniques such as 18F-FDG PET coupled with 

anatomical MRI can classify tumors according to glucose uptake. a) High glucose uptake. Parietal 

recurrent GBM in the left hemisphere shows heterogeneous enhancement on three-dimensional T1-

weighted imaging (3DT1) and extensive uptake of 18F-FDG (right and medium side), even with high 

uptake in surrounding normal brain tissue. b) Low glucose uptake. Right thalamic GBM shows patchy 

contrast enhanced areas on axial 3DT1 and no uptake of 18F-FDG (medium and left side). 
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4.1.2. Heterogeneity in basal bioenergetic phenotypes of in vitro models of 

GBM 

Once we examined tentative tissue-based metabolic stratification and common 

clinical findings, we carried out Real-Time ATP assays using the Seahorse XFp Analyzer 

to determine the in vitro bioenergetics of human GSCs.  

Our GSCs are characterized by distinct molecular phenotypes, as previously 

described by our group [158]. OCR and ECAR were determined for each cell line, with 

subsequent calculation of total ATP Production Rate, glycolytic ATP Production Rate 

and mitochondrial ATP Production Rate (Figure 16).   

We described basal metabolic rates and compared GSCs amongst themselves and 

non-stem U87MG  We can observe that, in basal conditions, GBM27 and U87MG are 

close to a 1:1 ratio of ECAR/OCR-linked metabolism, whereas GBM18 and GBM38 

have a strong preference towards a glycolytic phenotype. Furthermore, U87MG, a 

typically Warburg-like cell line, exhibited a relative elevation in OCR-linked ATP 

production.  

Figure 16. Representative optical microscopy images of cellular morphology. Under each cell 

line, average distribution of total ATP production from ECAR-linked ATP production and OCR-

linked ATP production in basal (non-treated) conditions. Scale bar = 100 μm. 
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As shown in Figure 17, GBM27 demonstrated high mitochondrial ATP 

production as well as lower glycolytic ATP production when compared to GSCs GBM18 

and GBM38: as much as 50% of its bioenergetic needs were met by OCR-linked ATP 

production. GBM18 and, especially, GBM38, relied predominantly on glycolytic 

metabolism (Warburg effect). In GBM27, OCR and ECAR fluctuated between sets of 

biological experiments, indicating a range of metabolic flexibility: further investigation 

into metabolite allocation for energy production would be necessary to fully characterize 

this adaptive capacity.  

Figure 17.  Seahorse XF Energetic Map. GBM18 and GBM38 clustered together as highly 

glycolytic-like cells. GBM27 displayed the highest variation in the metabolic profiles, with increased 

mitochondrial respiration, at a similar level to GBM18, but, in comparison, lower glycolysis. U87MG 

were not as metabolically active as GSCs. Data from 3 independent experiments, each with n=3, 

normalized to total protein concentration (μg/mL). 

U87MG is a bona-fide, epithelial-like GBM cell line typically characterized by 

highly glycolytic phenotypes (lactate production and therefore ECAR) [151; 322; 323]. 

In our data, however, it showed a moderately elevated OCR-linked ATP production (up 

to 43.5 ± 4.2% of total ATP generation). Interestingly, the metabolic activity of U87MG 

cells, adjusted per protein content, is actually lower than GSCs. Thus, even if the ratio of 

ECAR/OCR-linked ATP generation is similar between U87MG and GBM27, the 
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normalized rates of ATP production are significantly higher in GBM27. Glycolytic 

activity is as much as six-fold higher in GBM18 and GBM38 than in U87MG. 

 Taken together, our results indicate that even under the same cell culture 

conditions, distinct molecular characteristics of GSCs produce unique metabolic 

phenotypes. We encountered a high degree of metabolic variability between our set of 

GSCs, and their ATP production rates per normalization unit were faster than U87MG. 

GSCs and U87MG maintain a basal metabolic profile and seem able to dynamically shift, 

to some extent, between ECAR-linked and OCR-linked ATP production to meet their 

bioenergetic needs.  

4.2. GSCs display a heterogeneous pattern of resistance to 

metabolic inhibitors 

At the outset, in order to determine the optimal doses to be administered in future 

experiments, we exposed our GSCs and U87MG to escalating concentrations of 

metabolic drugs.  

Inhibitory curves for all time points are presented in Supplementary Figures S4-S7. 

Resistance against all metabolic inhibitors was observed at 24 h, except when using the 

highest doses, where effects at 24 h approximated those at 48 h and 72 h. GBM27 did 

not respond consistently to MF at 24 h nor 48 h, only at 72 h. Different temporal profiles 

indicate a protracted, non-immediate response to metabolic inhibitors. Of note, DON 

has a unique profile at all time points, showing a non-linear viability attenuation. 

After conducting these experiments, we observed maximum inhibitory effects and 

reliable trends in viability data at 72 h; therefore, for every cell line, IC50 at 72 h was 

considered as the optimal inhibitory concentration (Figure 18). These are the selected 

working concentrations in all subsequent experiments. GBM27 had the highest resistance 

to all metabolic treatments, except for DON, where, in turn, GBM18 required the 

highest concentrations to achieve IC50 effects.  
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Figure 18. Cancer metabolism at a glance, with experimental in vitro IC50 values for selected 

metabolic inhibitors. Glucose enters cancer cells via GLUT1/GLUT4 transporters. Glucose then 

undergoes glycolysis in 9 enzymatic steps, converted into 2 molecules of pyruvate, generating 2 net 

ATP molecules and 2 reduced NADH. Pyruvate then arrives at the crossroads between oxidative and 

fermentative energy production [324]. If pyruvate is converted to lactate by LDH (in normal cells, 

only under anaerobic conditions), NADH is oxidized to NAD+, maintaining redox balance. Cancer 

cells divert up to 85% of pyruvate to lactate, regardless of the presence of oxygen (Warburg effect, 

yielding 2 net ATP); an estimated 10% goes towards biosynthesis and 5% to OXPHOS [325]. In 

normal, non-tumoral cells, the majority of pyruvate undergoes OXPHOS (30-32 ATP molecules). 

To decrease the Warburg effect and facilitate oxidative metabolic reprogramming, PDKs can be 

inhibited by DCA, supporting the entry of pyruvate into mitochondria, and LDH can be targeted via 

SOD. Glutamine addiction can be regulated by glutaminase inhibitors such as DON [326]. Lastly, 
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MF has pleiotropic effects: inhibition of ETC complex I leads to downstream signaling via AMPK 

and MTOR [327]. In color-matching boxes, we display average concentrations required for 50% 

viability inhibition (IC50) after 72 h of treatment. One-way ANOVA statistical significance of 3 

biological experiments was calculated with normalized raw fluorometric data; p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p 

< 0.001 ***.  

For MF, GBM18 and GBM38 were the most sensitive cell lines (10.66 ± 3.16 mM 

and 21.33 ± 7.08 mM, respectively) and GBM27 the most resistant (77.41 ± 34.02 mM). 

U87MG revealed an intermediate resistance (42.51 ± 2.74 mM).  

For DCA, GBM38 required the lowest concentrations (13.52 ± 5.23 mM) and 

GBM27 the highest (40.61 ± 7.40 mM). In this case, GBM18 (29.20 ± 5.62 mM) and 

U87MG (27.10 ± 0.95 mM) showed no statistically significant differences in IC50 

concentrations.  

For SOD, all cell lines required relatively high in vitro concentrations to reach 50% 

growth inhibition; no statistical significance was reached between groups. Due to the low 

average variability, instead of different specific doses for each cell line, IC50-72 h was 

established as the arithmetic mean of all groups (82.9 mM) for a common dose in future 

experiments.  

Lastly, examining glutaminolysis inhibition by DON, U87MG required the lowest 

IC50 DON dose (99.70 ± 14.82 μM), followed by GBM27 (198.4 ± 44.13 μM) and 

GBM38 (286.9 ± 103.2 μM), whereas GBM18 was the most resistant (1505 ± 625.4 μM). It should be noted, however, that a closer look at the growth inhibition curves for 

DON in GBM18 reveals a cytostatic “threshold” around the IC50 value, regardless of the 

dose, suggesting a non-linear inhibitory slope (Supplementary Figure S7). Therefore, 

IC50s are a statistical approximation caused by the relative resistance against DON, but 

we should not assume a linear correlation between dose and effect; this will become 

especially relevant in subsequent combinatory studies. 

In summary, our selection of metabolic inhibitors exerted dose-dependent 

reductions of viability in a time-dependent manner. Extended activity allows for reduced 

dosing regimens. At 72 h, GBM18 was the most sensitive to MF, GBM38 to DCA, and 

U87MG to DON; on the other hand, GBM27 was the most resistant to MF and DCA, 

while GBM18 required the highest dose of DON.  A very high resistance towards SOD, 
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as well as low variability in responses, was observed across all cell lines, including non-

tumoral controls. SOD is known for low specificity and very poor cell-membrane 

permeability [192]. After investigating the possible reasons for this lack of response, 

without detecting any clear correlations with mRNA expression (LDHA and LDHB) 

(Figure 22), SOD was discarded from future combinatory studies due to low therapeutic 

efficacy. 

4.2.1. Differences of target enzymes across cell lines predicts responses to 

metabolic inhibitors 

To further investigate the relative sensitivity/resistance profiles of each cell line to 

our selection of metabolic drugs, we aimed to evaluate their basal genetic expression 

profiles (Figure 19). For comparison with non-tumoral brain tissue, gene expression was 

relativized to a pool of retrotranscribed mRNA from epileptic patients. 

Figure 19. Expression profiles of target enzymes for our selection of metabolic drugs under 

basal conditions determined by qRT-PCR. Representative results from a minimum of two replicates 

(n=2). One-way ANOVA with Tukey correction. p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. 

MF acts through inhibition of the ETC complex I, increasing the ADP/ATP ratio, 

but its primary downstream target is the activation of AMPK (phosphorylation of Thr172 

at AMPKα1), which ultimately leads to MTOR inhibition. We therefore evaluated basal 
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expression of PRKAA1 and PRKAA2 (together, the catalytic subunits comprising 

AMPKα1/2) and the MTOR gene. Although PRKAA2 was not expressed in our samples, 

PRKAA1 was significantly upregulated in GBM27 (9-fold relative to control), while also 

upregulated at similar levels (approximately 4-fold) in GBM18, GBM38 and U87MG. 

We also found the highest relative expression levels of MTOR in GBM27 and GBM38, 

but differences did not reach statistical significance.  

DCA is a potent inhibitor of all 4 isoforms of PDKs (PDK1, PDK2, PDK3 and 

PDK4) [328; 329]. PDKs, known to be differentially expressed in GBM, are essential 

components in the regulation of the PDH complex (increasing or decreasing 

mitochondrial oxidation of pyruvate). Increased tumorigenicity correlates with higher 

PDK expression, lower PDH activity and reliance on glycolytic pathways [330]. Although 

we analyzed all PDK subunits, PDK2 and PDK4 were not expressed. Consistent with the 

biological function of DCA, PDK3 expression was lowest in GBM38; in our proliferation 

studies, GBM38 required the lowest doses of DCA. Alternatively, GBM27 displayed a 

very marked upregulation of PDK3 when compared to all other cell lines: as expected, 

GBM27 was the most resistant to DCA. While PDK1 was upregulated with respect to 

non-tumoral epileptic controls, expression was similar across cell lines. These 

observations match previous reports where PDK3 subunits were the most resistant to 

inhibition by DCA [331; 332]. PDK2 subunits are the most sensitive to DCA treatment, 

while PDK1 and PDK4 display intermediate sensitivity. As PDK2 and PDK4 were not 

expressed in our samples, variances in dose-response profiles were most likely related to 

PDK3 and PDK1.  

Our analysis revealed no detectable amplification of GLS2; therefore, we focused 

on GLS1 as a potential predictor for DON's antiproliferative effects. GLS1 was 

significantly upregulated in GBM18, neutral in GBM27/U87MG, and downregulated 

in GBM38. Higher GLS1 expression correlated with the relative resistance against DON 

in GBM18, but comparatively lower expression in GBM38 was not associated with lower 

doses.   
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Furthermore, we analyzed the phosphorylation of AMPKα to investigate the

biological effects of MF (Figure 20). We observed strong phosphorylation of Thr172 

AMPKα relative to control in GBM18 (60 min, 2 h, 6 h) and GBM38 (2 h). Cell lines

GBM27 and U87MG did not phosphorylate AMPKα in the first 6 h, consistent with

the need for higher concentrations of MF and slower responses against the drug. 

Figure 20. Western Blot analysis at 30 min, 60 min, 2 h, 6 h after MF 72 h-IC50 treatment for 

AMPKα and phospho-Thr172 AMPKα. All images are representative of a minimum of two

biological replicates. 

We continued our assessment of protein-level mechanism of action with DCA. 

The catalytic subunit PDH-E1α has three major phosphorylation sites, with site 1 (Ser-

293) being the most frequent and powerful target, sufficient to completely inhibit PDH

activity [333; 334]. With inhibition of PDKs by DCA, we detected rapid, visually 

discernable, de-phosphorylation of Ser-293 in all cell lines after 6 h of treatment with 
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IC50-72 h concentrations (Figure 21). In sum, the expression of PDKs in our dataset 

could provide a predictive biomarker to explain differential responses to DCA. 

Figure 21. Western Blot analysis after 6 h of treatment with respective DCA 72 h-IC50 doses 

for phospho-Ser293 PDH-E1 and total PDH-E1. All images are representative of a minimum of two 

biological replicates. 

Before abandoning SOD as a potential drug candidate, we decided to investigate 

whether the uniform lack of efficacy in antiproliferative responses could be derived from 

homogenous elevation of target-gene expression across cell lines. SOD inhibits the LDH 

enzyme, reducing the conversion of pyruvate to lactate. In humans, all LDH isoforms can 

be transcribed from LDHA, LDHB and LDHC. As LDHC is a testis specific enzyme, we 

only examined basal LDHA and LDHB expression [335]. 

Due to the low anti-proliferative effects of SOD, we first examined LDHA and 

LDHB expression (drug target) to discard low potency stemming from high basal 

expression. Figure 22a shows that both LDHA and LDHB were markedly upregulated in 

tumoral cells when relativized to epilepsy controls (non-Warburgian metabolic behavior). 

This implies enhanced expression of the enzymatic machinery required for cytosolic SLP 

in GSCs and U87MG (which has been previously replicated in real-time metabolic 

phenotypes by Seahorse XF). Remarkably, LDHA expression was almost 250-fold higher 

in U87MG than in control tissue, further supporting the pivotal role of aerobic glycolysis 

in this cell line. Despite this, neither upregulation nor differing expression levels 

(irrespective of statistical significance) were clearly correlated with SOD resistance.  
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Finally, as verification of the potential effects of SOD treatment on target gene 

expression, we evaluated LDHA and LDHB after exposing all cell lines to the specific 

IC50-72 h dose (Figure 22b).  

Figure 22. (a) Expression profiles of SOD target enzymes under basal conditions determined 

by qRT-PCR. Fold-differences relativized to retrotranscribed mRNA isolated from non-tumoral 

brain tissue. Data from 2 independent experiments. (b) Relative mRNA expression compared to 

control after 72 h of SOD-72h IC50 treatment. One-Way ANOVA with Sidak correction, p < 0.05 

*; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. 

For LDHA, approximately 2-fold and 4-fold decreases in expression were observed 

in treated vs. control samples in GBM18 and U87MG, respectively. Differences in 

LDHB were minor and non-significant. The relative reduction in LDHA in U87MG 

could be explained by the exceptionally high basal levels. However, the biological 

relevance of these changes remains to be elucidated, as they cannot account for the 

homogeneity in dose-response profiles. As stated before, bearing in mind the low affinity 
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and poor cell membrane penetration of SOD, correlations between basal and induced 

mRNA expression and drug susceptibility cannot be easily drawn for this compound.  

4.3. Doses of metabolic inhibitors and radiomimetic bleomycin 

corresponding to Warburg-like phenotypes spare viability of 

non-tumoral hMSCs and HBMEC cells 

In preparation for synergistic studies, we questioned whether our cell lines would 

respond favorably to standard chemotherapeutic agents.  

As our group previously published that GSCs are relatively resistant to TMZ ([158] 

and Supplementary Figure S8), we decided to use bleomycin sulfate, a water-soluble 

radiomimetic/DNA-targeting drug.    

The mechanism of action and average IC50-72 h concentrations for bleomycin are 

represented in Figure 23. To substantiate combinatory studies, we first performed 

complete dose-response MTS assays to determine optimal concentrations for each cell 

line: we observed resistance in GBM18 and GBM27, whereas GBM38 and U87MG 

were equally sensitive to the drug (Supplementary Figure S9).   
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Figure 23. IC50 values at 72 h and mechanism of action of radiomimetic drug bleomycin 

(BM). Bleomycin is a large molecule (~ 1.5 kDa) and cannot freely diffuse cell membranes; it is 

transported into cells either alone or as a bleomycin–Cu(II) complex, then reduced to bleomycin–

Cu(I), which reacts with oxygen leading to DNA strand breaks. Successful chemotherapy with 

bleomycin is dependent on active transport. Bleomycin–Cu(I) can also dissociate inside the cell to 

form bleomycin–Fe (II) complexes, transforming into «activated bleomycin species» resulting in DNA 

fragmentation and chromosomal aberrations. Complexes with zinc (II), iron (II), and cobalt (III) have 

also been characterized. Calculated IC50, as per MTS assay, with a minimum of 2 biological replicates. 

Average values are indicated above the bar chart. One-way ANOVA with Tukey correction, p < 0.05 

*; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***.  
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4.3.1. Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) tolerate low to 

intermediate doses of MF, DCA, DON and bleomycin 

As with any form of treatment, the clinical success of metabolic therapies will be 

limited by toxicity to healthy cells. Therefore, our first aim was to investigate whether all 

IC50-72 h concentrations determined thus far could be a realistic goal, exploring their 

effects on non-tumoral hMSCs (Figure 24).  

Figure 24. Representative optical microscopy images of hMSCs cellular morphology, in 

unaltered, basal conditions. Viability profiles relative to control hMSCs after treatment with all 

calculated 72 h-IC50 doses (n=2). Average percentage of viability values are indicated above the bar 

chart. One-way ANOVA with Dunn's correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. Scale bar = 100 

μm. 

MF/DCA affected more than 60% of cells when using GBM27 IC50s 

(corresponding to an “oxidative-like” metabolic phenotype), but all other doses were well 

tolerated (toxicity of less than 20%). In fact, DCA IC50-72 h concentrations from 

GBM38 slightly increased cell viability relative to control (as per metabolic activity 
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measured by the MTS assay), possibly due to normal upregulation of OXPHOS in cells 

with a functional chondriome after forced PDH activation and entry of pyruvate into the 

TCA cycle.  

DON inhibited cell growth up to 35% at the highest dose (1505 μM), suggesting a 

saturation point after which increased dosages do not linearly correlate with 

antiproliferative effects (in contrast to GBM27, GBM38 and U87MG, lower glutamine 

dependence).  

Unfortunately, the universal dose of SOD determined by previous MTS assays 

(IC50-72 h = 82.9 mM) also reduced proliferation of hMSCs. Low specificity against 

Warburg-like cells and toxicity in normal stem cells further supported our decision to 

reconsider SOD as a viable candidate for LDH inhibition.  

Bleomycin, in contrast, only affected up to 30% of hMSCs at the highest IC50, 

correlating well with slower proliferation rates.  

In summary, cell lines with predominantly Warburgian phenotypes could be 

targeted with metabolic inhibitors without affecting normal stem cells, but OCR-

dependent phenotypes, such as GBM27, will require individualized, tailor-made 

approaches.  

4.3.2. Rapidly proliferating non-tumoral endothelial cells tolerate 

intermediate doses of MF and DCA, but not bleomycin 

We wanted to explore the potential effects of metabolic inhibitors against rapidly 

proliferating non-cancerous, non-stem cells, wherein lies a significant proportion of the 

undesired acute toxicity of standard chemoradiotherapeutics (e.g., damage to epithelial 

surfaces of skin and digestive tract, vascular endothelium, immune system, reproductive 

organs) [336; 337].  
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As we emphasized brain-related structures, we investigated the HBMEC cell line, 

a widely adopted BBB model. We sought to elucidate the impact of metabolic inhibitors 

on this population of cells, as they also embody the endothelial barrier of drug transport 

after systemic application [338]. HBMEC are rapidly proliferating and recapitulate the 

BBB enzymatic distribution and carrier-mediated transport systems [338].   

 Figure 25. Representative optical microscopy images of HBMEC cellular morphology. 

Viability profiles relative to control of HBMEC treated with all calculated 72 h-IC50 doses (n=2). 

Average percentage values are indicated above the bar chart. One-way ANOVA with Dunn's 

correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. Scale bar = 100 μm. 

We detected high tolerance towards intermediate doses of MF and DCA. As the 

outcomes with MF seemed counterintuitive (i.e., similar viability regardless of low to 

intermediate doses), we further confirmed this observation by applying an increasing 

dose-response curve, which showed a non-linear decrease in viability, illustrated in 

Supplementary Figure S10. In HBMEC cells, MF induced a significant decrease in 

viability at concentrations > 60 mM, but it was relatively well tolerated up to that point.  
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Comparable to hMSCs, DON reduced cell viability by approximately 50%, 

independent of concentration. For the radiomimetic bleomycin, as would be expected 

given the accelerated proliferation rates of this cell line, viability was significantly reduced, 

making a potential dose-reduction attributable to synergism a very appealing proposition 

to preserve normal rapidly proliferating tissues. The universal dose of SOD recapitulated 

the IC50 effects seen in all other cell lines, once again substantiating that SOD lacks 

differential effects as a single agent in our cell lines.  

4.4. Synergy between bleomycin and metabolic inhibitors helps to 

overcome dose-limiting toxicity, predominantly in oxidative-

like metabolic phenotypes 

One way to solve the challenge of non-specific damage to healthy cells is to exploit 

coexisting weaknesses of tumoral cells in combinatory strategies.  Since GBM27 doses of 

MF/DCA were affecting viability of hMSCs, and bleomycin at high doses had 

unacceptable “toxicity” in rapidly proliferating non-tumoral HBMEC cells, we explored 

the possibility of dose-reduction resulting from synergistic properties.  

After individually confirming the validity of each previously calculated 72 h-IC50, 

we performed combinatory studies to determine the existence of synergy, additive or 

antagonistic effects. Using the Chou-Talalay theorem in a fixed drug ratio, which allows 

for a comprehensive analysis of synergism/antagonism of two or more drugs, CI and DRI 

were calculated for each combination [296; 297]. Of note, CI and DRI values are most 

important at high effect (Fa) levels, that is, when drug combinations are killing most of 

the malignant cells, since this is the primary objective of cancer therapy [339].  

As shown in Table 6, drug mixtures with CI < 1 and DRI > 1 at Fa = 0.6 were 

considered as the optimal cutoff to identify promising therapeutic combinations. 

Nevertheless, in constant ratio experiments, close attention needs to be paid to the full 

range of Fa and CI/DRI to evaluate synergy of any given drug combination.  
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Table 6.  Summary of synergy/antagonism at an optimal fraction of affected cells (Fa) cutoff 

of = 0.6. This value was selected as the most promising combinatory threshold, with therapeutically 

relevant antiproliferative effects (a viability reduction of 60%), synergism in most combinations and 

dose-reductions even in cases of theoretical antagonism. All combinatory experiments were performed 

in 2 biological replicates (n=2). 

 MF + Bleomycin DCA + Bleomycin DON + Bleomycin 

Cell 
line 

Effect at 
Fa = 0.6 

DRI at 
Fa = 0.6 

Effect at Fa 
= 0.6 

DRI at Fa 
= 0.6 

Effect at 
Fa = 0.6 

DRI at 
Fa = 0.6 

GBM18 Additive DRI > 1 
for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for 

both Synergism DRI > 1 
for both 

GBM27 Synergism DRI > 1 
for both Synergism DRI > 1 for 

both Synergism DRI > 1 
for both 

GBM38 Synergism DRI > 1 
for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for 

bleomycin Synergism DRI > 1 
for both 

U87MG Synergism DRI > 1 
for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for 

both Synergism DRI > 1 
for both 

 

All final reports with complete datasets are presented in the accompanying 

publication [340]. 
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Figure 26. Combinatory drug studies between MF and 

bleomycin (BM). From top to bottom, three graphs for each cell line 

comprehensively describe synergy/antagonism. First graph: Bar 

charts of decrease in viability (% of affected cells) relative to control. 

Second graph: Combination index (CI) is given as a function of the 

fraction of affected cells (Fa) by the drug combination with a 

continuous line. The central dashed line indicates a CI = 1, CI = 0.9 

to 1.1 indicates an additive effect, CI < 1 synergism, while CI > 1 

antagonism. The vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for 

CI values based on Sequential Deletion Analysis (S.D.A). Third 

graph: The Dose-Reduction Index (DRI) signifies how many folds 

of dose-reduction for each drug at any given effect (Fa) are allowed 

by synergistic combination. In blue, metabolic drug DRI index; in 

red, BM DRI index. DRI = 1 indicates no dose-reduction, DRI > 1 

favorable dose-reduction and DRI < 1 no favorable dose-reduction. 

All experiments were performed in 2 biological replicates (n=2).  
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Our results describe a wide variety of combinatory effects depending on the cell 

subtype and Fa level. Figure 26 describes the combined effects of MF and bleomycin.  

GBM18 exhibits mostly additive effects (no synergy), where combining theoretical 

IC50 values decreases viability up to 64%, but, more significantly, reducing doses by half 

still affects 46% of cells (similar to full IC50 doses for each drug independently). In the 

CI graph, we can observe that at Fa levels ≥ 0.75 the two drugs start to behave 

antagonistically. In the DRI plot, bleomycin has a DRI > 1 as Fa levels increase, whereas 

MF falls below DRI < 1 close to Fa = 1. This means that when we increase Fa, we can 

reach an optimal point, close to Fa = 0.7, where bleomycin doses could be decreased 

almost 1.5-fold and achieve an equal effect as with higher doses, thus reducing toxicity.    

GBM27, on the other hand, is a prototypical example of synergistic effects at high 

Fa values: in the CI index, Fa ≥ 0.75 has a CI < 0.4, indicative of strong synergism. 

Consequently, DRI is > 1 for both MF and bleomycin, with significant dose reductions 

at Fa ≥ 0.6, potentially reducing the toxicity of both agents.   

GBM38 is synergistic at Fa ≈ 0.5 but has a tendency towards antagonism at Fa ≥ 

0.75. When we examine the DRI graph, bleomycin dosages could be decreased at high 

Fa levels, but MF would also need to be increased to achieve similar effects. GBM38 

appears to have a threshold for both MF and bleomycin, where even small doses produce 

significant anti-proliferative effects, but further increases provide no additional benefits.  

Finally, the CI in U87MG is close to synergistic/additive up to Fa = 0.75, then 

turning antagonistic.  
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Figure 27. Combinatory drug studies between DCA and 

bleomycin (BM). From top to bottom, three graphs for each cell 

line comprehensively describe synergy/antagonism. First graph: 

Bar charts of decrease in viability (% of affected cells) relative to 

control. Second graph: Combination index (CI) is given as a 

function of the fraction of affected cells (Fa) with a continuous line. 

The central dashed line indicates a CI = 1. CI < 1 is indicative of 

synergism, CI > 1 indicates antagonism. The vertical bars indicate 

95% confidence intervals for CI values based on Sequential 

Deletion Analysis (S.D.A). Third graph: Dose-Reduction Index 

(DRI). In blue, DRI index of the metabolic drug; in red, DRI 

index of BM. DRI = 1 indicates no dose-reduction, DRI > 1 

favorable dose-reduction and DRI < 1 no favorable dose-reduction. 

All experiments were performed in 2 biological replicates (n=2).  
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Next, Figure 27 describes the combinatory effects of DCA and bleomycin.  

For GBM18, the CI is > 1 (antagonistic) at any given Fa; despite this, DRI > 1 for 

bleomycin at high Fa levels indicates the possibility of dose-reduction. In GBM27, 

therapeutic effects are determined by the Fa cutoff: close to Fa ≈ 0.75, CI is < 1 

(synergistic), with dose reduction predicted at this value. GBM38, on the other hand, 

represents a clear example of strong antagonism (CI values > 1.5 at any Fa level); 

consequently, the combination of drugs does not surpass the effects of bleomycin by itself. 

Even still, DRI suggests that bleomycin concentrations could be decreased at the expense 

of DCA. Lastly, up to Fa = 0.5, U87MG displays synergistic/additive effects, with 

antagonism prevailing thereafter; this translates to unfavorable dosing in the Chou-

Martin plot at Fa > 0.8 (DRI < 1 for both drugs).  
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Figure 28. Combinatory drug studies between DON and 

bleomycin (BM). From top to bottom, three graphs for each cell 

line comprehensively describe synergy/antagonism. First graph: 

Bar charts of decrease in viability (% of affected cells) relative to 

control. Second graph: Combination index (CI) is given as a 

function of the fraction of affected cells (Fa) with a continuous line. 

The central dashed line indicates a CI = 1. CI < 1 is indicative of 

synergism, CI > 1 indicates antagonism. The vertical bars indicate 

95% confidence intervals for CI values based on Sequential 

Deletion Analysis (S.D.A). Third graph: Dose-Reduction Index 

(DRI). In blue, DRI index of the metabolic drug; in red, DRI 

index of BM. DRI = 1 indicates no dose-reduction, DRI > 1 

favorable dose-reduction and DRI < 1 no favorable dose-

reduction. All experiments were performed in 2 biological 

replicates (n=2).  
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To conclude, Figure 28 details the interaction between DON and bleomycin.  

As previously shown, growth inhibition curves for DON do not always follow a 

linear dose-effect relationship (Supplementary Figure S7). For GBM18, combining the 

compounds presents a strong synergistic relationship at Fa close to 0.5; however, at higher 

Fa, this synergy is lost. Ascending DRI for DON indicates the potential of important 

dose-reduction. GBM27 benefits from additive effects close to Fa ≈ 0.5, and, as we move 

closer to Fa = 1, the combination becomes strongly synergistic; this too would allow for 

dose reduction of both drugs. In GBM38, the combined treatment has a similar threshold 

as in U87MG, as even one eight of the concentration significantly decreases proliferation: 

in these 2 cell lines, CI is < 1 and DRI > 1 at Fa levels > 0.5, making DON and bleomycin 

a very promising therapeutic combination.  

In summary, for GBM27, synergism with radiomimetic bleomycin was observed 

for all metabolic inhibitors at therapeutically relevant Fa ≥ 0.9. Combining inhibitors and 

bleomycin could be leveraged to reduce dosing requirements of oxygen consuming GSC 

subtypes. Additionally, DRI was > 1 for both drugs at Fa = 0.6 in GBM18 (MF, DCA, 

DON), GBM27 (MF, DCA, DON), GBM38 (MF, DON) and U87MG (MF, DCA, 

DON); thus, almost all cell lines could benefit from combined treatment, especially in 

the case of DON. Owing to synergism and additive effects, more realistic, non-toxic 

concentrations could be achieved. 

4.5. Bioenergetic profiling after metabolic treatment reveals 

opportunities for metabolic priming in surviving cell 

populations 

Using Seahorse XF technology, we determined total ATP production and ratio of 

mitoATP/glycoATP production under metabolically treated conditions. As previously 

shown, GSCs and U87MG maintain a basal, relatively stable, bioenergetic profile. After 

establishing IC50 values for each drug and cell line, we sought to determine how chronic 

treatment affected the metabolic profiles of the surviving fraction. 
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As shown in Figure 29, normalized total ATP production was decreased in all 

treated cells, with the exception of DCA-treated GBM27: here, rather than a significant 

drop in total ATP production, there was a shift from glycolytic to OCR-dependent 

metabolism, with total ATP rates remaining relatively stable.  

Furthermore, consistent with the proposed biological action, we observed a 

reduction in OCR-linked mitoATP production and a shift toward glycolysis using MF. 

Even though IC50 values should have affected all cell lines proportionately, we noticed 

that the reduction in total ATP production was less pronounced with lower doses, e.g., 

in the case of GBM18, exposed to the lowest IC50 (MF = 10.66 mM), OCR-linked ATP 

was almost completely abolished, but total glycolytic ATP decreased only marginally, 

indicating a surviving population of almost exclusively glycolytic cells. 

OCR-linked ATP production was increased after treatment with DCA, especially 

in GBM27, a GSC with a clear preference towards oxygen consumption under both basal 

and treated conditions. The XF Rate Index after exposure to DCA can provide an idea 

of the oxidative potential of each cell line: highest in GBM27, followed by GBM18 and 

lowest in GBM38/U87MG.  

In the case of DON, we could appreciate a notable reduction of total ATP for each 

calculated IC50 value. As previously stated, DON is a glutamine analog that 

predominantly targets GLS (inhibition of TCA cycle intermediaries from glutamine 

would be expected to reduce mitoATP, unless glutamine derived α-ketoglutarate was 

diverted towards biosynthesis or mSLP, rather than oxidized). Examining the XF ATP 

Rate Index, GBM18 and, especially, GBM27, shifted towards oxygen consumption, 

whereas GBM38 and U87MG remained unaltered. In conclusion, DON did not 

consistently change the metabolic phenotypes of surviving cells; interestingly, however, 

in U87MG, a characteristically glutaminolytic cell line, even small concentrations of 

DON (99.7 μM) were enough to drastically reduce total ATP production.  
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Figure 29. (a) Changes in metabolic phenotypes after IC50 treatment for 72 h with metformin 

(MF), dichloroacetate (DCA) and 6-Diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON). In all cell lines, with the 

exception of DCA in GBM27, treatment with metabolic inhibitors successfully inhibited total ATP 

production. Interestingly, DCA-treated GBM27 retained their metabolic activity but with a 

significant shift towards OCR-linked ATP. MF acts as a mitochondrial inhibitor, while also reducing 

total glycolytic ATP production in all cell lines except GBM18. In our results, the major characteristic 

of DCA is its ability to shift glycolytic cell lines to a more OCR reliant phenotype, rather than affecting 

total ATP production. Finally, DON reduces total ATP without consistent shifts in ATP distribution. 

(b) XF ATP Rate Index for GSCs and U87MG. The ATP Rate Index is the ratio of the mitoATP 

Production Rate divided by glycoATP Production Rate, indicating higher OCR-dependent or 

glycolytic bioenergetic profiles. In our results, each metabolic inhibitor shifted the ratio consistently 

with its biological action: MF decreased the index (surviving cells rely on glycolysis), DCA increased 

the index, especially in GBM27 (treated cells are more oxidative), and DON had a more variable 

effect, with slight increases in GBM18 and GBM27, and no significant changes in GBM38 and 

U87MG. 
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Normalized values of OCR/PER in real-time after each drug injection of the 

Seahorse XF protocol are provided in Figures 30-32. These kinetic graphs allow us to 

examine how previous metabolic treatments changed the basal metabolic state and the 

acute responses to mitochondrial inhibitors included in the assay: oligomycin (complex V 

inhibitor, i.e., mitochondrial ATP synthesis) and rotenone/antimycin A (total inhibition 

of mitochondrial respiration, complex I and complex III, respectively).  

Figure 30. Seahorse XF real-time kinetic graphs for MF. Normalized OCR and PER 

(pmol/min/μg/mL) values. Control and treated cells are measured in basal conditions and then after 

sequential injection of oligomycin (inhibition of complex V) and rotenone/antimycin A (inhibition of 

complex I and III). Measurements are performed at 6 min intervals. Oligomycin is expected to rise 

PER to compensate for loss of mitochondrial ATP synthesis (ATP-linked OCR and glycolytic 
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capacity on PER), whereas complete inhibition of the ETC indicates residual OCR and maximal 

glycolytic reserve.  

As MF significantly reduced basal OCR in GBM18, glycolysis levels (PER) did 

not increase after injection of oligomycin; however, PER levels were maintained in treated 

cells. In GBM27, GBM38 and U87MG, there was a significant reduction of OCR and 

PER, and, similarly, levels did not change after injection of inhibitors. 

Figure 31. Seahorse XF real-time kinetic graphs for DCA. Normalized OCR and PER 

(pmol/min/μg/mL) values.  
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In terms of OCR changes, DCA treated and non-treated cells responded equally. 

GBM18, GBM38 and U87MG were not able to compensate total respiration inhibition 

(rotenone/antimycin A), but, interestingly, GBM27 was able to rescue inhibition by 

glycolysis, raising to equal levels as control cells, even though basal PER levels were 

initially lower. 

Figure 32. Seahorse XF real-time kinetic graphs for DON. Normalized OCR and PER 

(pmol/min/μg/mL) values.  

DON reduced OCR in GBM18 and U87MG, and, in these cell lines, PER was 

already low and did not change after any injection of mitochondrial inhibitors. In GBM27 

and GBM38, OCR fluctuations after inhibitors were similar in control and treated cells; 
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surprisingly, DON did not reduce OCR in GBM27 at all (inhibition of glutaminolysis 

had no effect on mitochondrial ATP production rates). However, PER increased in 

GBM27 in both control and treated cells after rotenone/antimycin A, whereas, in 

GBM38, PER was globally decreased and remained unaltered even after injection of 

inhibitors.  

Kinetic profiles of OCR and ECAR allow for the identification of resistance to 

ETC inhibition and residual non-mitochondrial OCR (i.e., after injection of 

rotenone/antimycin A, OCR does not reach zero). In our study, cells in basal conditions 

often maintained residual OCR, whereas MF treated cells demonstrated nearly 

completely abolished OCR. Glycolytic upregulation in response to partial and complete 

mitochondrial inhibition (Warburg phenotype) and residual non-mitochondrial OCR 

should be highlighted in GBM18 and GBM38.    

To review our principal findings, we can conclude that pre-treatment with 

metabolic drugs could become a valuable tool to characterize the bioenergetic phenotypes 

of surviving, resistant fraction of cells, priming them for further treatments. To the extent 

of our knowledge, our group was the first to characterize the bioenergetic effects of 

chronic metabolic treatments (>72 h) in GSCs with DCA and DON. Despite 

methodological differences, our results also confirm the responses observed after low-dose 

MF in other GSCs [341], and DCA in established glioma cell lines [342; 343]. Finally, 

oxygen consuming GSCs such as GBM27, an anomaly in the predominantly glycolytic 

dependencies of solid tumors, need to be fully recognized to improve metabolic therapies. 

Based on our results, sequential drug application, targeting previously weakened ATP-

generating pathways, warrants further exploration.   

4.6. Evaluating the in vitro effects of a ketogenically-compensated 

glucose-deprived cell culture media formation 

Metabolic differences between healthy and malignant cells have led to the 

hypothesis that mitochondrial dysfunction may be cancer’s “Achilles heel” [344]. As such, 

only cells with functional OXPHOS would be expected to withstand the nutrient stress 

of press-pulse interventions [269; 284; 345-348]. To date, diet/drug-induced 
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hypoglycemia with BHB adaptation has been studied as a form of systemic metabolic 

priming in vitro and animal models [113; 349-351]. The Warburg hypothesis needs to 

be fully tested to determine if restoring mitochondrial function and changing nutrient 

availability could kill, reverse or stabilize highly proliferative phenotypes [104].  

4.6.1. GSCs and U87MG express detectable levels of the 3-oxoacid CoA-

transferase enzyme at the protein level, regardless of the presence of 

BHB 

At the outset, we wanted to complement therapeutic interventions with a 

characterization of GBM from a metabolic perspective. Congruent with this aim, we 

questioned whether our cell lines could benefit from ketone bodies (namely, BHB) as an 

alternative oxidative fuel.  

A translational approach to determine ketolysis, as proposed in clinical trials, is to 

study the protein expression of the 3-oxoacid CoA-transferase 1 (OXCT1) [267; 352; 

353]. As a reminder of ketolytic metabolism, Figure 33 provides a visual overview of the 

prerequisite oxidative processing of ketone bodies for ATP production [354]. OXCT1 is 

the primary enzyme for the catabolic processing of ketone bodies. OXCT1 is required to 

convert acetoacetate to acetoacetyl-CoA as part of mitochondrial ketolysis; without this 

reaction, ketone bodies cannot be turned into acetyl-CoA nor oxidized in the TCA cycle. 

Even though other enzymes cooperate in this pathway, such as D-beta-hydroxybutyrate 

dehydrogenase (BDH) and Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase (ACAT1), OXCT1 is the rate-

limiting enzyme.  
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Figure 33. Simplified diagram of ketone body metabolism. At times of glucose shortage, such 

as prolonged fasting, ketone bodies are an important energetic source for the brain and extrahepatic 

tissues. The oxidoreductase 3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (BDH) mediates the first step of ketone 

body degradation, between 3-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate. 3-oxoacid-CoA transferase 1 

(OXCT1) catalyzes the transfer of coenzyme A from succinyl-CoA to acetoacetate, generating 

acetoacetyl-CoA. Via acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase 1 (ACAT1), acetoacetyl-CoA is converted into 

two molecules of acetyl-CoA, which then enter the TCA cycle. Furthermore, ketone bodies provide 

substrates for the synthesis of various molecules, especially lipids, via action of acetoacetyl-CoA 

synthetase (AACS). 

For Western Blot analysis of OXCT1, cells were grown in their standard media, as 

well as equivalent low glucose media (0.5 mM) supplemented with 10 mM BHB. First, 

protein was recovered at 24 h, but we were not able to detect visible changes in protein 

levels, as seen in Supplementary Figure S11a. Our results are concordant with previous 

reports which evaluated OXCT1 expression in U87MG at 24 h [283]. Representative 

changes of GSCs and U87MG under optical microscopy after 48 h in standard and low-

glucose BHB supplemented media are shown in Supplementary Figure S11b.   
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We therefore asked if relative changes in protein expression due to cell culture 

media composition could have taken place before the 24 h point, as metabolic adaptation 

to severe glucose deprivation would need to be swift to ensure adequate survival. Rapid 

changes in protein expression in nutrient stress (glucose depletion) have been described 

for other enzymes [355-357]. Figure 34 shows that there was no differential expression 

of OXCT1 in GSCs and U87MG at 6h. Changes in glucose and BHB concentrations 

had no effect on OXCT1 at the protein level.  

Figure 34. (a) Western Blot analysis and volume quantification of OXCT1 expression in GSCs 

and U87MG cell lines. Cells were exposed for 6 h to standard cell culture media and custom LG-

BHB media (0.5 mM glucose and 10 mM BHB). Quantification data is representative of three 

independent experiments. (b) MTS assays to evaluate U87MG growth under standard media and 

LG-BHB custom media. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 

***, two biological replicates, each with n=4. 

Owing to previous studies, U87MG is a well-characterized model for comparative 

evaluation of BHB-compensated glucose deprivation [283; 358; 359]. U87MG is 

recognized to harbor a highly aberrant genomic structure [360-362]. Working with a 

uniform genetic background provides a model to test whether metabolic changes could 

lead to stable, long-term changes in proliferation [323; 363]. As previously suggested by 

our data, the complete eradication of oxidative-like GSCs might require more targeted 

approaches. Hoping to better understand how classical Warburg-like phenotypes adapt 
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to nutrient stress, we decided to continue investigating the effects of metabolic 

modulation in U87MG.  

Accordingly, we determined the long-term cell culture viability and ATP-synthesis 

capacity of U87MG in different nutrient conditions. We detected a slight potentiation of 

ATP production in the presence of BHB in the control and glucose-only groups, 

especially after 5 days of continuous growth. Interestingly, even though ATP production 

in the glutamine-only and basal DMEM conditions drastically decreased after 5 days, 

there was still a non-trivial amount of bioluminescent signal (i.e., viable cells).  

Additionally, we tested if chronic exposure to BHB during normal cell subculturing 

could change the response to BHB-compensated restriction of glucose and glutamine, 

but ATP-synthesis remained unaltered, with cells unable to efficiently use BHB as a fuel 

(Supplementary Figure S12).    

Figure 35. ATP-linked bioluminescence of U87MG growing in several conditions of modified 

DMEM for up to 7 days. Bioenergetic production of ATP is directly correlated with cell viability and 
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number. All experiments were performed in 2 biological replicates. Two-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni correction. *** p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***.   

4.6.2. Cyclical culturing of U87MG in LG-BHB medium permanently 

modified their morphological and metabolic phenotype 

We selected cell culture conditions that mimic clinically-relevant, severe glucose 

deprivation compensated by a deep ketogenic state (glucose concentrations of 0.5 mM or 

9 mg/dl) [350; 364]. Extremely low blood glucose levels are physiologically tolerable for 

brief periods upon ketogenic adaptation [365].  

Our in vitro ketogenic treatment was applied in alternating 7-day cycles for a total 

of 8 weeks. Upon completion of the final LG-BHB cycle, we allowed cells to grow 

undisturbed for 15 days and observed significant changes in morphology (number of 

branches and branch-length) and much slower proliferation rates when compared to 

standard media controls.  

During the cyclical nutrient modulation, we compared LG-BHB cell viability with 

HG-FBS controls (Supplementary Figure S14). Comparative optical microscopy images 

were acquired during all stages of subculturing. At the end of the glucose-deprivation 

sequence, we allowed cells to grow for 90 days in HG-FBS (Supplementary Figures S15 

and S16).  

As an endpoint, we examined the resulting modified morphology using branch 

length quantification and real-time metabolic profiles using Seahorse XF technology 

(Figure 36).  

Control U87MG had a higher number of protrusions, but of much lower length 

than LG-BHB treated cells. After exposing cells to 4 cycles of metabolic treatment and 

an extended recovery period, the typical fusiform cell body of U87MG was substituted by 

a unipolar/bipolar/multipolar shape (resembling sensory neurons or interneurons). 

Branch length was 58.94 ±12.75 μm in control U87MG and 216.1 ± 53.32 μm in 

surviving LG-BHB cells.  
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Figure 36. (a) Stable morphological changes in U87MG after 4 cycles of LG-BHB. Cell 

branch length was quantified in confluent control cells and modified U87MG after 90 days (n=6). 

Unpaired t test with Welch's correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. Scale bar = 100 um. (b) 

Glycolytic and mitochondrial ATP production rates, Seahorse XF Energetic Map and XF ATP Rate 

Index comparing control U87MG and modified U87MG growing in HG-FBS for 90 days. Modified 

U87MG have a low-energetic phenotype, with a relative shift towards aerobic glycolysis and lower 

OCR. (c) Seahorse XF real-time kinetic graphs. OCR and PER values are represented in basal 

conditions and after oligomycin (complex V) and rotenone/antimycin A (complex I and III) 

inhibition. Measurements are performed at 6 min intervals. Oligomycin injection is expected to rise 

PER to compensate for mitochondrial ATP synthesis (ATP-linked OCR and glycolytic capacity on 

PER), whereas complete inhibition of the electron transport chain (ETC) indicates residual OCR and 

maximal glycolytic reserve. We can observe that modified U87MG are unaffected by mitochondrial 

inhibition injection. 

In the Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP assay, treated U87MG had a significantly 

reduced global energetic state, shifting towards glycolytic ATP production in the XF 

ATP Rate Index. This is concordant with a “quiescent” phenotype in the Seahorse XF 
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Metabolic Map. Control U87MG closely recapitulated the bioenergetic profile shown in 

our previous experiments, with an equal distribution between mito/glycoATP.  

In LG-BHB treated cells, inhibition of complex V (oligomycin) only reduced OCR 

minimally, not being accompanied by the expected increase in ECAR/PER. Similarly, 

attempted inhibition of complex I and III (rotenone/antimycin A) did not affect 

metabolically treated cells at all.  

In summary, cyclical glucose deprivation with BHB compensation in U87MG was 

able to produce stable, slowly-proliferating, and low-energetic metabolic phenotypes. 

This was achieved by performing a clonal selection using exclusively changes in nutrient 

availability. Further characterization will be required to understand the underlying 

metabolic rewiring.  

4.7. Genes involved in metabolic regulation are associated with 

patient survival 

 To perform an in-depth examination of genetic expression profiles in our GSCs, 

we designed a custom list of genes implicated in the regulation of OXPHOS, glycolysis 

and glutaminolysis, modulated though AMPK signaling (MF), PDK-PDH complex 

(DCA), LDH targeting (SOD) and glutaminolytic enzymes (DON), based on canonical 

KEGG pathways [315]. We included well-known regulators of glycolysis and 

glutaminolysis, such as TP53 and MYC, as well as TCA cycle enzymes and biologically 

relevant glucose and monocarboxylate transporters (complete list available in 

Supplementary Table S1).  
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Figure 37. Manually curated list of metabolic genes for expression analysis. MF acts through 

AMPK dependent and independent mechanisms, with the primary effects focusing on AMPK 

activation via AMP/ATP ratio. Modulation of glycolytic metabolism is symbolized in the central 

pyruvate junction: PDH complex and LDH isoforms (targets of DCA and SOD). Glutaminolysis can 

be diverted to mSLP or oxidation, thus encompassing all the TCA cycle. GLS and other glutamine-

utilizing enzymes are inhibited by DON. 

We investigated the influence on patient survival of targetable metabolic genes in 

TCGA high-grade glioma databases using the GlioVis platform [310], subdividing 

predictive genes by Verhaak molecular subtypes [21]. Following the same methodology 

as in our GSVA approach, IDH-mutant samples were excluded from this analysis, as 

IDH-mutant GBM has been recognized as a separate molecular and metabolic category 

[366].  
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We subdivided IDH wild-type samples by subtype, comparing high and low 

expression using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. We determined 15 genes with 

statistically significant (p < 0.05) survival predictive capacity.  

Table 7. TCGA IDH wild-type survival analysis of metabolic genes. Hazard ratio (HR) for 

survival applies to specific Verhaak subtypes or the whole cohort (all subtypes). HR < 1: lower mRNA 

expression equals higher survival. HR > 1: higher expression, higher survival.   

GENE HAZARD RATIO SUBTYPE 

LDHA HR < 1 ALL 

LDHA HR < 1 PRONEURAL 

SIRT1 HR < 1 CLASSICAL 

SLC16A3 HR < 1 ALL 

SREBF1 HR < 1 ALL 

SREBF1 HR < 1 CLASSICAL 

TBCD HR < 1 MESENCHYMAL 

TSC2 HR < 1 MESENCHYMAL 

ARNT HR < 1 CLASSICAL 

AKT3 HR < 1 CLASSICAL 

FBP1 HR < 1 PRONEURAL 

LDHB HR > 1 ALL 

LDHB HR > 1 CLASSICAL 

MAPK8 HR > 1 CLASSICAL 

MYC HR > 1 PRONEURAL 

PDK3 HR > 1 CLASSICAL 

TP53 HR > 1 PRONEURAL 

PFKB1 HR > 1 ALL 

In our own RNA-seq datasets, predictive genes were expressed heterogeneously 

across all three principal GSCs (Supplementary Figure S17). Unfortunately, statistical 

significance between different cell line HR-grouped average expression was not reached 

due to high data dispersion. Although our previous classification of GSCs identified 

mesenchymal-like (GBM18 and GBM38) and proneural-like (GBM27) characteristics, 

TCGA microarray gene expression from bulk samples and RNA-seq from cell lines are 
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not directly comparable [158]. To further explore the metabolic landscape of our GSCs, 

we studied their copy number variations via CGH analysis [367], revealing only one 

homozygous amplification in the SDHA gene in GBM38 (Supplementary Figure S18). 

Clear differences were observed in the copy number profiles between cell lines, which 

could correlate with basal metabolic states and patterns of resistance to metabolic 

inhibitors.  

Despite methodological issues to translate cell-specific data to patient cohorts, 

expression of metabolism-involved genes in tissue samples could be applied to develop 

predictive models for patient stratification [368; 369].  

4.7.1. A Prognostic Index for GBM survival, based on metabolic genes 

The aforementioned list of survival-associated metabolic genes was evaluated in the 

GBM-BioDP platform, exploring TCGA GBM databases to determine if specific 

sample clustering of mRNA expression could be a predictor of survival in larger cohorts 

[370; 371].  

As shown in the hierarchical cluster (HC) of Figure 38, 13 survival-associated 

metabolic enzymes were mapped to mRNA expression patterns in the TCGA, separating 

patients into two main clusters.  

In the right patient cluster (upper cyan bar), we can observe a higher percentage of 

samples from the mesenchymal subtype (red in the subtype row), while the left cluster 

(upper red bar) contains a higher percentage of mixed samples (proneural, classical and 

neural, identified as purple, blue and green, respectively). In the survival analysis, patients 

with a PI in the first quartile (1Qt) demonstrated significantly longer survival than those 

in 4Qt (HR 3.01, p-value=0), even after adjusting for age and MGMT methylation status 

in the Cox covariate model. This observation was applicable to all Verhaak subgroups. 

Thus, a PI in 4Qt was universally associated with lower survival.  
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Figure 38. Survival analysis based on the impact of a multi-gene prognostic index. GBM-

BioDP separated GBM patients into two main clusters by mRNA expression of 13 metabolic enzymes 

in the TCGA database. Molecule names are annotated with Hazard Ratios (HR) from Cox analysis; 

* indicates HRs with p-vals < 0.1; ** indicates HRs with p-vals <= 0.05. Verhaak subtypes: C (classical); 

M (mesenchymal); P (proneural); N (neural); U (undetermined).  
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Figure 39. Kaplan-Maier analysis of prognostic index (PI) for the full cohort and Verhaak 

subtypes compared to overall survival. mRNA expression values for metabolic genes stratified patients 

by weight averaging the genetic expression with the regression coefficients of a multi-gene Cox 

proportional hazards model. 

In summary, our results indicate that a statistical exploration of mRNA expression 

of genes involved in metabolic function could serve as a useful tool for patient 

stratification. Further clinical validation in individual samples and correlations with 

standard and metabolic treatment would be necessary to confirm this prognostic capacity. 

4.7.2. GBM stratification based on protein expression 

Transcript levels are not always sufficient to establish genotype-phenotype 

relationships, which often requires examining protein-level evidence [372]. It must be 

noted that protein quantification data is scarcer in the TCGA cohort. Therefore, we 
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evaluated the full list of metabolic genes to obtain a prognostic factor based on normalized 

and clinically relevant protein expression in surgical samples (Figures 41 and 42).  

Relative protein expression of 17 enzymes involved in drug-target pathways 

generated an age/MGMT adjusted stratification model with a PI HR (1Qt vs 4Qt) of 

19.63 (p=0.008). In the cluster membership, almost all patients in the high survival group 

(cyan bar) were of the proneural subtype. Unfortunately, subclassification according to 

Veerhak subtypes is not possible when analyzing protein expression due to the lower 

number of samples (models not convergent). Gene-to-protein correlation heatmaps by 

aggregated platforms are presented in Figure 40. There was a high degree of correlation 

between mRNA and protein expression within the same genes (e.g., IGF1R gene and 

IGF-1R-beta-R-C antibody).  

Figure 40. Survival analysis based on the impact of a multi-gene prognostic index. The 

Glioblastoma Bio Discovery Portal separated GBM patients into two main clusters by normalized 

reverse phase protein array (RPPA) expression. We can observe a higher percentage of proneural 

samples in the left cluster (cyan bar) while the right cluster (red bar) contains a higher percentage of 

classical, mesenchymal and proneural samples.  
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Figure 41. Kaplan-Maier analysis of prognostic index (PI) for the full cohort compared to 

overall survival.  This graph shows that patients with a PI in the first quartile survived longer than 

those in the fourth (HR 19.63, p-value=0.008).  

Figure 42. Heatmap of the correlation between mRNA expression and protein-level evidence 

for the selected genes. Values in red indicate a high level of correlation, values in blue a low level. 
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5. Discussion 

During the last two decades, cancer metabolism has regained attention as a 

promising therapeutic target, coinciding with the development of new technologies for in 

vitro and clinical assessment of bioenergetics. As our understanding of metabolic 

reprogramming grows, two seemingly competing paradigms at the core of malignant 

transformation are slowly conquering improvements in patient survival and quality of life.  

Despite uncertainty regarding oncogenesis, which, in turn, determines the 

underlying rationale of upcoming therapies (leveraging DNA or metabolic alterations), 

we believe that major advancements can be attained by integrating conflicting views into 

a single unified theory.  

GBM is a unique model to study bioenergetic alterations due to profuse molecular 

heterogeneity, with a gamut of mitochondrial defects, SLP adaptations and oxygen 

consumption seemingly coexisting in cell culture, tissue samples and clinical metabolic 

imaging; more specifically, GSCs are the subpopulation with the uppermost metabolic 

flexibility [151; 157; 322; 373; 374]. Extremely discouraging survival rates are a 

compelling reason to explore new therapeutic options, predominantly in combination 

with standard of care [375].  

Given the high intratumoral molecular and metabolic heterogeneity, it is becoming 

increasingly clear that designing a successful metabolic therapy will entail simultaneous 

targeting of glycolytic, glutaminolytic and, if present, oxidative phenotypes [376].      

In this work, we described how metabolic modulation could be leveraged to inhibit 

GBM proliferation, both in GSCs and non-stem cell lines, demonstrating that distinct, 

stable, basal metabolic phenotypes contrast in their susceptibility to treatment. Synergistic 

strategies can potentiate DNA-damaging agents and reduce dosing requirements. We 

present a comparison between untreated and metabolically treated GSCs populations, 

leading us to hypothesize that inhibiting metabolic pathways might not only kill 

malignant cells, but also make them vulnerable against subsequent targeting (“metabolic 

priming”) [340].  
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In the following sections, we discuss our results in chronological order, structuring 

our analysis around the most relevant, novel, and critical findings. 

To begin from a clinical perspective, we highlight that tumor stratification based 

on single-cell and regional metabolic differences is not limited to the application of 

metabolic therapy but can have serious repercussions on the predicted response to 

chemoradiotherapy [182; 377; 378]. In line with this idea, we showed that standard 18F-

FDG PET imaging and GSVA subtyping of metabolic dependencies could be useful for 

patient stratification (Figures 13 and 15). While glucose uptake (GLUT1/3 via 18F-

FDG) is evaluated routinely in most solid tumors, novel PET-tracers and MRS 

techniques for additional metabolites lack standardization and clinical integration [379; 

380]. The clinical relevance of substrate flux in light of heterogeneity and metabolic 

targeting is self-evident, but more research is needed to elucidate the impact on prognosis.   

Warburgian dependencies in tumor samples and cell culture models are a well-

recognized and wide-ranging feature of cancer, especially in GBM [119; 381]. 

Accordingly, we sought to understand how “bulk” tissue gene-expression profiles 

translated into our assortment of patient-derived stem and non-stem cells.  

Previous inquiries into the bioenergetics of GSCs, as well as traditional cell lines, 

uncovered surprising metabolic heterogeneity [157; 322; 382]. Worth mentioning, 

isogenic mouse GSCs exhibited both a highly glycolytic/oxygen-dependent metabolism 

when compared to their own differentiated progeny, in concert with established cell lines 

such as U87MG and U251, suggesting higher metabolic plasticity of GSCs [151; 322]. 

It has been reported that human GSCs from surgical specimens have a considerably lower 

metabolic activity (“quiescent” phenotype), particularly when compared to U87MG and 

U251 (significantly more lactate and oxygen dependent per normalization unit) [322]. 

Contrary to our results, ECAR/OCR have been reported as higher in adherent cell lines 

than in stem-like neurospheres. This is no surprise given the ample oxygraphic 

heterogeneity induced by cell culture conditions and dynamic mitochondrial dysfunction 

[175]. Further characterization of the metabolic profiles of different GBM subtypes is 

warranted.   
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Even acknowledging the heterogeneity of GSCs, we were surprised by the high 

OCR of GBM27, at odds with Warburg's central hypothesis of damaged mitochondrial 

metabolism. Dynamic upregulation of OXPHOS in the functional portion of the 

chondriome might explain these differences, despite a global shift towards SLP. The 

presence of highly oxygen-dependent GSCs inside tumor will need to be addressed to 

prevent recurrence after metabolic therapy.  

A potential limitation of oxygraphic studies is that the resulting ATP rates are based 

on mathematical extrapolations, calculated using general stoichiometries and 

phosphate/oxygen ratios that assume complete reduction of oxygen, as well as proton 

efflux rates directly translated into glycolytic ATP [309]. These conversions are still 

debated and might be influenced by mitochondrial integrity [383]. A detailed explanation 

of Seahorse XF raw data interpretation and the OCR paradox is provided in 

Supplementary Figure S19. We and others have reviewed the limitations of Clark 

polarography and oxygraphic tools such as Seahorse XF and Oroboros O2k for the 

partitioning of ATP [58; 175; 384]. Thus, throughout our work, we preferred the term 

“OCR/ECAR-linked ATP production” instead of “mito/glyco ATP” to avoid confusion.  

Lastly, we were intrigued by the variability of OCR in U87MG. Bestowing to well-

characterized and manifest lactate production, we expected a typically “Warburg-like” 

phenotype from U87MG. Preceding our experimental data, a bibliographic survey 

indicated that U87MG typically behaves as a highly glycolytic cell line (elevated basal 

ECAR); however, some experimental setups revealed a significant contribution from 

basal OCR [151; 172; 322; 385-387]. Even though rarely discussed, examining U87MG 

after FCCP (uncoupling) and rotenone/antimycin A (complete ETC shutdown) reveals 

a high proton leak and residual non-mitochondrial OCR [172; 386; 388; 389]. Maximal 

respiratory capacity of U87MG is also fairly inconsistent [151; 386; 387; 390]. 

Interestingly, maximal and spare respiratory capacity of normal astrocytes is significantly 

higher (up to 150% on average) than in U87MG cells [172; 343; 387; 391-402]. After 

injection of oligomycin (ATP-linked OXPHOS), we could observe a characteristic 

adaptation by upregulation of ECAR [322; 387; 388; 390; 403; 404]. This reveals partial 

mitochondrial dysfunction in U87MG, which could translate into susceptibility against 

simultaneous targeting of SLP and OXPHOS. 
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In dose response profiles, perhaps the most striking result was the high resistance 

of GBM27 against all tested drugs, with the exception of DON. This phenomenon might 

be owed to GBM27 slower proliferation rates and characteristically “oxidative” 

metabolism (up to 50% OCR-linked ATP). GBM18 and GBM38 were more sensitive 

to both MF and DCA, consistent with their basal metabolic phenotypes: lower basal 

OCR, more easily inhibited via MF, as well as higher lactate production and susceptibility 

to redirect pyruvate into the TCA cycle via DCA.  

Gene and protein expression analysis has been carried out to confirm if dose-

response profiles were associated with basal status of regulatory pathways. PRKAA1 

expression was highest in GBM27, correlating well with resistance to MF. PRKAA2 was 

not expressed in our samples, and differences in MTOR did not reach statistical 

significance. Functional proteomic studies confirmed that phosphorylation at Thr-172 

accounts for most AMPKα activation [405; 406]. We were unable to detect phospho-

Thr172 activation at 24 h; based on previous reports, we hypothesized that activation of 

AMPKα at IC50 doses might have occurred prior to this point. We successfully detected 

phospho-Thr172 AMPKα activation in GBM18 and GBM38, with visible 

phosphorylation starting at 60 min. GBM27 did not phosphorylate AMPKα in the first 

6 h, consistent with the need for higher concentrations and slower inhibitory responses. 

U87MG did not follow a clear trend for AMPKα activation, matching previous reports 

where 10 mM MF did not alter phospho-Thr172 at 6 h [407]. Our results indicate that 

treating U87MG with IC50-72 h doses of MF did not increase AMPKα phosphorylation 

above its basal threshold.    

Sensitivity to DCA correlated with the intrinsic regulation of the PDH complex. 

GBM38, characterized by high ECAR and lowest PDK3 expression, was the most 

sensitive to DCA. Conversely, GBM27, which demonstrated the highest PDK3 

expression, consistently required the highest concentrations, as would be expected by 

differential resistance against DCA by the target protein, PDK.  

At a mechanistic level, subunits of PDK display variable sensitivity to inhibition by 

DCA: PDK2 subunits are the most sensitive, PDK1 and PDK4 have intermediate binding 

affinity and PDK3 are the most resistant (DCA Ki PDK2 < PDK1≃ PDK4 < PDK3) 

[331; 332]. As PDK2 and PDK4 were not expressed in our samples, and levels of PDK1 
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were similar across cell lines, differences in dose-response profiles were likely related to 

PDK3.  

Regarding protein function, the catalytic subunit, PDH-E1α, has three 

phosphorylation sites: Ser293 (site 1), Ser300 (site 2), Ser232 (site 3). Phospho-Ser293 

is the most common and potent activation site of the complex [408]. We quantified total 

PDH-E1α subunit and PDH-E1 phospho-Ser293, confirming de-phosphorylation 

(activation) at 6h of IC50-72 h treatment. This effect was most noticeable in GBM18, 

GBM27 and U87MG.  

Continuing with the assessment of metabolic drugs, SOD was similarly 

inefficacious across all tested cell lines, including U87MG and GBM27, albeit with a 

higher degree of variability in the latter. Interestingly, LDHA and LDHB expression was 

up to 300 times higher in U87MG and 100 times higher in GSCs when compared to 

non-tumoral epileptic control, indicative of increased SLP metabolism though lactate 

production in all malignant cell lines (i.e., Warburg effect). Unable to detect clear 

correlations between qRT-PCR and drug resistance, we also compared expression 

between control and SOD IC50-72 h treated cells (Figure 22b). For the LDHB gene, 

mRNA expression analysis did not reveal statistically significant differences between 

groups. On the other hand, LDHA had almost 4 times lower expression in SOD-treated 

U87MG. We hypothesize that these relatively small expression changes might have been 

caused by normalization of the markedly upregulated basal expression of LDHA in 

U87MG, or by non-specific responses to reduction in viability. As a competitive pyruvate 

analog, at doses higher than 80 mM, as was our case, SOD likely disrupted other 

pathways beyond lactate production (e.g., alanine, fatty acid, insulin and gluconeogenesis 

metabolism) [409; 410].    

Our GSCs appeared highly resistant to SOD, as evidenced when compared to 

much lower IC50s in other in vitro models, such as nasopharyngeal carcinoma and gastric 

cancer [411-413]. Nonetheless, more than 50% ECAR inhibition in real-time (after 5-

min of incubation with SOD) has been reported with doses as low as 0.6 mM in H460 

cells and 4.4 mM in A549 cells, suggesting that viability and changes in metabolic fluxes 

do not necessarily go hand in hand [414]. In studies where SOD was effective, it usually 

reached peak effects in the first 24 h [415]. Interestingly, as OXPHOS is considered the 
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main ATP source in healthy neuronal tissues, up to 20 mM oxamate was very well 

tolerated by normal neurons and astrocytes [416; 417]. Optimizing delivery and potency 

would be indispensable for successful clinical application of SOD. 

To conclude, when we set out to develop a therapeutic strategy to induce metabolic 

lethality, we were looking for a readily available and thoroughly researched LDH 

inhibitor. As our primary focus is on translational medicine, we recognize that SOD, 

without prodrug modifications, is not a promising candidate, with only a limited number 

of animal studies [415; 418-420]. As far as we know, the efficacy of oxamate derivatives 

has not been evaluated in GSCs. Despite issues with potency, we were hoping to obtain 

distinct IC50 dose-response profiles, as hinted by basal metabolic dependencies. 

Resistance against SOD in our model should not discourage LDH targeting, which is 

biologically sound.  

The last compound we examined in monotherapy is DON, a pan inhibitor of 

glutamine-utilizing enzymes. Glutaminolysis plays an essential role in cancer, 

contributing to biosynthesis of amino acids, nucleotides and fatty acids, regulation of 

oxidative stress and, upon conversion to α-ketoglutarate, serving as an mSLP fuel and 

anaplerotic carbon source to replenish TCA cycle intermediates [243; 421].  

In our study, GBM18 was the most resistant to DON, while other GSCs appeared 

more vulnerable. In regards to viability, our results corroborate the inhibition profile in 

U87MG at 72 h recounted by Ohba et al., with a similarly flattened inhibitory curve but 

a higher extrapolated IC50 [422]. DON exhibited a saturation point in terms of 

antiproliferative effects: rather than linear, dose-dependent cytotoxicity, we noted a 

cytostatic effect in GBM18, GBM38 and, to a lesser extent, GBM27.      

In our experiments, GLS1 expression was highest in GBM18 and lowest in 

GBM38, although the magnitude of these changes was low (Figure 19). Indeed, higher 

mRNA expression in GBM18 was accompanied with the need for higher doses of DON 

to reach the same inhibitory effect; correlations between doses and GLS1 expression in 

other cell lines was not as self-evident. GLS2 was not detectable in our samples. 

Differences in basal glutamine addiction could explain heterogeneous metabolic 

responses to glutaminase inhibitors, as described after DON treatment (Figure 32) [423]. 
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Addressing the potential clinical relevance, we are aware that systemic application 

of MF at the IC50 values defined by our data would be impractical due to risk of lactic 

acidosis [424]. Even though direct transformations from in vitro to in vivo concentrations 

are unfeasible due to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic differences, screening 

compounds for the highest potency and lowest toxicity is the first logical step to improve 

translational prospects [425; 426]. In this sense, clinical trials with DCA at doses 

sufficient for cancer treatment demonstrated safety and efficacy [237; 427]. Furthermore, 

DCA could be administered to prevent MF-induced lactic acidosis [428]. Our results 

largely agree with previously published data, highlighting that, in vitro, DCA 

concentrations ≥ 10 mM are required for consistent anti-proliferative responses [429-

432]. Shen et al. demonstrated clear differential sensitivity to DCA between tumoral and 

healthy cells [433]. Lastly, DON binds to the active site of GLS in an irreversible manner, 

presenting a polar structure and reactive moiety that reduces its transport across the BBB 

[434; 435]. Even still, the KD significantly increases the delivery of DON to the CNS 

[259]. Toxicity can be further avoided by glutamine depletion strategies [189; 259]. 

Future in vivo studies could involve prodrugs with optimized BBB delivery and reduced 

gastrointestinal/immune toxicity [435-438]. 

To improve the translational outlook and tackle GBM heterogeneity, metabolic 

therapies could focus on multiple cellular pathways to achieve compounded effects. 

Potentiating standard of care opens the door to a variety of combinatorial approaches 

[439-446]. TMZ has already been evaluated with MF and DCA in all stages of clinical 

research: in vitro models, including GSCs, animal models and human trials, with 

moderate, dose-dependent antiproliferative effects [241; 442; 447-450]. On the other 

hand, combinatory experiments with radiotherapy/radiomimetics remain relatively 

unexplored. In traditional GBM cell lines, MF and DCA enhanced the effects of 

radiotherapy, but stem cells had not been evaluated in prior studies [341; 386]. To the 

extent of our knowledge, the accompanying publication was the first to report the 

combinatorial effects of the radiomimetic drug bleomycin with MF, DCA and DON 

(Table 6).  

Examining our synergy results, we want to bring attention to the fact that GBM27, 

identified as distinctly oxygen consuming, benefited the most from pairing bleomycin 
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with metabolic modulators. Synergistic interactions would allow for substantial dose 

reduction, as individual IC50 concentrations for MF and DCA were higher than in other 

cell lines, thus reducing toxicity to normal cells. Notwithstanding, it is important to 

examine the full CI/Fa range for each drug, as additive and even “antagonistic” effects did 

not exclude dose-reduction at a specific Fa: for example, bleomycin-DCA combinations 

in GBM18 and GBM38 would allow for dose reduction of bleomycin at Fa ≥ 0.5 even 

though the combination was theoretically “antagonistic” in terms of CI values.   

One of the strengths of our study is the design in a constant drug ratio: this allows 

for a data-driven, more accurate and comprehensive description of synergy/antagonism, 

without relying solely on computer simulations [451]. Conversely, a potential weakness 

is the limited in vitro validation, which would require performing a complete suite of 

viability experiments. Despite this, attending to parameters of variability, the accuracy of 

predictive models for synergy has been thoroughly established [452]. More recent 

mathematical models based on nonlinear mixed-effects using the Loewe additivity index 

(MixLow), response surface, or revisions of the Chou-Talalay theorem such as “code for 

the identification of synergism numerically efficient” (CISNE), have attempted to 

improve curve fitting, but they lack standardization and integration, reducing 

comparability and confidence in the results [453; 454].  

From a clinical perspective, reducing the risk of toxicity associated with metabolic 

drugs is feasible, as even low “interconvertible” doses from in vitro experiments have 

already demonstrated improved outcomes in combination with standard of care [207; 

424; 455; 456].   

Beyond acute, immediate effects on viability, the lasting metabolic changes induced 

by MF, DCA and DON had not been properly illustrated until now. Preexisting 

literature evaluated the short-term OCR and ECAR responses to MF in traditional 

glioma cell lines [386], as well as pancreatic and colorectal CSCs [457; 458]. Oxygraphic 

data after DCA exposure has been reported in glioma, melanoma and pancreatic cancer 

[239; 342; 386; 459-461]. Bioenergetic measurements for DON have not been described 

at all. 
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In terms of OCR/ECAR, all metabolic modulators exerted biologically coherent 

responses, especially well-defined after IC50-72 h treatment with MF and DCA (Figure 

29).  

MF shifted surviving cells to a primarily glycolytic phenotype, with very low 

percentages of OCR-linked ATP generation. These results are consistent with Seahorse 

XF assays in traditional glioma cell lines and colon CSCs [407; 457]. Sesen et al. reported 

inhibition of OCR and increased ECAR in U87MG treated with 10 mM MF for 48 h, 

reaching almost 90–95% ECAR from basal 70–80%, while decreasing total ATP 

production by approximately 30% [341]. In our data, the metabolic effects of MF were 

determined by the sensitivity of each cell line.  

DCA induced bioenergetic changes consistent with forced activation of PDH, in 

congruence with previous reports [386; 433]. Interestingly, when comparing total ATP 

production rates, DCA only reached maximal attenuation of approximately 50% relative 

to control. Indeed, DCA is believed to act more as a “metabolic modulator”, not only 

reducing proliferation but also “shifting” the glycolysis/OXPHOS ratio via increased 

mitochondrial uptake of pyruvate [324; 462].  

Lastly, DON yielded heterogeneous metabolic adaptations, but consistently 

inhibited total ATP production in all tested cell lines. In previous reports, changes in 

OCR could not be detected after exposing U7MG to low concentrations of DON [423]. 

Preclinical data shows that relatively high in vitro doses of DON might be required in 

some cancer models, which might explain the variability in antiproliferative and metabolic 

effects [463-468].    

GLS inhibitors such as DON, EGCG and BPTES could be employed in concert 

with Seahorse XF technology to determine glutamine contribution to oxidative ATP 

synthesis, as OCR from glucose and glutamine cannot be distinguished without 

experimental removal of substrate or acute injection of glutamine inhibitors [469]. If we 

inhibit GLS activity, the reduction in total ATP production will be correlated with 

reduced TCA cycle entry of glutamine-derived intermediaries for oxidation [243].  

After treatment with DON, a drop in total ATP could be accompanied by 

compensatory oxidation of glucose (ATP Rate Index increases, e.g., GBM18, GBM27), 
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lactate production (ATP Rate Index decreases; this shift was not detected with DON but 

was shown with MF in all cell lines) or constant glucose oxidation/fermentation (ATP 

Rate Index remains unchanged, e.g., GBM38, U87MG). We can conclude that increases 

in mitochondrial ATP cannot originate from enhanced glutamine oxidation, as GLS is 

being inhibited by DON: this was apparent in GBM27, where inhibition of 

glutaminolysis led to preferential oxidation of glucose (indicative of a degree of metabolic 

flexibility). GBM18 presented a similar trend, albeit less pronounced, whereas GBM38 

and U87MG saw their total ATP production diminished without compensatory shifts in 

ECAR/OCR. 

Continuing with our inquiry into nutrient-based metabolic modulation, we set out 

to investigate the response of U87MG to severe glucose deprivation and BHB 

supplementation. Safe, ketogenically compensated, medically induced hypoglycemia has 

been proposed as a form of anti-cancer therapy since the case reports published by 

Wilhelm Brünings more than eighty years ago [470]. It was not until rigorous clinical 

studies corroborated the remarkable human metabolic flexibility after prolonged fasting 

that this approach gained a viable outlook [113; 471]. Seminal work from Drenick et al. 

demonstrated that, after a 2-month fast in obese subjects, insulin failed to precipitate 

hypoglycemic reactions with plasma glucose as low as 0.5 mM (9 mg/dl) [364; 365]. 

During prolonged fasting, long-term maintenance of blood glucose levels below 30 

mg/dL (1.70 mM) had been closely monitored without any adverse effects [472; 473].  

Indeed, physiological inhibition of gluconeogenesis must be preceded by ketogenic 

adaptation to optimize utilization of fat-derived fuels. After this period, sustained glucose 

concentrations of approximately 0.5 to 2 mM are not outside the realm of physiology, 

given adequate levels of compensatory metabolites (e.g., ketone bodies) [474; 475]. 

Glucose deprivation could be further enhanced by the application of titerable 

hypoglycemic agents, such as SGLT2 inhibitors (kidney glucose reabsorption), CS-917 

and MB07803 (second generation gluconeogenesis inhibitors), together with direct 

glucose perfusion to pertinent organs [113; 471; 476-478]. Given that cerebrospinal 

fluid/plasma glucose ratios are approximately 0.6-0.7, and brain extraction of serum 

glucose was determined as 40% in animal models, competition for glucose between the 

growing tumoral mass and normal brain would be highly potentiated [479]. 
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While the straight-forward hypothesis that abrupt deprivation of glucose and 

glutamine reduces cell proliferation is part of routine cell culturing, prospective evaluation 

of BHB-compensated glucose restriction has not been well described [269; 480-487]. In 

pilot clinical trials, aiming towards a global reduction of circulating glucose facilitated by 

ketogenesis is a semi-standardized component of KMT, particularly in tumors with 

strong Warburgian dependencies [90; 274; 284]. Metabolically supported chemotherapy 

with insulin-induced hypoglycemia showed promising survival improvements in 

advanced and metastatic cancer [181; 456; 488; 489]. Unfortunately, metabolic 

stratification of patients is often overlooked, leading to mixed responses and confounding 

factors.  

To explore the ketolytic capacity of our cell lines, we first determined the presence 

of the rate limiting enzyme of ketolysis, OXCT1 [490]. Glucose restriction strategies 

(such as the KD) or anti-glycolytic drugs are only fitting if ketone bodies provided to 

normal cells cannot be hijacked by cancer cells. In this framework, it has been suggested 

that tumor cells cannot utilize ketone bodies for ATP synthesis [283; 491; 492]. To date, 

OXCT1 was only evaluated in traditional glioma cell lines and tissue samples, not GSCs 

[283; 353]. In our experiments, we detected OXCT1 expression in both GSCs and 

U87MG, irrespective of timing, glucose depletion and presence of BHB in cell culture 

media.  

As our point of comparison, previous studies indicated that U87MG can express 

OXCT1 at the protein level, with no apparent changes by addition of BHB [283]. In 

fact, secondary enzymes of ketolysis have been found at both the mRNA and protein level 

in U87MG, U251MG, LNT-229, T98G and A172; these findings are contrary to 

histopathological analysis where extrahepatic tumors did not express OXCT1 [493; 494]. 

However, the detection of OXCT1 was not correlated with survival in glucose depleted, 

BHB compensated conditions. Our data confirms previous publications where U87MG 

was not able to maintain viability under glucose deprived, BHB compensated conditions 

(as shown in Figure 35). We have not encountered reports of any cancer cell lines able to 

withstand long-term survival under glucose deprived, BHB supplemented conditions 

[283; 480; 491]. Maurer et al. described immediate loss of viability and apoptosis in 

U87MG cells undergoing BHB-compensated glucose deprivation, whereas primary rat 
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astrocytes could survive for up to 12 days [495]. In vivo, metabolic imaging reveals 

accumulation of ketone bodies in tumoral tissues in patients following a KD, but it 

remains unclear whether uptake equals utilization [282].  

Given that glucose depletion eradicated most, but not all, U87MG cells after a 7-

day period, we investigated how a cyclical in vitro formulation of glucose-depleted KMT 

could lead to stable, enduring changes in morphology and metabolic phenotypes. We 

propose that this could be defined as a clonal selection or metabolic reprogramming 

strategy. Targeted differentiation has proven remarkable clinical benefits in hematologic 

malignancies, especially acute promyelocytic leukemia, where remission rates exceed 90% 

after treatment with differentiation-inducing agents [270; 496]. In the metabolic theory 

of cancer, selecting mitochondrially healthy clones would be a way to reverse SLP without 

the need to decipher all the effectors of molecular rewiring, reducing heterogeneity into 

a manageable number of metabolic categories [60; 90; 120; 497].  

We tested several combinations of glucose and BHB to determine the optimal 

degree of selective pressure (Supplementary Figure S13). After exposing U87MG to 2.5 

mM glucose and 10 mM BHB, cells underwent morphological changes consistent with 

dedifferentiation and neurospheroidal growth, rather than diminished proliferation. 

Comparable changes have been reported by serum-free subculturing in this and other 

traditional GBM cell lines [498]. We determined that in vitro glucose concentrations ≤ 

0.5 mM were required for effective eradication of highly proliferative U87MG clones 

(Supplementary Figure S14).    

While we did not observe immediate changes in the HG-FBS recovery, as 

evidenced by viability assays, it was after the last LG-BHB cycle when surviving U87MG 

cells started to show morphological changes. After a prolonged recovery period (>90 

days), LG-BHB adapted cells growing in HG-FBS displayed a predominantly multipolar 

shape with extended branch length.  

Owing to its extremely slow proliferation and delicate nature, examining this 

modified cell line was challenging. Our main goal was to achieve growth regulation by 

nutrient modulation and to explore the resulting bioenergetic adaptations. LG-BHB 

adapted U87MG demonstrated a quiescent metabolic profile, with lower absolute ATP 
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production rates, sustained primarily via ECAR-linked ATP production, although the 

calculation of OCR was subject to high resistance against mitochondrial inhibitors 

(Figure 36c). Low basal OCR, higher than expected ECAR and marginal changes in 

response to mitochondrial inhibitors are likely caused by microenvironmental factors 

(Crabtree effect), typical of terminally differentiated, quiescent neurons, neural 

progenitor cells and neuronal tissues [306; 499-502]. Nevertheless, some researchers 

noted higher OCR in fully differentiated cortical neurons (DIV7), whereas 

undifferentiated neurons (DIV1) exhibited a more quiescent phenotype [503]. Further 

characterization would be required to demonstrate the mitochondrial fitness and 

molecular changes induced by our proposed metabolic approach. 

In summary, we described how 4 cycles of BHB-compensated glucose deprivation 

changed the metabolic and cellular phenotype of U87MG [323; 504; 505]. This non-

proliferative phenotype lasted even after provision of glucose and serum. Survival of 

cancer subpopulations in near absence of glucose involves metabolic reprogramming for 

quiescence (a lack of glucose carbons for biosynthesis), sufficient mSLP from glutamine, 

or OXPHOS from BHB, glutamine and other amino acids (neither lactate, pyruvate nor 

fatty acids were supplemented in this study).  

Long-term clonal selection and nutrient modulation continues to be an unexplored 

avenue, possibly due to methodological constraints. Wappler et al. was able to select 

cholangiocarcinoma cells by escalating glutamine restriction over several months to 

produce comparatively less glutamine-addicted clones [506]. Sperry et al. evaluated 

U87MG and primary gliomaspheres under BHB-compensated glucose deprivation in cell 

culture and orthotopic xenograft mouse models [475]. Glucose deprivation caused 

significant loss of cell viability even after supplementation with fatty acids and BHB in 

both U87MG and primary patient-derived cell lines, discerning a nominal proliferation 

boost with BHB when glucose and glutamine were also abundant. We observed a similar 

trend in U87MG (Figure 35 and Supplementary Figure S12). As viability collapsed after 

glucose/glutamine deprivation, unable to be rescued by BHB, we hypothesize that the 

slight upregulation of ATP production after BHB supplementation was likely related to 

potentiation of SLP. This BHB-induced proliferation boost requires further 

investigation.   
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Low glucose media paired with 4 mM BHB reduced the proliferative potential of 

both stem and non-stem GBM cells [495]. Furthermore, patient derived GSCs cultured 

in a KD-mimicking medium (2.5 mM glucose, 10 mM BHB) demonstrated attenuated 

stemness and lower proliferation by increased ROS production [269]. Culture of non-

enriched GBM cells from human tumors under glucose deprived conditions (2.5 mM) 

for 1-week (without BHB) increased markers of stemness, with more than two-fold 

increases in CD133+ cells [507]. Therefore, reexamining the plasticity of GBM cells, the 

influence of metabolic status along the differentiation hierarchy needs to be taken into 

account in future research. 

Lastly, following the emphasis on translational medicine, our in silico analysis was 

focused on the clinical applications of metabolic subtyping. Statistical modeling of next-

generation sequencing is revolutionizing early detection and diagnosis of cancer, but the 

contribution of metabolic pathways is difficult to capture [508; 509]. We set out to 

determine if a mechanism-based selection of metabolic genes, according to concrete 

therapeutic targets (mitochondrial metabolism, glycolysis and glutaminolysis), could be 

useful for patient stratification.  

Previous genome-wide association studies identified genetic markers correlating 

with anticancer potential of MF, using an untargeted approach [510]. We developed a PI 

based on the expression of metabolic genes associated with survival (Figures 38 and 39). 

Our classification shows a comparable predictive capacity to gene signatures selected by a 

co-expression network construction software (i.e., without input of biological principles) 

[511].  

To conclude, protein-level expression of metabolic enzymes could be useful to 

determine survival outcomes (Figure 40). This analysis aimed to evaluate if a subset of 

patients could benefit from specific metabolic drugs. Accordingly, the protein-level PI 

could be clinically relevant, with druggable therapeutic targets such as IRS1, IGF1R, 

PIK3CA, PIK3R1 (insulin signaling), LKB1, ACC, eEF2, MTOR (AMPK-MTOR 

signaling) and PDK1 (pyruvate metabolism), among others. The cohort of susceptible 

patients could be treated with tailor-made strategies, e.g., insulin suppressive therapy, 

PI3K inhibitors, glycolytic and low-dose mitochondrial inhibitors. 
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6. Closing remarks 

Precision medicine will soon extend beyond enclosed clinical trials and out-of-reach 

laboratory settings. Patient stratification is a powerful diagnostic tool; unfortunately, 

actionable insights are currently limited to basic forms of metabolic imaging (glucose 

uptake) and established patterns of genetic aberration [512; 513]. While we firmly believe 

that precision oncology could eventually lead to impressive survival results, general 

applicability will require a meticulous single-cell classification of all tumoral and normal 

tissues: constructing such a massive library of molecular alterations is not “technically” 

unfeasible, but it might take time [514].    

Conceptualizing cancer as a metabolic disease reduces the intimidating complexity 

of the cancer problem to a “simple” restriction of its most avidly expended fuels: glucose 

and glutamine. As Otto Warburg poignantly stated in response to Weinhouse critique of 

his seminal paper on respiratory dysfunction:  

“It is something deeper when Weinhouse dislikes the statement that the shifting of the 

energy production from the aerobic to the anaerobic state is the cause of cancer. He feels that this 

is far too simple: How can cancer, as mysterious as life itself, be explained by such a simple 

physicochemical principle? Yet this feeling is not justified. The problem of cancer is not to explain 

life, but to discover the differences between cancer cells and normal growing cells. Fortunately, 

this can be done without knowing what life really is.” [141]. 

The body of scientific knowledge is not constructed on unshakeable grounds and 

incontrovertible evidence: it is not possible to dissociate historical perspective and bias 

from the scientific method [515]. Biological sciences are based on model systems and 

indirect observations. Despite best efforts to ground biology in objective biophysical 

evidence, its inherent complexity forces us to work with estimates and conjectures [516]. 

The position of the Sun as the center of our Solar System is a physical phenomenon that 

can be elegantly explained by mathematical models, which, in turn, cannot accommodate 

Earth at the very same position. This revolutionary idea was also based on indirect 

observations (astronomical patterns and telescopic evidence). However, replacing the 

Ptolemaic model with the Copernican Revolution constitutes a demonstrable 

mathematical law, allowing us to make predictions about the future with an almost 
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absolute degree of certainty [517]. For better or for worse, this degree of precision has not 

been reached for the somatic mutation theory. Consequently, reexamining its strengths 

and weaknesses is not only appropriate, but a necessary step in the quest for truth (i.e., 

attaining a more accurate description of nature).  

Dogma is the antithesis of science. Unfortunately, dogma is a crystalized 

evolutionary template, giving meaning and order to the unsettling chaos of opposing 

ideas, as inherently human as the emergent attribute of conscience itself [518]. 

Regrettably, we are currently experiencing a critical disconnect between preclinical and 

clinical research [63]. As a consequence, metabolic explanations of cancer are capturing 

the interest of researchers once again [519-521]. When the wheel of research is turning 

in one singular direction, building knowledge with no particular aim, it is very hard to 

steer [522]. 

A détente is necessary.    

The pathogenesis of cancer is complex, with involvement of mitochondrial 

dysfunction, oncogenic signaling and metabolic reprogramming [119; 523]. Even though 

metabolic evaluation is becoming an essential tool to uncover malignancies that could 

benefit from targeted therapy [166; 524-527], we are just starting to unravel the optimal 

dosing and scheduling in clinical settings [446]. Therein lies the crossroads where 

uncertainty is confronted with real-world applications. If we want to develop novel 

therapies based on different fundamental principles, they must be fully understood. This 

cutting edge could be a comfortable place for metabolic therapy to occupy. We believe 

that, in the near future, cancer guidelines will offer chemo-radiotherapeutics, molecular 

targeting and/or metabolic therapy, depending on the characteristics of each tumor. 

Clinical studies, patient stratification and training in metabolic oncology will be key 

components of this puzzle. If a combination of these strategies improves the long-term 

management of this ominous disease, they are all welcome.  

We will explain life later.
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7. Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from our experimental results: 

i. It is possible to detect metabolic differences in GBM at the tissue level and the 

cellular level. Bulk-tumor gene expression and metabolic imaging (18F-FDG PET) 

could be useful for patient stratification, especially by differentiating the 

mesenchymal subtype with upregulated glycolytic signaling.  

ii. GBM exhibits heterogenous oxygraphic metabolic profiles in basal conditions. 

Higher baseline OCR-dependency (as highlighted by GBM27) involves the 

highest comparative doses of glycolytic and mitochondrial inhibitors. 

iii. Targeting mitochondrial function (MF), the Warburg effect (DCA) and glutamine 

metabolism (DON) reveals differential anti-proliferative effects in consonance with 

the basal metabolic phenotypes of each cell line.  

iv. Metabolic inhibitors generally spare non-tumoral cells, but doses corresponding to 

OCR-dependent subtypes are toxic to normal cells. The radiomimetic drug 

bleomycin is toxic to rapidly proliferating non-tumoral cells.  

v. Metabolic drugs could benefit from synergistic combinations with bleomycin, 

leading to meaningful dose-reductions and antiproliferative effects in GBM27, as 

well as DON in all cell lines.  

vi. Metabolic pre-treatment induces biologically coherent adaptations in bioenergetic 

phenotypes of surviving cell subpopulations, acting as a form of “metabolic priming” 

for prospective interventions.  

vii. Enzymatic ketolytic capacity is present in GBM, but BHB cannot rescue viability 

in absence of glucose and glutamine. Cyclical exposure to glucose depletion with 

concurrent BHB compensation produces sustained growth arrest and morpho-

metabolic changes, suggestive of metabolic quiescence. 

viii. In silico analysis of the TCGA GBM cohort can stratify patients according to a 

survival prognostic index based on pathway-driven expression of metabolic genes 

and proteins. 
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8. Appendix 

8.1. Scientific production relative to the present work: 

o Duraj, T., García-Romero, N., Carrión-Navarro, J., Madurga, R., Ortiz de 

Mendivil, A., Prat-Acin, R., Garcia-Cañamaque, L. & Ayuso-Sacido, A. 

(2021). Beyond the Warburg effect: Oxidative and glycolytic phenotypes 

coexist within the metabolic heterogeneity of glioblastoma. Cells, 10(2), 202. 

 

o Duraj, T., Carrión-Navarro, J., Seyfried, T. N., García-Romero, N., & 

Ayuso-Sacido, A. (2021). Metabolic therapy and bioenergetic analysis: The 

missing piece of the puzzle. Molecular metabolism, 54, 101389. 

8.2. Oral presentations relative to the present work: 

o Duraj, T., Esteban Rubio, S., Rackov, G., Carrión Navarro, J., García 

Romero, N., Barbas Arribas, C. & Ayuso Sacido, A. (2018). Metabolic 

therapy in cancer: role of metabolism and nutrition in human glioma. 

NUTRIMAD 2018, IV World Congress of Public Health Nutrition XII. 

Revista Española de Nutrición Comunitaria (RENC), Vol. 24, supplement 2. 

DOI: 10.14642/RENC.2018.24.sup2.5190.  
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8.3.  Supplementary Material 

8.3.1. Supplementary Figure S1. Genomic aberrations in GBM. 

Figure S1. Primary sequence alterations and significant copy number changes for 

components of the RTK/RAS/PI3K, TP53 and RB signaling pathways. Based on [528]. 
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8.3.2. Supplementary Figure S2. Metabolic alterations in GBM. 

Figure S2. Common metabolic alterations in GBM. Own elaboration, based on [170; 529-

531].  
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8.3.3. Supplementary Figure S3. Carcinogenesis and heterogeneity. 

Figure S3. A comprehensive comparison between the clonal evolution, cancer stem cell (CSC) 

and mitochondrial metabolic models of cancer. Own elaboration, based on [69; 142]. 

In all conceptual models of carcinogenesis, cancer development is influenced by 

genotoxic and unspecific risk factors that could alter either the nuclear genome (somatic 

mutation theory) or mitochondrial bioenergetics (mitochondrial metabolic theory). In the 

clonal evolution model, tumorigenic random mutations are selected by 
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microenvironmental pressure, giving rise to uncontrolled expansion of dominant clones 

that can subsequently accumulate new driver and passenger mutations. In the hierarchical 

cancer stem cell model, normal stem cells or de-differentiated cells can be transmuted 

into CSCs, that, upon amplification, give origin to tumoral heterogeneity. A mixed 

plasticity model with contributions of selective pressure from the microenvironment 

(immune interactions, angiogenesis, pH and oxygen gradients, metabolic 

reprogramming) is equally applicable to CSCs. Tumoral heterogeneity converges in the 

epithelial-mesenchymal transition, a phenomenon where cascading genetic changes 

transform epithelial cells into mesenchymal cells (EMT), capable of immune evasion, and 

these changes are then suppressed or reverted to recover the original epithelial 

characteristics at secondary micro-metastatic growth sites (MET).  

In the mitochondrial metabolic model, non-genotoxic risk factors such as oxidative 

stress, hypoxia or inflammation cause chronic damage to OXPHOS by altering the 

number, structure, and function of the mitochondria. Dysfunctional OXPHOS leads to 

adaptive fermentation (cytoplasmic SLP in the Warburg effect and mitochondrial SLP 

in the Q-effect), mitochondrial stress and retrograde mitochondria-nucleus signaling 

(RTG). This is followed by metabolic reprogramming (e.g., activation of oncogenes such 

as HIF-1 and MYC, that upregulate glycolysis and glutaminolysis). Excessive ROS, 

extracellular acidification and inflammation are carcinogenic and mutagenic, driving 

genomic instability (random somatic mutations and aneuploidy). Despite the shift from 

respiration to SLP, ATP generation is kept constant by upregulated SLP. Tumoral 

heterogeneity is explained by the protracted mitochondrial stress and disturbances in 

intracellular and extracellular environments, in concert with accumulating genomic 

instability. In the fusion-hybrid model, rather than requiring a vague EMT/MET 

reconfiguration, metastasis arises from respiratory damage in cells of myeloid/macrophage 

origin, either directly or after fusion-hybridization with epithelial-derived tumor cells 

[532].  

Thus, all major hallmarks of cancer are linked to extrachromosomal and epigenetic 

respiratory dysfunction, providing an answer to the oncogenic paradoxes of the somatic 

mutation theory (i.e., presence of driver mutations in normal tissues, non-genotoxic 

carcinogens, foreign-body carcinogenesis, differential cancer resistance across species, 

etc.) [64; 533].  
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8.3.4. Supplementary Figures S4-S7. Viability curves of inhibitors. 

Figure S4: Inhibitory curves for metabolic inhibitor MF at 24h, 48h, 72h. Calculated IC50s 

for each cell line and time-point are included. In GBM18, MF shows rapid action at high doses, even 

at 24h. GBM27, by contrast, is highly resistant to MF, only reaching significant viability inhibition at 

72h. GBM38 has a similar profile to GBM18 but reaching IC50 at higher doses. U87MG, on the 

other hand, shows a similar viability decrease at 24-72h, shifted to the left at 72h, but higher doses of 

MF induce loss of viability even at 24h.  
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Figure S5: Inhibitory curves for metabolic inhibitor DCA at 24h, 48h, 72h. Calculated IC50s 

for each cell line and time-point are included. GBM18, GBM38 and U87MG display similar 

inhibition profiles, with rapid action of DCA at intermediate doses. GBM27 shows increased 

resistance to DCA, where the initial fall of viability is not observed until relatively high doses of the 

compound (>50 mM) are reached.  
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Figure S6: Inhibitory curves for metabolic inhibitor SOD at 24h, 48h, 72h. Calculated IC50s 

for each cell line and time-point are included. SOD requires high doses (>100 mM) across all cell 

lines, and full inhibition of viability was usually attained only at 250 mM. Interestingly, in GBM18 

and GBM27, there were no discernible differences in the linear dose-dependent trends between 24h, 

48h and 72h, whereas U87MG presented with a paradoxical effect where IC50 was lower at 24h than 

at 48/72h, possibly due to better cell penetration and enhanced LDH inhibition, consistent with 

previous reports [534]. In GBM27, we only saw consistent results at 72h, where the logarithmic 

variable slope equation was not able to calculate IC50 at 24h and 48h.  
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Figure S7: Inhibitory curves for metabolic inhibitor MF at 24h, 48h, 72h. Calculated IC50s 

for each cell line and time-point are included. In all cell lines, DON induces slow loss of viability at 

24h, especially in GBM18 and GBM38. GBM27 and U87MG are more sensitive to the effects of 

DON. At 48h and 72h we can observe a clear dose-response in GBM27, but GBM18, GBM38 and 

U87MG do not show linear dose-response trends. This indicates a saturation point beyond which 

increasing DON doses further provides no additional benefit, with cytostatic, rather than cytotoxic 

effects. Abbreviations: NR (IC50 not reached). 
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8.3.5. Supplementary Figure S8. TMZ viability curves. 

 
Figure S8.  Viability profiles of cells treated with TMZ for 72 h relative to DMSO-controls. 

Maximal DMSO concentration was 2% v/v per experimental condition (corresponding to 2 mM of 

TMZ). High DMSO toxicity and interference should be noted in U87MG and GBM27. Groups 

were not compared due to ostensible reduction in viability in DMSO-treated controls. Any study of a 

drug dissolved in DMSO is, in essence, the analysis of two toxic substances, both of which could 

potentially reduce viability, and thus not suited for synergistic studies. Interference from DMSO has 

been reported at concentrations as low as 0.01% v/v, especially in stem-like GBM models [535]. Two 

biological replicates, each with n=4.   
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8.3.6. Supplementary Figure S9. Viability curves for radiomimetic bleomycin 

sulfate. 

Figure S9: Inhibitory curves for bleomycin at 72h. Calculated IC50s for each cell line using the 

logarithmic variable slope equation are included. A minimum of 2 biological replicates were carried 

out for each cell line. 
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8.3.7. Supplementary Figure S10. MF dose-response curve with HBMEC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S10: HBMEC inhibitory dose-response curve for MF at 72h. A sharp decrease in 

viability at concentrations > 60 mM can be observed in this cell line.  
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8.3.8. Supplementary Figure S11. Expression of OXCT1 in GSCs and 

U87MG. 

Figure S11.  (a) Western Blot images of OXCT1 expression in GSCs and U87MG cell lines 

at 24 h. (b) Representative microscopy images of each cell line in normal media and LG-BHB media 

at 48h. Scale bar: 100um. 
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8.3.9. Supplementary Figure S12. Differences in ATP production of 

U87MG after normal subculturing and chronic exposure to BHB. 

Figure S12. Comparison of ATP-linked bioluminescence of U87MG growing in standard 

subculturing conditions and 10 days of continuous exposure to intermediate concentrations of BHB. 

All experiments were performed in 2 biological replicates. Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni 

correction. *** p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***.   
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8.3.10. Supplementary Figure S13. Changes of U87MG growing in 

intermediate glucose, BHB-compensated media. 

Figure S13. High magnification optical microscopy of U87MG growing in a medium 

equivalent to LG-BHB, but with a glucose concentration of 2.5 mM instead of 0.5 mM. Images taken 

at the end of the HG-FBS recovery period after 4 complete 7-day cycles of intermediate glucose 

adaptation. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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8.3.11. Supplementary Figure S14. Cyclical LG-BHB exposure. 

Figure S14. Summary of morphological changes during LG-BHB and HG-FBS cycles. 

Optical microscopy images were acquired at the end of each treatment cycle. MTS assays up to 96h 

were performed in each LG-BHB cycle, together with Trypan blue exclusion assays after cycle 1 and 

cycle 3. Comparisons between groups by unpaired t test with Welch's correction; *** p < 0.05 *; p < 

0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. Scale bar = 100 μm. 
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8.3.12. Supplementary Figure S15. Progression of LG-BHB cells after 

finalizing the cyclical glucose-deprivation, BHB-compensated 

metabolic treatment. 

Figure S15. Representative morphological changes of U87MG after completing all LG-BHB 

cycles. Optical microscopy images with a scale bar = 100 μm. 
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8.3.13. Supplementary Figure S16. Representative images of LG-BHB 

adapted cells compared to controls. 

Figure S16. Representative morphological changes of U87MG after more than 90 days upon 

completion of LG-BHB cycles. Scale bar = 100 μm.
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8.3.14. Supplementary Table S1. Manually curated list of metabolic target-

genes. 

Table S1. Genes involved in the targetable pathways of glycolysis, glutaminolysis and 

mitochondrial metabolism, based on KEGG pathways.  

• MF transport: 

SLC29A4 (PMAT) 
SLC47A1 (MATE1) 

• AMPK activation: 

STK11 
CAB39 

STRADA 
STRADB 
PRKAA1 
PRKAA2 
PRKAB1 
PRKAB2 
PRKAG2 

• AMPK effectors: 

PFKFB2 
PFKFB3 
PFKFB4 

FBP1 
G6PC3 
PCK2 

TBC1D1 
RABL2A 

SLC2A4 (GLUT4) 
MAP3K7 
PPP2CA 

CD36 
CRTC2 
CREB1 

PPARGC1A 
ELAVL1 
Cyclin D1 
Cyclin A1 
Cyclin A2 
EEF2K 
EEF2 
SIRT1 

FOXO1 
GYS1 
LIPE 

HMGCR 3 

SREBF1 
FASN 
SCD 

SCD5 
ACACB 
CPT1A 

MLYCD 

MTOR 
RPTOR 
AKT1S1 

RPS6KB1 
RPS6KB2 
EIF4EBP1 

PPARG 
ΜLK1 
BNIP3 

RRAGB 
RRAGA 

• Insulin regulators: 

IGF1R 
INSR 
IRS1 

PIK3CA 
PIK3CB 
PIK3CD 
PIK3R1 
PIK3R2 
PIK3R3 
PDPK1 
AKT1 
AKT2 
AKT3 

TSC1 
TSC2 

TBC1D7 
RHEB 

• Pyruvate junction: 

LDHA 
LDHB 
GOT1 
GOT2 
PDHX 
PDHB 

PDHA1 
DLD 

DLAT 
PDK1 
PDK2 
PDK3 
PDK4 

• Glutaminolysis: 

GLS 
GLS2 

GLUD1 
GLUD2 
OGDH 

• TCA cycle: 

SUCLG1 
SUCLA2 
SUCLG2 

SDHA 
SDHB 
SDHC 
SDHD  

NME4 
NME1 
NME2 
NME3 

NME6 
NME7 

• Monocarboxylate 

transporters: 

SLC16A1 
SLC16A2 
SLC16A3 
SLC16A4 
SLC16A5 
SLC16A7 

SLC16A11 
SLC16A13 
SLC16A14 

• Metabolic regulators: 

TP53 
TP53BP1 
TP53BP2 
TIGAR 

TP53RK 
MYC 

MYCBP1 
MYCBP2 

HIF1A 
HIF1AN 

DDIT4A (REDD1) 
ARNT 
EPAS1 
HK1 
HK2 

GSK3A 
GSK3B 

CTNNB1 
TCF4 

MDM2 
MTBP 
EPAS1 
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8.3.15. Supplementary Figure S17. RNA-Seq next-generation sequencing 

data of GSCs. 

 
Figure S17. Correlations of RNA-Seq expression analysis in our GSCs to TCGA survival 

predictive genes. Our cells were previously classified by molecular and phenotypical characteristics as 

mesenchymal-like (GBM18 and GBM38) and proneural-like (GBM27) [158]. However, RNA-seq 

expression profiles cannot be compared to TCGA tissue samples, as cell line and bulk mRNA 

expression are not directly comparable. Tissue samples have a high contribution of diverse cancer and 

normal cells, whereas cell lines often isolate one specific hyper-proliferative subpopulation [536]. 

RNA-seq data expressed in relative normalized FPKM units (fragments per kilo base per million 

mapped reads). 
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8.3.16. Supplementary Figure S18. CGH analysis of selected genes.  

Figure S18. CGH analysis of the selected metabolic genes in GSCs (across cell culture passages 

1, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20). Only stable and conserved amplifications and deletions across passages were 

analyzed. Dark red (+2) designates homozygous amplification, red (+1) heterozygous amplification 

and blue (-1) heterozygous deletion. No homozygous deletions (-2) were detected. Copy-number 

neutral regions as compared to reference genome were omitted for clarity. It can be observed that 

GBM18 has the most neutral copy-number variation profile.  
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8.3.17. Supplementary Figure S19. Oxygraphy and the OCR paradox. 

Figure S19. Interpretation of real-time oxygraphic measurements (Seahorse XF technology). 

ATP-linked respiration can be calculated after injection of oligomycin (complex V inhibitor). FCCP 

injection uncouples the proton gradient to estimate maximal respiratory capacity; this step is not 

present in the XF Real-Time ATP assay. After injection of rotenone/antimycin A (complex I and III 

inhibitors), the flow of electrons in the electron transport chain (ETC) is fully inhibited: differences 

between oligomycin and rotenone/AA indicate the “proton leak”, i.e., the remaining basal respiration 

that is not coupled to ATP production. Proton leak can be a sign of mitochondrial damage or a 

regulator of ATP-synthesis. Non-mitochondrial respiration is defined as the OCR that persists 

despite maximal inhibition, due to a subset of cellular enzymes that still consume oxygen after 

rotenone/antimycin A injection. Mitochondrial OCR is modified by a number of external factors such 

as hypoxic metabolic reprograming, nutrient stress and cell culture conditions, as well as coupling 

efficiency and morphological cristae/lipid abnormalities. Mitochondrial-derived CO2 also contributes 

to ECAR. Comparison of absolute values (raw OCR/ECAR) is limited by methodological 

standardization, which is not the norm across research groups. Own elaboration, adapted from [288; 

537; 538].  
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Since the postulation of the Warburg hypothesis, researchers struggled with the fact 

that functional proteomics and oxygraphic measurements of tumor slices, whole cells and 

isolated mitochondria can detect residual activity of ETC components, membrane potential 

(ΔΨ), basal OCR, and, more importantly, meaningful shifts after specific inhibition of ETC 

complexes in highly buffered media (e.g., injection of oligomycin, FCCP, 

rotenone/antimycin A, as well as substrate inhibitors such as UK5099, BPTES and etomoxir) 

[84; 112; 539; 540]. Since the chemiosmotic theory gained traction in the mid-20th century, 

assaying mitochondrial function was based on the same set of principles; Warburg himself 

identified oxygen consumption in non-tumoral and cancer tissues using the Warburg 

apparatus, allowing calculation of respiratory ATP/O quotients [541]. Soon after, the group 

of Weinhouse argued that respiration was, in fact, normal in most cancer cells [542]. Wagner 

et al. reported a wide range of OCR in tumor cells, warning that “cell surface” (non-

mitochondrial) oxygen consumption was an overlooked component and extrapolation from 

cell culture was problematic [543].   

Judging from the accumulating oxygraphic evidence, it was concluded that OXPHOS 

must be functional in cancer cells, despite seemingly Warburgian behaviors under artefactual 

cell culture conditions [544; 545]. Despite technical limitations, there is a growing tendency 

to establish a direct link between relative changes in OCR and mitochondrial ATP [546-

548]. Common estimations indicate that glycolysis contributes from 50 to 70% of total ATP 

production in cancer cells, while the rest comes from oxidation of pyruvate, glutamine and 

fatty acids [84; 112]. If mutations are the root cause of cancer, mitochondrial function can be 

completely normal, upregulated or downregulated depending on metabolic reprogramming 

[292]. If mitochondrial damage is the root cause of cancer, the chondriome must be, at 

minimum, partially dysfunctional [69].  

In the same way the somatic mutation theory must explain the oncogenic paradox, the 

mitochondrial theory must account for highly variable OCRs in cell culture and dynamic 

changes upon inhibition of ETC complexes [64; 549]. This is not merely a theoretical 

exercise: if OCR translates into OXPHOS, metabolic therapy needs to bring attention to 

mitochondrial inhibition and “reverse Warburg effect”, which is problematic since normal 

cells also require undisrupted mitochondrial function to survive [441].  

Solving the OCR paradox requires conceptualizing mitochondrial metabolism as part of a 

dynamic system [550; 551]. The chondriome is the sum of all mitochondria in any given cell. 

This number can vary widely by organism, tissue, and cell type: a negligible amount has been 
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detected in non-dividing terminally differentiated human erythrocytes, 100 to several 1000s 

in cells from mature tissues such as muscle and liver (making up to 1/5 of total cell volume), 

and up to 100,000 in oocytes [552-554]. The chondriome is not a static organelle network: 

it undergoes active remodeling via motility/transport, fusion/fission dynamics, reshaping, 

quality control and mitophagy [555].  

In this view, the oncogenic threshold of mitochondrial dysfunction is defined as a 

“numbers game” (Supplementary Figure S3). Damage to the mitochondria is the initiating 

factor of tumorigenesis, solving the inconsistencies of the somatic theory, but keeping in mind 

that the chondriome is a living ensemble of independent organelles. As total bioenergetic 

capacity starts to dwindle upon mitochondrial injury, surpassing a cell-specific threshold that 

depends on origin/genotype leads to irreversible reprogramming towards SLP. Consequently, 

cancer cells start to behave like a prokaryotic organism in hypoxic conditions, with 

uncontrolled proliferation and free-living motility (metastatic potential) [72].  

A large body of evidence shows that OCR is lower in cancer cells after normalizing for 

metabolic activity when compared to controls of the same origin and responds abnormally to 

mitochondrial inhibitors (especially in coupling efficiency and maximal respiration) [309; 

556-558]. Mitochondrial dysfunction is linked to tumorigenesis, but admits variable OCRs, 

as cancer cells can upregulate the functional fraction of their chondriome to stabilize ΔG’ATP 

hydrolysis. The nebulous term “dysfunction” would be defined as undergoing a SLP shift, 

which involves both a relative failure in OXPHOS and retrograde mitochondria-nucleus 

signaling [58; 109].     

It bears repeating that classical respirometry will detect changes in OCR after the 

injection of mitochondrial inhibitors, as cells have trespassed the SLP-threshold but still 

retain some OXPHOS function. This leads to numerous therapeutic approaches focused on 

restoring mitochondrial health, especially at early stages of cancer development. In this 

framework, the basis of therapy should be focused on SLP fuel depletion (glucose/glutamine), 

reversal of chondriome damage via microenvironment modification and mitochondrial 

transfer therapy [90; 559; 560]. Mitochondrial targeting is reserved for populations of cancer 

cells that are demonstrably dependent on OXPHOS [171], with careful and precise dosing 

due to off-target toxicity, as shown in GBM27 in our own data. Further research is needed 

to confirm whether injuring the chondriome beyond a specific threshold is universally 

oncogenic.   
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Abstract: Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive primary brain tumor, with a median survival at
diagnosis of 16–20 months. Metabolism represents a new attractive therapeutic target; however, due
to high intratumoral heterogeneity, the application of metabolic drugs in GBM is challenging. We
characterized the basal bioenergetic metabolism and antiproliferative potential of metformin (MF),
dichloroacetate (DCA), sodium oxamate (SOD) and diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON) in three distinct
glioma stem cells (GSCs) (GBM18, GBM27, GBM38), as well as U87MG. GBM27, a highly oxidative
cell line, was the most resistant to all treatments, except DON. GBM18 and GBM38, Warburg-
like GSCs, were sensitive to MF and DCA, respectively. Resistance to DON was not correlated
with basal metabolic phenotypes. In combinatory experiments, radiomimetic bleomycin exhibited
therapeutically relevant synergistic effects with MF, DCA and DON in GBM27 and DON in all other
cell lines. MF and DCA shifted the metabolism of treated cells towards glycolysis or oxidation,
respectively. DON consistently decreased total ATP production. Our study highlights the need for
a better characterization of GBM from a metabolic perspective. Metabolic therapy should focus on
both glycolytic and oxidative subpopulations of GSCs.

Keywords: glioblastoma; energy metabolism; glycolysis; oxidative phosphorylation; therapeutics;
gene expression profiling

1. Introduction

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common, heterogeneous and aggressive primary
brain tumor in adults (54% of all gliomas) [1–3]. The World Health Organization (WHO,
Geneva, Switzerland) classifies GBM based on histopathological findings and molecular
features (especially IDH mutation status) [4]. At a gene-expression level, GBM can be
classified into four subtypes: mesenchymal, classical, proneural and neural [5,6].

Standard treatment of GBM consists of maximally safe surgical resection, followed
by radiotherapy and chemotherapy, usually in the form of temozolomide (TMZ). Despite
decades of extensive research and advancements in therapeutics, such as tumor treat-
ing fields (TTF), prognosis remains extremely poor, with a median overall survival of
20.9 months [7]. GBM has a low global incidence (less than 10 per 100,000 persons/year),
but cumulative survival after five years from diagnosis is less than 10%, making it a crit-
ical public health issue [8,9]. Dismal survival is partly owed to GBM’s highly invasive,
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chemo-resistant and recurrent nature [10]. As standard of care is not a curative option, new
therapies are sorely needed, with efforts to characterize GBM from multiple viewpoints,
predominantly the omics sciences.

Setting aside the uncertainty behind the origin of cancer [11,12], one of its defin-
ing characteristics, at a functional, bioenergetic level, is its ability to exploit glycolytic
metabolism even in the presence of oxygen, a phenomenon known as the “Warburg ef-
fect” [13]. Among many other solid tumors, this metabolic shift has been extensively
documented in gliomas [14,15]. In the mitochondrial theory of cancer, aerobic glycolysis
represents a universal feature of transformed cells, allowing the reduction of vast molecular
heterogeneity into a smaller number of metabolic categories [16]. Metabolic reprogram-
ming is not merely an in vitro artifact, but has wide-ranging clinical applications [11,17,18].
Nowadays, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET (18F-FDG PET) is a common technique for cancer
diagnosis and staging, with novel metabolic markers, such as lactate, glutamine, oxygen
and even ketone bodies under clinical evaluation [19–21]. Within ample cell diversity,
however, the predominance of aerobic glycolysis does not necessarily abrogate ancillary
energetic sources: functional oxidative metabolism (glucose, fatty acids, glutamine) and
the “reverse Warburg” effect [22,23]. Characteristically, in vitro, GBM has shown high
variability in mitochondrial respiration, while tissue-derived cell lines revealed glucose
dependency and fatty acid oxidation (FAO) [23–26]. Intratumoral heterogeneity makes de-
velopment of targeted strategies against specific mutations very challenging [27]; therefore,
patient stratification based on metabolic pathways should be a key component of improved
therapeutic strategies.

The main challenge facing GBM management is the eradication of all malignant cells,
including those able to survive drastic changes in the tumor microenvironment and toxic
interventions. For this reason, GBM presents as a unique model to study bioenergetic
alterations, as both aerobic glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) have been
described in high grade gliomas [28–30]. Furthermore, discouraging survival rates are a
compelling reason to explore new therapeutic opportunities, either stand-alone or, more
likely, in combination with standard of care. To this effect, metabolic inhibitors such as
metformin hydrochloride (MF), dichloroacetate (DCA), sodium oxamate (SOD) and 6-diazo-
5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON) have a longstanding history in this field, undergoing extensive
evaluation in animal models and clinical trials with a variable rate of success [31–34].

To accurately model this disease in vitro, it has been proposed that GBM stem cells
(GSCs) have a remarkable proliferative ability, sufficient to drive tumor maintenance,
recurrence and therapeutic resistance [35–38]. GSCs are a highly heterogeneous and
metabolically adaptive cell population: surviving in both perivascular aerobic and hypoxic
regions [39,40], seemingly able to shift between glycolytic and oxidative phenotypes [28,29].
Whether these parameters are permanent, stable, independent or complementary, operating
on a spectrum, remains to be elucidated [41].

To help us illuminate this question, we performed a Gene Set Variation Analysis
(GSVA) [42] for canonical glycolytic/oxidative pathways in The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) GBM datasets. A clustering of highly oxidative signatures was observed in nor-
mal tissues, whereas highly glycolytic tumors matched with the mesenchymal subtype;
interestingly, mesenchymal signatures are associated with increased inflammation and
wound healing pathways, a higher degree of necrosis and the worst survival when re-
stricting for samples with low transcriptional heterogeneity [5,43]. Between these two
categories, a high degree of heterogeneity was recognized. Clinically, 18F-FDG PET imag-
ing of GBM can exhibit high or low glucose uptake, but allocation of metabolic substrates
is not routine practice.

To verify these observations in vitro, we analyzed the basal metabolic phenotype of
three tissue-derived and molecularly distinct GSCs (GBM18, GBM27, GBM38), in addition
to traditional established cell line U87MG. As metabolic plasticity is being touted as a
distinctive feature of GSCs, we wanted to explore antiproliferative responses to metabolic
inhibitors and their correlation with basal bioenergetics. High resistance to MF (a mild
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mitochondrial inhibitor) and DCA (glycolytic modulator) was detected in GBM27, a distinc-
tively oxidative cell line. GBM38 displayed Warburg-like properties, with higher sensitivity
to DCA. Responses to DON (glutaminase inhibitor) varied between cell lines, without a
clear correlation with basal metabolic phenotypes. Subsequently, we combined promis-
ing drug candidates with bleomycin, a radiomimetic drug that causes single-strand and
double-strand DNA breaks [44,45]. Synergism at therapeutically relevant outcomes was
detected with all drugs in GBM27, and all cell lines with DON. Lastly, Seahorse XF analysis
was performed in surviving, metabolically treated cells to determine vulnerabilities in
bioenergetic phenotypes (“metabolic priming”).

Here, we propose that strategic targeting of dysregulated bioenergetic pathways,
after an initial assessment of the metabolic phenotypes coexisting within a tumor, could
become a valuable stratification and therapeutic tool, improving the efficacy of adjuvant
metabolic therapy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Culture of GSCs from Human GBM Samples, U87MG and Mesenchymal Stem Cells

GSCs were originally isolated from surgical human GBM specimens, as described by
our group in [46]. The GSCs used in this study are characterized by distinct molecular
and morphological features, differential drug sensitivity profiles and in vivo dissemination
patterns that reflect the original tumors. GSCs were cultured under a humidified atmo-
sphere of 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C, in a media containing, as a base, DMEM/F-12 (catalog number
11039, Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA), supplemented with: Non Essential Amino Acids
(1% v/v; 11140, Gibco), HEPES (38 mM; 15630, Gibco), D-Glucose (0,54% v/v or 30 mM;
G8769, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA), BSA-FV (0,01% v/v; 15260037, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA), Sodium Pyruvate (1 mM; Invitrogen), L-Glutamine (4 mM; 25030,
Gibco), Antibiotic-Antimycotic (0.4% v/v; Invitrogen), N1 Supplement (1% v/v; Invitro-
gen), Hydrocortisone (0.3 µg/mL; H0135, Sigma-Aldrich), Tri-iodothyronine (0.03 µg/mL;
T5516, Sigma-Aldrich), EGF (10 ng/µL; E9644, Sigma-Aldrich), bFGF (20 ng/mL; F0291,
Sigma-Aldrich) and Heparin (2 µg/mL; H3393, Sigma-Aldrich).

U87MG was purchased from ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA and cultured in DMEM/F-
12 (11039, Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 2% penicillin-
streptomycin (PS). Cells were maintained at 37 ◦C in humidified atmosphere air, CO2 5%.

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) (a gift from Dr. Carmen Escobedo Lucea)
were cultured in DMEM, high glucose, GlutaMAX (10566016, Gibco), supplemented with a
final concentration of 20% FBS and 1% P/S. All hMSCs experiments were performed in the
first five passages from isolation.

2.2. Reagents and Metabolic Inhibitors

1,1-Dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride (D150959), sodium oxamate (O2751), sodium
dichloroacetate (347795) and 6-Diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (D2141) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Bleomycin sulfate (HY-17565) was acquired from MedChemExpress, Mon-
mouth Junction, NJ, USA.

2.3. MTS Assays and Drug Combination Studies using the Chou-Talalay Method

The sensitivity to different metabolic drugs was assessed using [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-
2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt (MTS) con-
taining solution from Promega, Madison, WI, USA (CellTiter 96 AQueous One Solu-
tion, G3582). Briefly, single-cell suspensions of GSCs were plated in a 96-well plate,
3000 cells/well, and allowed to grow and form spheres for 72 h. U87MG were seeded
at 3000 cells/well and allowed to grow for 24 h. Cultures were then treated with their
respective culture media (control cells) or increasing concentrations of each drug for 0
h, 24 h, 48 h or 72 h. At each timepoint, MTS reactant was added, incubated at 37 ◦C
for 2 to 4 h and absorbance was measured at 490 nm/630 nm, using a Varioskan Flash
(5250030, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) or a Sunrise Absorbance Reader (Tecan
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Trading AG, Männedorf, Switzerland). For IC50 calculations, corrected absorbance was
transformed, normalized and extrapolated in GraphPad Prism version 8.0.1, using the
logarithmic variable slope equation:

Y = 100/(1 + 10ˆ((LogIC50 − X) × HillSlope)).

In specific dose experiments, hMSCs were seeded at 6000 cells/well and allowed to
grow for 72 h. Fresh cell culture media was then added to control wells and dissolved
treatments to experimental wells. Cells were treated for 72 h before MTS read-out.

Combinatory studies were performed in the same manner as single-drug assays. After
seeding and cell-specific recovery/attachment intervals, combined treatments were added
in the following final concentrations: IC50 for drug A alone; IC50 for drug B alone; full
dose IC50 for drug A + drug B; IC50(A + B)/2; IC50(A + B)/8. Experimentally, drug
“A” was one of the metabolic inhibitors (MF, DCA or DON), whereas drug “B” was the
radiomimetic bleomycin. CompuSyn software (version 1.0), based on the Chou-Talalay
method, was employed to determine the interaction between the drugs [47,48]. This
method utilizes a multiple drug-effect equation derived from enzyme kinetics, generating
a “combination index” (CI) for each drug combination, at each fraction of affected cells
(Fa) level. CompuSyn software defines synergy as a CI value lower than 1, CI = 1 equals
to additive effects and CI values > 1 indicate antagonistic effects. We have determined
CI values for each metabolic inhibitor and bleomycin across all tested cell lines using
a constant ratio experimental design, as well as other valuable parameters such as the
Dose-Reduction Index (DRI), which indicates how many folds of dose-reduction for each
drug, at any given effect, would be allowed in synergistic combination.

2.4. Real-Time Quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (RT-qRT-PCR) Analysis

For RT-qRT-PCR, total RNA was isolated from cell pellets using NZYol (MB18501,
NZYTech, Lda.), following the manufacturer’s recommendations. For chronological parity
with other experiments, GSCs were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 90000 cells/well,
allowed to grow for 72 h, fresh cell culture media was added (1:1) and pellets were collected
after 72 h; the same protocol was applicable to U87MG, but fresh cell culture media was
added after 24 h from seeding. Purity of RNA was assessed based on 260/280 and 260/230
ratios using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000/2000c. RNA was retrotranscribed to
cDNA (High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit; Applied BioSystems). Resulting
samples were amplified with specific primers (Table 1) in a CFX Connect Real-Time PCR
Detection System (Bio-Rad). β-actin and GAPDH were used as housekeeping genes. For
relativization and comparison with a non-tumoral control, we compared our samples with
a pool of retrotranscribed RNA from brain tissue obtained from epileptic patients, provided
courtesy of Hospital Universitario y Politécnico La Fe (Valencia).
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Table 1. Forward (FW) and reverse (RV) primers for real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR
(RT-qRT-PCR).

Name 5′-Sequence-3′

β-actin FW TTCTACAATGAGCTGCGTGTG

β-actin RV GGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTCAAA

GAPDH FW TCCTCCACCTTTGACGCTG

GAPDH RV ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCC

GLS1 FW GCCCGCTTTGTGTGACTAAA

GLS1 RV CAGGGGTAAATAACGGCACA

GLS2 FW GCACTAAAGGCCACTGGAC

GLS2 RV CCAAGAGGCCACCACTACTG

MTOR FW CTGACCGCTAGTAGGGAGGT

MTOR RV AACATCCCAGAACCCTGCTG

PDK1 FW ATCCTCCTGCCTGAGTCTCT

PDK1 RV CAAATGCCAAGGACTGCTGT

PDK2 FW TGCCTACGACATGGCTAAGCTC

PDK2 RV GACGTAGACCATGTGAATCGGC

PDK3 FW TGGAAGGAGTGGGTACTGATGC

PDK3 RV GGATTGCTCCAATCATCGGCTTC

PDK4 FW AACTCGGGATGTTGGGGATT

PDK4 RV AGAGAAAAGCCCTTCCTACTGA

PRKAA1 FW GTCCAGGGCTTGTTCTATTCA

PRKAA1 RV ATGCTGCACTTAGAGACCCT

PRKAA2 FW TGGAACATTGTTACAGCAGGC

PRKAA2 RV AGCTCTTCTCCCGTGTCTTC

2.5. Antibodies

All primary and secondary antibodies were purchased from commercial sources, listed
as follows: AMPKα Antibody (2532, Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA), phospho-AMPKα

(Thr172) (2535, Cell Signaling), Anti-Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1-alpha subunit antibody
(ab110334, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), Anti-PDHA1 (phospho S293) antibody (ab177461,
Abcam), β-Actin (A5441, Sigma-Aldrich), α-Tubulin (sc-8035, Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The secondary antibodies for horseradish peroxidase (HRP) detec-
tion were anti-rabbit IgG (sc-2004, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and anti-mouse IgG (PI-2000,
Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA).

2.6. Protein Isolation/Quantification and Western Blotting

Centrifuged and pelleted U87MG and GSCs were resuspended in 100 µL of radioim-
munoprecipitation buffer [RIPA; 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA
and 0.2% SDS, with phosphatase and a protease inhibitor cocktail and stored at −80 ◦C
for a minimum of 24 h. Samples were then centrifuged at 13,200 RPM for 20 min at 4 ◦C;
protein-containing supernatant was conserved.

Total protein concentration was determined using Bio-Rad Protein Assay according
to the manufacturer instructions; after corresponding incubation, absorbance was read at
595 nm.

In phosphorylation experiments, treatments dissolved at 1:1 concentration in serum-
free medium were added 3–4 days after seeding GSCs, and 24 h in the case of U87MG.
U87MG cells were washed twice with PBS and serum-deprived for 1 h prior to sample
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collection. Protein was subsequently recovered at the indicated timepoints (30 min, 60 min,
2 h, 6 h).

Western blotting experiments were performed adapting the protocol from Mahmood
et al. [49]. Briefly, protein extracts were separated by 8%–12% SDS-PAGE and transferred
to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking for 1 h with 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)
in Tween-Tris Buffered Saline 1× [T-TBS; 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 150 mM NaCl and
0.1% Tween-20], membranes were incubated with the corresponding primary antibody
O/N at 4 ◦C. After washing three times for 10 min with T-TBS, membranes were incubated
with HRP-linked secondary antibody for 1 h at room temperature (RT). Detection was
performed using ECL reagents (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines
and revealed in a BioRad ChemiDoc chemiluminescence system. The same membranes
were then incubated with a housekeeping primary antibody O/N at 4 ◦C, washed the next
day and incubated with an HRP-linked secondary antibody for 1 h RT before ECL detection.

2.7. Seahorse XFp Protocol for Real-Time Metabolic Evaluation of U87MG Adherent Cells and
GSCs Neurospheres

Experiments were performed in an XFp 8-well microplate using the Seahorse XFp
Analyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Briefly, GSCs were seeded at a density of
10,000 cells/well and allowed to grow for 72 h, in wells previously coated with 20 µL of
Collagen Type IV at 20 µg/mL (C6745-1ML, Sigma Aldrich). U87MG cells were seeded at
6000 cells/well and allowed to grow for 24 h. Metabolic drugs were added to the treatment
wells and fresh media was added to the control wells. After 72 h, the original media was
carefully pipetted out of each well into a centrifuge tube without disturbing the attached
cells; then, Seahorse XF DMEM medium, pH 7.4 (103575-100, Agilent) was used to wash,
pipetted out and centrifuged with the original media at 1000 rpm for 5 min at 25 ◦C. After
centrifugation, supernatant was aspirated from each tube, conserving only the cell pellet,
resuspended in Seahorse medium and added back to respective wells.

We then followed the standard protocol for Standard XF Real-Time ATP Rate Assay,
as described in the Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Rate Assay User Guide (Kit 103592-100,
Agilent). Seahorse XF technology measures two key parameters of cellular bioenergetics:
oxygen consumption rate (OCR; an estimation of mitochondrial ATP) and extracellular
acidification rate (ECAR; quantification of glycolytic activity through changes in pH by lac-
tate production) [50,51]. Results were analyzed in Seahorse Wave software (version 2.6.1),
with analysis of OCR and ECAR carried out using the Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP Rate
Assay Report Generator (version 4.0.17). For normalization, total protein was quantified
using an Invitrogen Qubit 3 Fluorometer (Q33216, Invitrogen).

2.8. TCGA Gene-Set Variation Analysis

Affymetrix (HG-U133A) normalized gene expression datasets of GBM and non-tumor
tissue samples from TCGA were downloaded from GlioVis repository (gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.
es) [52]. As IDH mutation status confers characteristic metabolic rewiring of the TCA cycle, IDH
mutant and IDH unknown samples were removed from the analysis [53]. The remaining 498
GBM IDH-wt and 10 non-tumor samples were classified in proneural, classical, mesenchymal
and those with a high content in non-tumoral tissue (low cellularity), as proposed elsewhere [54].
Four different canonical gene sets (two oxidative and two glycolytic) were obtained from the
Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) [55]: KEGG (oxidative phosphorylation and TCA
cycle), Hallmark (glycolysis, mTORC1 signaling). Gene set variation analysis (GSVA) was
performed on each sample to obtain an enrichment score (ES) using the GSVA R package [42].

2.9. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using a 2-tailed Student t test (when compar-
ing two groups) and One-Way ANOVA (three or more groups). Data are presented as
means ± standard deviation and calculated using the software package GraphPad Prism
version 8.0.1 for Windows, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA. RT-qRT-PCR
expression data was graphed and analyzed directly in CFX Maestro 1.1 software, version

gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es
gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es
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4.1.2433.1219 (Bio-Rad Laboratories). p values < 0.05 were considered as statistically signifi-
cant. For all figures, p values were expressed according to GraphPad 8 NEJM p-value style.:
p > 0.05 (ns); p < 0.05 (*); p < 0.01 (**); p < 0.001 (***).

3. Results
3.1. GBM can be Stratified into Glycolytic and Oxidative Phenotypes

Molecular heterogeneity is a key feature of GBM, with clinical and therapeutic reper-
cussions. To better understand if the vast molecular landscape of GBM could be reduced
into a manageable number of metabolic categories, we explored the TCGA expression
databases using a GSVA approach. Filtering for canonical gene sets of glycolytic and ox-
idative pathways, Warburg-like phenotypes were enriched in the mesenchymal subgroup,
whereas functional mitochondrial metabolism predominated in healthy tissues (Figure 1a).
Between these two extremes, however, we still encountered ample metabolic heterogene-
ity. Clinically, 18F-FDG PET is valuable for staging and detection of recurrence, but not
necessarily to guide treatments. Without further stratification, GBM can be identified as
a malignancy with high glucose uptake or low glucose uptake (Figure 1b). Nevertheless,
common standardized procedures such as 18F-FDG PET do not allow for differentiation be-
tween high glucose uptake due to increased aerobic glycolysis or OXPHOS, or low glucose
uptake due to compensatory glutaminolysis, necrosis or quiescent metabolic phenotypes.
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Figure 1. (a) Heatmap of the scaled enrichment score (ES) obtained by Gene Set Variation Analysis (GSVA) with the samples
grouped by their gene expression subtype (proneural, classical or mesenchymal) including those with high content of
non-tumor tissue (low cellularity). (b) Clinically, standard imaging techniques such as 18F-FDG PET-MRI can classify tumors
into low glucose uptake (upper) and high glucose uptake (lower). Upper images: Right thalamic glioblastoma shows patchy
contrast enhanced areas on 3DT1 (right side) and no uptake of 18F-FDG PET (medium and left side). Lower images: Parietal
recurrent glioblastoma in the left hemisphere shows heterogeneous enhancement on axial three-dimensional T1-weighted
imaging (3DT1) and extensive uptake of 18F-FDG PET (right and medium side), despite high uptake in surrounding normal
brain tissue. (c) Representative optical microscopy images of cellular morphology. Scale bar = 100 µm. Under each cell
line, average distribution of total ATP production from extracellular acidification rate (ECAR)-linked ATP production
and oxygen consumption rate (OCR)-linked ATP production in basal (non-treated) conditions. (d) Seahorse XF Energetic
Map. GBM18 and GBM38 clustered together as highly glycolytic-like cells. GBM27 displayed the highest variation in
the metabolic profiles, with increased mitochondrial respiration, at a similar level to GBM18, but, in comparison, lower
glycolysis. U87MG were not as metabolically active as glioma stem cells (GSCs). Data from three independent experiments,
each with n = 3, normalized to total protein concentration (µg/mL).
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Subsequently, to examine the differences in bioenergetic metabolism in phenotypically
and molecularly distinct gliomas in vitro, we determined OCR and ECAR of our set of
GSCs and U87MG (Figure 1c). We can observe that, in basal conditions, GBM27 and
U87MG are close to a 1:1 ratio of glycolytic/oxidative metabolism, whereas GBM18 and
GBM38 have a strong preference towards a glycolytic phenotype. Furthermore, U87MG, a
typically Warburg-like cell line [30], also exhibited a relative elevation in OCR-linked ATP
production rate (up to 43.57% of total ATP). As shown in Figure 1d, GBM27 demonstrated
high mitochondrial ATP production as well as lower glycolytic ATP production when
compared to GSCs GBM18 and GBM38; as much as 50% of its bioenergetic needs were met
by OCR-linked ATP production. GBM18 and, especially, GBM38, relied predominantly
on glycolytic metabolism (Warburg effect). In GBM27, OCR and ECAR fluctuated slightly
between sets of biological experiments, indicating a range of metabolic flexibility: further
investigation into metabolite allocation for energy production would be necessary to
fully characterize this adaptive capacity. Our data indicate that even under the same cell
culture conditions, distinct molecular characteristics of GSCs can in fact produce unique
metabolic phenotypes. Interestingly, the global metabolic activity of U87MG is actually
lower than GSCs.

Taken together, our data suggest that a high degree of metabolic variability is present
between our GSCs, and their ATP production rates are faster than those of U87MG. GSCs
and U87MG maintain a stable, basal, metabolic profile, and seem to be able to shift, to
some extent, between aerobic glycolysis and OXPHOS to meet their bioenergetic needs.

3.2. GSCs Display a Heterogeneous Pattern of Resistance to Metabolic Inhibitors

At the outset, in order to determine the optimal doses to be used in future experiments,
we exposed our GSCs (GBM18, GBM27, GBM38) and the U87MG cell line to escalating con-
centrations of selected metabolic drugs. Inhibitory curves for all time points are presented
in Supplementary Figure S1.

After conducting these experiments, we ascertained maximum inhibitory effects and
reliable trends in the viability data at 72 h; therefore, for every cell line, IC50 at 72 h was
considered as the optimal inhibitory concentration.

As we can appreciate in Figure 2, GBM27 had the highest resistance to all metabolic
treatments except for DON, where, in turn, GBM18 required the highest concentrations to
achieve IC50. For MF, GBM18 and GBM38 were the most sensitive cell lines (10.66± 3.162 mM
and 21.33± 7.08 mM, respectively) and GBM27 the most resistant (77.41± 34.02 mM). U87MG
revealed an intermediate resistance (42.51± 2.742 mM). For DCA, GBM38 required the lowest
concentrations (13.52 ± 5.235 mM) and GBM27 the highest (40.61 ± 7.400 mM). In this case,
GBM18 (29.20± 5.627 mM) and U87MG (27.10± 0.955 mM) showed no statistically significant
differences in IC50 concentrations. For SOD, all cell lines required relatively high in vitro
concentrations to reach 50% growth inhibition; no statistical significance was reached between
groups. Lastly, regarding glutaminolysis inhibition by DON, U87MG required the lowest
IC50 DON dose (99.70 ± 14.82 µM), followed by GBM27 (198.4 ± 44.13 µM) and GBM38
(286.9 ± 103.2 µM), whereas GBM18 was the most resistant (1505 ± 625.4 µM). It should be
noted, however, that a closer look at the growth inhibition curves for DON in GBM18 reveals a
cytostatic “threshold” around the IC50 value regardless of the dose, suggesting a non-linear
inhibitory slope (Figure S1). Therefore, the IC50 provided is a statistical approximation owed to
the resistance against the drug, but we should not always assume a linear correlation between
dose and effect; this will become especially relevant in subsequent combinatory studies.
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Figure 2. Cancer metabolism at a glance, with experimental in vitro IC50 values for selected metabolic inhibitors. Glu-
cose enters cells and undergoes glycolysis, converted into pyruvate. Cancer cells can divert up to 85% of pyruvate to
lactate, regardless of the presence of oxygen (Warburg effect, yielding two net ATP); an estimated 10% of pyruvate goes
towards biosynthesis and 5% to OXPHOS [56]. In normal, non-tumoral cells, the majority of pyruvate undergoes OXPHOS
(30–32 ATP molecules). To decrease the Warburg effect and facilitate oxidative metabolic reprogramming, PDKs can be
inhibited by dichloroacetate (DCA), supporting the entry of pyruvate in the mitochondria, and LDH can be targeted
via sodium oxamate (SOD). “Glutamine addiction” can be regulated by glutaminase inhibitors such as 6-diazo-5-oxo-L-
norleucine (DON) [57]. Lastly, metformin hydrochloride (MF) has pleiotropic effects: ETC complex I inhibition leads to
downstream signaling via AMPK and mTOR [58]. In color-matching boxes, we display concentrations required for 50%
viability inhibition (IC50) after 72 h of treatment. One-way ANOVA statistical significance of three biological experiments
was calculated with normalized raw fluorometric data; p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. Abbreviations: ETC (electron
transport chain), mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin), PDK (pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase), PDH (pyruvate dehy-
drogenase), GLS (glutaminase), LDH (lactate dehydrogenase), GLS (glutaminase), ECAR (extracellular acidification rate),
OCR (oxygen consumption rate).

In summary, GBM18 was the most sensitive to MF, GBM38 to DCA and U87MG to
DON; on the other hand, GBM27 was the most resistant to MF and DCA, while GBM18
required the highest doses of DON. A very high resistance towards SOD, as well as low
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variability in responses, was observed across all cell lines, so this drug was discarded from
further assays.

3.3. Differences of Target Enzymes across Cell Lines Predicts Responses to Metabolic Inhibitors

To further investigate the relative sensitivity/resistance profiles of each cell line to our
selection of metabolic drugs, we aimed to evaluate their basal genetic expression profiles
(Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. (a) Expression profiles of target enzymes for our selection of metabolic drugs under basal conditions determined
by RT-qRT-PCR. Representative results from a minimum of two replicates (n = 2). One-way ANOVA with Tukey correction.
p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***. (b) Western Blot analysis at 30 min, 60 min, 2 h, 6 h after MF 72h-IC50 treatment for
AMPKα and phospho-Thr172 AMPKα. (c) Western Blot analysis after 6 h of treatment with respective DCA 72h-IC50 doses
for phospho-Ser293 PDH-E1 and total PDH-E1.

MF acts through inhibition of the electron transport chain (ETC) complex I, increas-
ing the ADP/ATP ratio, but its primary downstream target is the activation of AMPK
(phosphorylation of Thr172 of AMPKα1), which ultimately leads to mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibition. We therefore evaluated expression of PRKAA1 and
PRKAA2 (together, catalytic subunits of AMPK) and the mTOR gene. Although PRKAA2
was not expressed in our samples, PRKAA1 was significantly upregulated in GBM27
(9-fold relative to control) and, at similar levels (approximately 3 to 4-fold), in GBM18,
GBM38 and U87MG. We also found the highest relative expression levels of mTOR in
GBM27 and GBM38, but differences did not reach statistical significance. Additionally,
we analyzed the phosphorylation of AMPKα to investigate the biological effects of MF
(Figure 3b). We observed strong phosphorylation of Thr172 AMPKα relative to control
in GBM18 (60 min, 2 h, 6 h) and GBM38 (2 h). Cell lines GBM27 and U87MG did not
phosphorylate AMPKα in the first 6 h, consistent with their need for higher concentrations
of MF and slower responses against the drug.

Next, we studied DCA activity in our GBM cell lines. Altough we analyzed all PDK
subunits, PDK2 and PDK4 were not expressed, with major differences detected primarily
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in PDK3 expression, exceptionally upregulated in GBM27, consistent with sensitivity
profiles to DCA. At the protein level, the catalytic subunit PDH-E1α has three major
phosphorylation sites, with site 1 (Ser-293) being the most frequent and efficient target,
sufficient to fully inhibit PDH activity [59,60]. With inhibition of PDKs by DCA treatment,
we detected rapid, visually discernable, de-phosphorylation of Ser-293 in all cell lines after
6 h of treatment with 72h-IC50 concentrations (Figure 3c and Supplementary Figure S2).
The expression of PDKs in our dataset could provide a predictive biomarker to explain
differential responses to DCA.

When we evaluated GLS genes, our analysis revealed no detectable amplification of
GLS2; therefore, we focused on GLS1 as a potential predictor for DON’s antiproliferative
effects. Relativized to epilepsy control, GLS1 was significantly upregulated in GBM18, neu-
tral in GBM27/U87MG and downregulated in GBM38. Higher GLS1 expression correlated
with the relative resistance against DON in GBM18, but comparatively lower expression in
GBM38 was not associated with lower doses.

3.4. Doses of Metabolic Inhibitors and Radiomimetic Bleomycin Corresponding to Warburg-Like
Phenotypes Spare Viability of Non-Tumoral hMSCs

After completing this set of experiments, we questioned whether our cell lines would
respond favorably to bleomycin, a radiomimetic/DNA-targeting drug.

The mechanism of action and IC50-72h concentrations for bleomycin are presented
in Figure 4a. To substantiate our following combinatory studies, we first performed
exploratory MTS assays to determine optimal concentrations of bleomycin for each cell
line: we observed relative resistance in GBM18 and GBM27, whereas GBM38 and U87MG
were equally sensitive to the drug (Supplementary Figure S3).
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As with any other form of treatment, the success of metabolic therapies could be lim-
ited by toxicity to healthy cells. Therefore, we investigated whether all IC50 concentra-
tions determined thus far could be a realistic goal in vitro, exploring their effects on non-
tumoral hMSCs (Figure 4b). MF/DCA affected more than 60% of cells when using GBM27 
IC50s (oxidative-like metabolic phenotype), but all other doses were very well tolerated 

Figure 4. (a) IC50 values at 72 h and mechanism of action of radiomimetic drug bleomycin (BM). Bleomycin is a large
molecule (~1.5 kDa) and cannot freely diffuse cell membranes; it is transported into cells either alone or as a bleomycin-
Cu(II) complex, then reduced to bleomycin-Cu(I), which reacts with oxygen leading to DNA strand breaks. Successful
chemotherapy with bleomycin is dependent on active transport; however, there is currently no consensus about the uptake
mechanism or the transporters involved. Bleomycin-Cu(I) can also dissociate inside the cell to form bleomycin-Fe(II)
complexes, transforming into «activated bleomycin species» resulting in DNA fragmentation and chromosomal aberrations.
Complexes with zinc (II), iron (II) and cobalt (III) have also been characterized. Calculated IC50, as per inner salt (MTS) assay,
with a minimum of two biological replicates. One-way ANOVA with Tukey correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***.
(b) Viability profiles relative to control mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) treated with all calculated 72h-IC50 doses (n = 2).
One-way ANOVA with Dunn’s correction, p < 0.05 *; p < 0.01 **; p < 0.001 ***.
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As with any other form of treatment, the success of metabolic therapies could be lim-
ited by toxicity to healthy cells. Therefore, we investigated whether all IC50 concentrations
determined thus far could be a realistic goal in vitro, exploring their effects on non-tumoral
hMSCs (Figure 4b). MF/DCA affected more than 60% of cells when using GBM27 IC50s
(oxidative-like metabolic phenotype), but all other doses were very well tolerated (toxicity
less than 20%). DCA 72h-IC50 from GBM38 actually slightly increased “cell viability”
relative to control (as per metabolic activity measured by MTS assay). DON inhibited
cell growth up to 35% at the highest dose (1505 µM), suggesting a saturation point after
which increased dosages do not linearly correlate with antiproliferative effects. Bleomycin,
in contrast, only affects up to 30% of hMSCs at the highest IC50, correlating well with
slower proliferation rates. In summary, cell lines with predominantly Warburg-like pheno-
types could be targeted with metabolic inhibitors without affecting normal stem cells, but
oxidative-like phenotypes, such as GBM27, will require individualized, unique approaches.

3.5. Synergy between Bleomycin and Metabolic Inhibitors Helps to Overcome Dose-Limitng
Toxicity in Predominantly Oxidative Metabolic Phenotypes

One way to solve the challenge of non-specific damage to healthy cells is to exploit
coexisting weaknesses of tumoral cells in combinatory strategies. Since GBM27 doses of
MF/DCA were also affecting the viability of normal cells, we explored the possibility of
dose-reduction attributable to synergistic effects with radiomimetic bleomycin. After indi-
vidually confirming the validity of each calculated 72h-IC50, we performed combinatory
studies to determine the existence of synergy, additive or antagonistic effects. Using the
Chou-Talalay theorem, the Combination Index (CI) and the Dose Reduction Index (DRI)
were calculated for each drug combination.

As shown in Table 2, drug mixtures with CI < 1 and DRI > 1 at a fraction of affected
cells (Fa) = 0.6 were considered as the optimal cutoff to identify promising therapeutic
combinations. Nevertheless, in constant ratio combinatory experiments, close attention
needs to be paid to the full range of Fa and CI/DRI to evaluate synergy for any given
combination/antiproliferative effect.

Table 2. Summary of synergy/antagonism at an optimal Fa cutoff of = 0.6. All combinatory experiments were performed in
two biological replicates (n = 2).

MF + Bleomycin DCA + Bleomycin DON + Bleomycin

Cell Line Effect at Fa = 0.6 DRI at Fa = 0.6 Effect at Fa = 0.6 DRI at Fa = 0.6 Effect at Fa = 0.6 DRI at Fa = 0.6

GBM18 Additive DRI > 1 for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for both Synergism DRI > 1 for both

GBM27 Synergism DRI > 1 for both Synergism DRI > 1 for both Synergism DRI > 1 for both

GBM38 Synergism DRI > 1 for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for
bleomycin Synergism DRI > 1 for both

U87MG Synergism DRI > 1 for both Antagonism DRI > 1 for both Synergism DRI > 1 for both

All final reports with complete datasets, including Median-Effect Plot, CI Plot, Log-
arithmic CI Plot, DRI, Isobologram and Sequential Deletion Analysis (SDA; confidence
intervals for CI values), are included in Supplementary Material File S1.

Our results describe a wide variety of combinatory effects depending on the cell
subtype and Fa level. Figure 5a describes the combined effects of MF and bleomycin.
GBM18 exhibits mostly additive effects (no synergy). GBM27, on the other hand, is a
prototypical example of synergistic effects when affecting most tumoral cells (at high
Fa values): in the CI index, Fa ≥ 0.75 has a CI < 0.4, indicative of strong synergism.
Consequently, DRI is > 1 for both MF and bleomycin, with significant dose reductions at
Fa ≥ 0.6, potentially reducing the toxicity of both agents. GBM38 is synergistic at Fa ≈ 0.5
but has a tendency towards antagonism at Fa > 0.75. GBM38 appears to have a threshold
for both MF and bleomycin, where even small doses produce significant anti-proliferative
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effects, but further increases provide no additional benefit. Finally, the CI in U87MG is
close to synergistic/additive up to Fa = 0.75, then turning antagonistic.Cells 2021, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 24 
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Figure 5. (a–c) Combinatory drug studies between metabolic drugs (MF, DCA, DON) and bleomycin (BM). From top to
bottom, three graphs for each cell line comprehensively describe synergy/antagonism. First graph: Bar charts of decrease
in viability (% of affected cells) relative to control. Second graph: Combination index (CI) is given as a function of the
fraction of affected cells (Fa) by the drug combination with a continuous line. The central dashed line indicates a CI = 1.
According to the Chou-Talalay’s Combination Index Theorem, CI = 0.9 to 1.1 indicates an additive effect. CI < 1 is indicative
of synergism, whereas CI > 1 indicates antagonism. The vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for CI values based
on Sequential Deletion Analysis (SDA); in some cases, SDA values cannot be graphed in CompuSyn software, but they
were always calculated and are available in Supplementary File S1. Third graph: The Dose-Reduction Index (DRI) (also
known as the Chou-Martin plot) signifies how many folds of dose-reduction for each drug at any given effect (Fa) are
allowed in synergistic combination. In blue, metabolic drug DRI index; in red, bleomycin DRI index. DRI = 1 indicates
no dose-reduction, DRI > 1 favorable dose-reduction and DRI < 1 no favorable dose-reduction. All experiments were
performed in two biological replicates (n = 2).
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Next, Figure 5b describes the combinatory effects of DCA and bleomycin. For GBM18,
the CI is > 1 (antagonistic) at any given Fa; despite this, DRI > 1 for bleomycin at high
Fa levels indicates the possibility of dose-reduction. In GBM27, therapeutic effects are
determined by Fa cutoff: close to Fa ≈ 0.75, CI is <1 (synergistic), with dose reduction
predicted at this value. GBM38, on the other hand, represents a clear example of strong
antagonism (CI values > 1.5 at any Fa level); consequently, the combination of drugs does
not surpass the effects of bleomycin by itself. Even still, DRI suggests that bleomycin
concentrations could be decreased at the expense of DCA. Lastly, up to Fa = 0.5, U87MG
displays synergistic/additive effects, with antagonism prevailing thereafter; this translates
to unfavorable dosing at Fa > 0.8 (DRI < 1 for both drugs).

To conclude, Figure 5c details the interaction between DON and bleomycin. For
GBM18, combining the compounds presents a strong synergistic relationship at Fa close
to 0.5; however, at higher Fa, this synergy is lost. Ascending DRI for DON indicates the
potential of important dose-reduction. GBM27 benefits from additive effects close to Fa
≈ 0.5, and, as we move closer to Fa = 1, the combination becomes strongly synergistic;
this too would allow for dose reduction. In GBM38, the combined treatment has a similar
threshold as in U87MG, as even one eighth of the concentrations significantly decreases
proliferation: in these two cell lines, CI is <1 and DRI > 1 at Fa levels > 0.5, making DON
and bleomycin a very promising therapeutic combination.

In summary, for GBM27, synergism with radiomimetic bleomycin was observed
for all metabolic inhibitors at therapeutically relevant Fa = 0.9. Combining metabolic
inhibitors and bleomycin could be leveraged to reduce dosing requirements of oxidative-
like GSC subtypes.

3.6. Bioenergetic Profiling after Metabolic Treatment Reveals Opportunities for Metabolic Priming
in Surviving Cell Populations

Using Seahorse XF technology, we determined total ATP production and ratios of
mitoATP/glycoATP production under metabolically treated conditions.

As shown in Figure 6a,b, normalized total ATP production was decreased in all treated
cells, with the exception of DCA-treated GBM27; in this case, rather than a significant drop
in total ATP, production shifted from glycolytic to oxidative metabolism, with total ATP
rates remaining unaltered. Furthermore, consistent with the proposed biological function
for each drug, we observed a reduction in mitoATP production and a shift toward gly-
colysis using MF. Even though IC50 values should affect all cell lines proportionately, we
noticed that the reduction in total ATP production was less pronounced with lower doses;
e.g., in GBM18 (lowest MF IC50 of 10.66 mM), mitochondrial ATP was almost completely
abolished, but total glycolytic ATP dropped only marginally, indicating a surviving popu-
lation of almost exclusively glycolytic cells. Mitochondrial ATP production was increased
after treatment with DCA, especially in GBM27, a GSC with a clear preference towards
oxidative metabolism under both basal and treated conditions. The XF Rate Index for DCA
can provide an idea of the oxidative potential of each cell line: highest in GBM27, followed
by GBM18 and lowest in GBM38/U87MG. In the case of DON, we can appreciate a notable
reduction of total ATP for each calculated IC50 value. As previously stated, DON is a glu-
tamine analog predominantly targeting GLS (inhibition of TCA cycle intermediaries from
glutamine would be expected to reduce mitoATP, unless glutamine derived α-ketoglutarate
was diverted towards biosynthesis or mitochondrial substrate-level phosphorylation rather
than oxidized). Examining the XF ATP Rate Index, GBM18 and especially GBM27 shifted
towards oxidative metabolism, whereas GBM38 and U87MG remained unaltered. In con-
clusion, DON did not consistently change the metabolic phenotype of surviving cells;
interestingly, however, in U87MG, a characteristically glutaminolytic cell line, even small
concentrations of DON (99.7 µM) were enough to drastically reduce total ATP production.
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Figure 6. (a) Changes in metabolic phenotypes after IC50 treatment for 72 h with metformin (MF), dichloroacetate
(DCA) and 6-Diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON). (b) XF ATP Rate Index for GSCs and U87MG. The ATP Rate Index is the
ratio of the mitoATP Production Rate divided by glycoATP Production Rate, indicating higher oxidative or glycolytic
bioenergetic profile.

Normalized values of OCR/Proton Efflux Rate (PER) in real-time after each drug in-
jection of the Seahorse XF protocol are provided in Supplementary Figure S4. These kinetic
graphs allow us to examine how previous metabolic treatments changed the basal metabolic
state and acute responses to mitochondrial inhibitors included in the assay: oligomycin
(complex V inhibitor, i.e., mitochondrial ATP synthesis) and rotenone/antimycin A (total
inhibition of mitochondrial respiration, complex I and complex III, respectively). Glycolytic
upregulation in response to partial and complete mitochondrial inhibition (Warburg pheno-
type) and residual non-mitochondrial OCR should be highlighted in GBM18 and GBM38.

In conclusion, pre-treatment with metabolic drugs could become a valuable tool to
characterize the bioenergetic phenotypes of surviving, resistant fraction of cells, priming
them for further treatments. To our knowledge, this is the first time chronic metabolic
treatments (>72 h) with DCA and DON have been characterized in GSCs. Despite method-
ological differences, our results also confirm the bioenergetic changes after low-dose MF in
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GSCs [61] and DCA in established glioma cell lines [62,63]. Finally, oxidative GSCs such as
GBM27, an abnormality in the predominantly glycolytic phenotypes of solid tumors, need
to be fully recognized in order to improve metabolic therapies. Based on our results, se-
quential drug strategies targeting previously weakened ATP-generating pathways warrant
further exploration.

4. Discussion

Cancer metabolism has recently regained interest as a promising therapeutic target,
coinciding with the development of standardized techniques for real-time assessment
of bioenergetics. Given high intratumoral molecular and metabolic heterogeneity, it is
necessary to target glycolytic, glutaminolytic and oxidative phenotypes; for this purpose,
primary GSCs cultured from human surgical samples are an excellent model [64].

In this paper, we describe how metabolic modulators (MF, DCA, DON) could be
leveraged to inhibit GSCs proliferation, demonstrating that distinct, stable, metabolic
phenotypes contrast in their response to these treatments. A comparison between untreated
and metabolically treated GSCs populations is presented here for the first time, leading us
to hypothesize that inhibiting metabolic pathways might not only kill malignant cells, but
also turn them vulnerable to successive targeted treatments (“metabolic priming”).

Consistent with our results, GSCs have been characterized by ample metabolic het-
erogeneity, exhibiting both glycolytic/oxidative characteristics [29,65,66]. Surprisingly,
GBM27 exhibited a highly oxidative phenotype, at odds with Warburg’s central hypothesis
of dysfunctional mitochondria; the presence of such metabolic subpopulations will need to
be addressed to prevent tumor recurrence after antiglycolytic therapy. Similarly, U87MG
had been described numerous times as highly glycolytic (high basal ECAR); however, we
and others also described simultaneous elevations in OCR [30,67–70].

Regarding our selection of metabolic inhibitors, GBM27 was the most resistant to all
drugs, with the exception of DON. One of the reasons for this might be owed to GBM27’s
characteristically oxidative metabolism (up to 50% oxidative) and slower proliferation
rates. Metabolic flexibility may grant a survival advantage even if mitochondrial en-
ergy production is targeted via MF or glycolysis via DCA. GBM18 and GBM38, on the
other hand, were significantly more sensitive to MF; this would be consistent with their
Warburg-like metabolic phenotypes. At the protein level, our results are consistent with
previous research, where 10 mM MF did not significantly increase phospho-Thr172 at
6 h in U87MG [71]. Next, we hypothesized whether upregulated or downregulated PDK
expression could be useful in predicting responses to DCA. While PDK1 was upregulated
with respect to non-tumoral controls, expression was similar across all cell lines. PDK3
expression was relatively downregulated in GBM38 and exceptionally upregulated in
GBM27. This would be consistent with previous reports where the PDK3 subunit was the
most resistant to inhibition by DCA (higher expression of PDK3 would therefore translate
into higher doses of DCA) [72,73]. In contrast, PDK2 subunits are the most sensitive to
DCA treatment, while PDK1 and PDK4 display intermediate sensitivity (Ki PDK2 < PDK1
' PDK4 < PDK3). As PDK1 was equally distributed, and PDK2/PDK4 were undetectable
in our samples, variances in dose-response profiles were likely related to differences in
PDK3. SOD treatment was equally inefficacious in all tested cell lines, but we suspect
this was partly related to poor cell membrane permeability of this compound [74–76].
Despite issues with potency, our GSCs appear as highly resistant to SOD, as evidenced
by much lower reported IC50s in nasopharyngeal carcinoma and gastric cell lines [77,78].
Concerning DON, glutamine addiction is thought to play an important role in supporting
cancer proliferation [79,80]. In our case, GBM18 was the most resistant to DON, while other
GSCs and U87MG turned more vulnerable to glutaminase inhibition. Our results confirm
the inhibition profile for U87MG/DON at 72 h recounted by Ohba et al., with a similarly
flattened inhibitory curve but higher “theoretical” IC50 [81]. With DON, rather than linear,
dose-dependent cytotoxicity, we noted a more cytostatic-like effect in GBM18, GBM38 and,
to a lesser extent, GBM27. Higher relative mRNA expression of GLS1 was evidenced in
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GBM18, accompanied with, indeed, higher doses of DON for the same inhibitory effect;
correlations between doses and GLS1 expression was not as clear in other cell lines.

The heterogeneity of cancer could also be managed by combinatorial strategies, fo-
cusing on multiple molecular pathways to achieve compounded effects. Even though
stand-alone metabolic modulation could become a possibility in the future, a more realistic
and approachable goal is to design safe and effective combinations together with well-
established chemotherapeutics and radiotherapy. Here, we show that non-tumoral hMSCs
are not affected by low/intermediate doses of MF, DCA, DON or bleomycin. Concentra-
tions of MF and DCA corresponding to GBM27, however, decreased viability by more than
half in hMSCs, revealing that oxidative cancer cells would require a different management
strategy: combinatory therapies could be such an option.

To the extent of our knowledge, ours is the first report of the combinatorial effects in
GSCs of the radiomimetic drug bleomycin together with MF, DCA and DON. Bleomycin
acts by inducing single and double strand DNA breaks, causing apoptosis and cell cycle
arrest in early G2 phase [44]; it is FDA-approved as a clinical prescription against lym-
phomas, squamous-cell carcinomas and germ-cell tumours, as well as brain cancer [45,82].
IC50 profiles for bleomycin revealed significant disparities among cell lines, with GBM38
and U87MG being more sensitive than GBM18 and GBM27. Direct comparisons with
radiotherapy are scarce, however, as we only encounter combined evaluation in traditional
glioblastoma cell lines (not GSCs) for MF [61] and DCA [69]. Discussing our results, we
want to bring attention to the fact that GBM27, identified as distinctly “oxidative”, was
potentially the most benefited by pairing bleomycin and metabolic modulators. Synergistic
opportunities in GBM27 would allow for significant dose reduction, as individual IC50 con-
centrations for MF and DCA are higher than in all other cell lines, thus reducing toxicity in
normal cells. One of the strengths of our combinatory approach is the experimental design
in a constant drug ratio: this allows for a data-driven, more accurate and comprehensive
description of synergy/antagonism using the Chou-Talalay method [83], without relying
solely on computer simulations.

As far as we know, sustained metabolic changes in GSCs after extended treatment with
DCA and DON had not been properly illustrated until now. In terms of OCR/ECAR, all
metabolic modulators exerted biologically coherent responses, especially well-defined for
MF and DCA. In the case of MF, as would be expected, surviving cells shifted to a primarily
glycolytic behavior, with a very low percentage of mitoATP generation; these results
are consistent with Seahorse XF assays in established glioma cell lines and colon cancer
CSCs [61]. The metabolic effects of MF were mainly determined by dose-response profiles.
Similarly, DCA induced bioenergetic changes consistent with the forced activation of the
PDH complex, in congruence with previous reports [69,84]. Interestingly, when comparing
total ATP production rates, DCA only reached a maximal attenuation of approximately
50% relative to control. Indeed, DCA is believed to act more as a “metabolic modulator”,
not simply reducing cell proliferation, but also “shifting” the glycolytic/OXPHOS ratio
via increased mitochondrial uptake of pyruvate [85,86]. Lastly, evaluating the effects of
DON, we detected consistent ATP inhibition but heterogeneous metabolic adaptations. In
previous reports, no response was observed to low concentrations of DON in U87MG [87].
Preclinical data shows that relatively high in vitro doses of DON are required in some cell
lines, which might explain the high variability in antiproliferative effects [88–91]. After
chronic treatment with DON, we observed either an unchanged (GBM38, U87MG) or
increased (GBM18, GBM27) ATP Rate Index. The third alternative, a decrease in ATP Rate
Index (enhanced Warburg effect), was not detected; in contrast, this shift was noted with
MF in all cell lines. Therefore, after GLS inhibition, we can hypothesize that increased
mitoATP cannot be originated from glutamine oxidation: this was apparent in GBM27,
where inhibition of glutaminolysis led to preferential oxidation of glucose (indicative of
metabolic flexibility). GBM18 displayed a similar trend, albeit less pronounced, whereas
GBM38 and U87MG saw their total ATP production diminished without compensatory
shifts in mito/glycoATP.
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From a translational medicine perspective, avoiding the risk of toxicity associated with
high concentrations of MF might be feasible, as even very low doses of this drug revealed
antiproliferative effects and radiotherapy enhancement [92,93]. Furthermore, combinatory
strategies would allow for meaningful dose reductions, as shown with improved efficacy
in radioresistant stem cells [94]. Moreover, DCA could be applied synergistically to prevent
MF-induced lactic acidosis [95–97]. Our results agree with previously published data,
showing that concentrations of DCA in the range of ≥ 10 mM are required for consistent
anti-proliferative responses [98–101]. Finally, the prospective of DON for GBM therapy is
hindered by a polar structure and reactive moiety that significantly reduces its ability to
cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [102,103]. Nevertheless, most GBM patients present
with a disrupted BBB [104], and, where this might not be applicable, prodrugs and novel
glutaminase inhibitors are in active development [31,105].

We believe the origin of cancer is complex, with involvement of both oncogenic
signaling and metabolic reprogramming [106,107]. Future directions in this field might
entail a more precise molecular classification of tumor biopsies, expanding the comparison
between gene expression subtypes and their metabolic milieu, and imaging of patients for
improved, tailor-made therapeutics. Stratification and metabolic analysis will be crucial to
discover malignancies that could benefit from adjuvant anti-glycolytic therapy [108,109],
specific pathway inhibition (e.g., mitochondrial, glutamine and FAO inhibitors [110–112])
and tumors where, due to molecular rewiring, glycolysis inhibition with compensatory
fuels might even be contraindicated [25,113,114].

5. Conclusions

In summary, we show that molecularly distinct GSCs show a high degree of het-
erogeneity, both in basal metabolic phenotypes and in response to metabolic inhibitors.
Subpopulations of GSCs presented both highly glycolytic and highly oxidative charac-
teristics. Stratification of patients according to coexisting metabolic phenotypes could
be advanced into clinical tools for improved metabolic therapies. In highly oxidative
GSCs (e.g., GBM27), there is potential for synergistic effects with radiomimetic bleomycin.
Inhibition of glutaminolysis (via DON) is also an attractive therapeutic target, as synergy
was described regardless of basal metabolism. Application of metabolic drugs produces
stable changes in the bioenergetic states of GSCs, which could be leveraged as a form of
metabolic priming.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4
409/10/2/202/s1. Figure S1: Inhibitory curves for MF, DCA, SOD and DON at 24 h, 48 h, 72 h.
Figure S2: Western Blot time-course analysis of phospho-Ser293 PDH-E1 in GBM38. Figure S3:
Inhibitory curves for bleomycin at 72 h. Figure S4: Seahorse XF real-time kinetic graphs. File S1:
Comprehensive analysis of Chou–Talalay combinatory experiments, as exported from CompuSyn
software.
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Review
Metabolic therapy and bioenergetic analysis: The
missing piece of the puzzle
Tomás Duraj 1, Josefa Carrión-Navarro 2,3, Thomas N. Seyfried 4, Noemí García-Romero 2,3,*,
Angel Ayuso-Sacido 2,3,5,**
ABSTRACT

Background: Aberrant metabolism is recognized as a hallmark of cancer, a pillar necessary for cellular proliferation. Regarding bioenergetics
(ATP generation), most cancers display a preference not only toward aerobic glycolysis (“Warburg effect”) and glutaminolysis (mitochondrial
substrate level-phosphorylation) but also toward other metabolites such as lactate, pyruvate, and fat-derived sources. These secondary me-
tabolites can assist in proliferation but cannot fully cover ATP demands.
Scope of review: The concept of a static metabolic profile is challenged by instances of heterogeneity and flexibility to meet fuel/anaplerotic
demands. Although metabolic therapies are a promising tool to improve therapeutic outcomes, either via pharmacological targets or press-pulse
interventions, metabolic plasticity is rarely considered. Lack of bioenergetic analysis in vitro and patient-derived models is hindering translational
potential. Here, we review the bioenergetics of cancer and propose a simple analysis of major metabolic pathways, encompassing both affordable
and advanced techniques. A comprehensive compendium of Seahorse XF bioenergetic measurements is presented for the first time.
Major conclusions: Standardization of principal readouts might help researchers to collect a complete metabolic picture of cancer using the
most appropriate methods depending on the sample of interest.

� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Keywords Cancer; Energy metabolism; Glycolysis; Oxidative phosphorylation; Research design
1. INTRODUCTION

Study of cancer metabolism has seen a resurgence in recent years,
with interest to guide therapies at the distinct metabolic characteristics
of cancerous cells; this renewed focus is substantiated by the fact that
altered metabolism has been integrated as one of the principal hall-
marks of cancer [1].
Several theories about the metabolic origin of cancer have resulted in
scientific debate due to their seeming confrontation with the somatic
mutation theory [2]. Currently, research efforts are fundamentally
directed at the study of genetic aberrations, with arguably limited cost-
effectiveness and translational success [2e5]. This has led to a call for
major revisions in the molecular paradigm of cancer [2,5,6].
Almost a century ago, Warburg postulated a theory where all cancer
cells arise from mitochondrial defects in structure and function, making
them avid consumers of glucose and other fermentable sources, even in
the presence of oxygen [7]. This metabolic phenotype was termed
“Warburg effect” or “aerobic glycolysis”. Altered mitochondrial
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metabolism leads to variable dysfunction in oxidative phosphorylation
(OXPHOS) [8,9]. In this model, genetic rewiring is a non-causal down-
stream epiphenomenon of mitochondrial failure, ROS-induced muta-
tions and derailed inputs into primitive energy sensing pathways [10].
Instead of antagonizing genomic and mitochondrial contributions to
tumorigenesis, metabolomics, proteomics, big data analysis, and mito-
chondrial respirometry can help us integrate conflicting results into a unified
model. Notwithstanding the contentious origin problem, recent insights
indicate a close connection betweenmolecular andmetabolic rewiring [11].
As a practical application, oncometabolic signatures from tumoral samples
have been integrated into therapeutically relevant predictive models [12].
Unfortunately, the clarity of the accumulating evidence is obfuscated by a
lack of systematic collection of relevant metabolic information.
In this review, we incorporated well-known and widely replicated
experiments of bioenergetic metabolism as the backdrop to propel the
need for standardized metabolic analysis. First, we describe all major
metabolic pathways that lead to ATP production in normal and cancer
cells. Second, we discuss the successes and pitfalls of metabolic
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Abbreviations

OXPHOS oxidative phosphorylation
SLP substrate-level phosphorylation
ETC electron transport chain
FAO fatty acid oxidation
mtDNA mitochondrial DNA
OCR oxygen consumption rate
KBs ketone bodies
BHB b-hydroxybutyrate
AcAc acetoacetate
LDH lactate dehydrogenase
BCAAs branched-chain amino acids
ORR optical redox ratio
TPEF two-photon excited fluorescence

ECAR extracellular acidification rates
MMP mitochondrial membrane potential
CEB Cell Energy Budget Platform
SCM-PAM single-cell metabolic photoacoustic microscopy
PET positron emission tomography
MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy
CT computed tomography
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
CEST chemical exchange saturation transfer
BIRDS biosensor imaging of redundant deviation in shifts
LC/GCeMS liquid and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
SIRM stable isotope-resolved metabolomics
DGE dynamic glucose-enhanced
DNP dynamic nuclear polarization

Review
therapies, emphasizing the lack of appropriate patient stratification as
a key unresolved challenge. Third, we offer a summary of tools and
techniques to obtain in vitro and in vivo measurements of bioenergetic
metabolism. Seahorse XF technology is spotlighted as a widespread
method for metabolic analysis that requires careful interpretation and
experimental design.
We conclude that guiding research endeavors towards evolutionarily
conserved bioenergetic or biosynthetic pathways could be a way of
reducingmolecular complexity and increasing the effectiveness of cancer
therapies. A better characterization of tumoral and healthy samples could
cast new light about cancer growth, designing comprehensive studies
which include altered metabolism as a prominent driver of proliferation.

2. MASTER METABOLIC REGULATORS

Despite the ample genetic and histological heterogeneity of cancer, a
relatively small number of metabolic processes is responsible for main-
taining ATP generation and redox balance [13]. ATP can only be physically
Figure 1: Simplified diagram of the distribution of fuels in non-tumoral, oxidative c
abundance, generating a manageable amount of ROS. SLP-ATP generation is upregulated
between nontumoral and transformed cells, but it does not encompass all the dynamic p
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generated in two distinct processes: substrate-level phosphorylation
(SLP) or fueling the proton gradient of themitochondrial electron transport
chain (ETC). Their adequate functioning is essential for themaintenance of
a proliferative status, redox balance and cell viability [14].
As shown in Figure 1, healthy cells exhibit efficient, fine-tuned bio-
energetic metabolism. Under physiological conditions, glycolysis is the
cytosolic conversion of glucose into two molecules of pyruvate, which
are then oxidized in the mitochondria, yieldingz30 ATP, CO2 and H2O
per glucose molecule [15]. In most normal cells, glucose-driven
OXPHOS entails the primary mechanism for energy production [16].
However, in the absence of oxygen (anaerobic glycolysis), pyruvate can
be enzymatically reduced to lactic acid, generating a net total of 2 ATP.
In cancer cells, the persistent production of lactate from pyruvate,
regardless of the presence of oxygen and forgoing mitochondrial
oxidation, is known as “aerobic fermentation,” “aerobic glycolysis,” or
“Warburg effect.” Catabolic fuels (glucose, glutamine, pyruvate,
lactate, free fatty acids, ketone bodies, cysteine, serine, and other
amino acids) can be obtained from circulation, stroma, de novo
ells. OXPHOS is estimated to provide at least 80% of ATP under conditions of oxygen
in anaerobic conditions. This diagram is intended to serve as a point of comparison

roperties of metabolic regulation in physiological conditions.
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synthesis, and/or autophagy within the cell itself [17,18]. Tumors are
metabolically heterogeneous and different cell populations can express
preferences toward specific microenvironmental metabolites [19].
Warburg-like and oxygen consuming phenotypes have been exten-
sively described in cancer as both discreet and plastic categories, as
summarized in Figure 2. Oxygen consumption, however, cannot be
interpreted as functioning ATP generation at the mitochondrial level
due to ample evidence of mitochondrial defects in almost all subtypes
of cancer [9]. Despite the supporting role of other metabolites, cancer
cells are largely dependent on glucose and glutamine as either
fermentable or oxidative fuels. The reach and scope of metabolic
flexibility, that is, the ability of any given cancer cell to shift between
metabolic states, remains unclear.

3. CATABOLIC PATHWAYS CONTRIBUTING TO ATP SYNTHESIS

3.1. Warburg effect: selfish, rapid, and oxygen-independent ATP
production to fuel proliferation over bioenergetic efficiency
The Warburg effect embodies perhaps the single most studied and
misunderstood metabolic alteration of cancer [20]. An unresolved
debate stands about its independence from the microenvironment,
mitochondrial fitness, and sufficiency/necessity for malignant
transformation [21]. It was hypothesized that this metabolic switch
might be a preemptive adaptation to variations in intratumoral blood
flow by improper angiogenesis [22]. In the endosymbiotic mito-
chondrial model, the Warburg effect signifies a regression to an
evolutionary conserved glycolytic, proliferative phenotype, triggered
by compromised mitochondrial integrity/function [23]. Speed of
energy production is another reason to consider SLP an advanta-
geous, rapidly adjustable metabolic state: although the amount of
ATP per mole of substrate produced by OXPHOS is higher, aerobic
glycolysis is almost 100 times faster [24]. Awareness about the
predominance of the Warburg phenotype in most cultured cells
should not be an excuse to underestimate its relevance, especially
when outlining cancer as unchecked proliferation with a primary
metabolic component.
Glucose is avidly consumed by most cancer cells through metabolic
rewiring to compensate for the low ATP generation yields due to
mitochondrial defects as well as the predominance of the glycolytic
PKM2 isoform, which produces intermediary metabolites rather than
ATP [25,26]. Glucose is destined mainly for fermentation and
biosynthetic processes, not OXPHOS. To date, Warburgian phenotypes
had been observed in almost all solid tumors [16,27]. Counterpoint
evidence for a more nuanced metabolic heterogeneity was suggested
in oxygen-consuming phenotypes [28], but it is important to emphasize
that extracellular measurements of oxygen do not translate to ATP
synthesis by the ETC. As ATP levels in cancer cells are still maintained
under irreversible mitochondrial inhibition, normal OXPHOS cannot
occur in the majority of cancer cells [29,30]. As a juxtaposition, a
hybrid model of metabolic clustering termed the “reverse Warburg
effect” or “Autophagic Tumor Stroma Model” has been put forward to
describe the interactions between cancer cells and tumoral stroma
[31e35]. Lactate is an important source of TCA cycle intermediates in
physiological conditions and should be recognized as a potential target
in cancer, regardless of the discussion surrounding the oxidative
fitness of cancer cells [36,37]. While ancillary metabolites could
support tumor growth, especially for biosynthetic purposes, as dis-
cussed below, they cannot drive sufficient ATP synthesis in conditions
of glucose and glutamine depletion [38,39]. Furthermore, glucose
uptake is not necessarily destined for fermentation or oxidation, but
can be diverted mostly to anabolic pathways [40].
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101389 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is
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Mitochondrial integrity and ATP-generating capacity could be under-
stood as the underlaying factor that dictates the fate of glucose-derived
pyruvate and metabolic heterogeneity. A more appropriate way to
conceptualize the Warburg effect might be a spectrum, rather than a
binary switch, with cancer cells displaying unique glucose and
glutamine dependencies based on their degree of mitochondrial
dysfunction, tissue of origin, and ROS-induced mutational landscapes
[41]. While accurate measurement of mitochondrial function has not
been accomplished in all models of cancer, it can elegantly explain
apparent differences in metabolic phenotypes without the need to
characterize each individual effector-gene, rewired in a non-causal
manner. As a solution to this methodological issue, a wide variety of
techniques to measure mitochondrial metabolism are highlighted in
our review.

3.2. Oxidative phosphorylation: mitochondrial fitness as the
arbitrator of respiration
OXPHOS produces energy through the transfer of electrons from high-
energy electron carriers (NADH or FADH2) to a series of mitochondrial
complexes located in the inner membrane and by the generation of a
proton gradient. The resulting electromotive force converts ADP to ATP
via ATP synthase. At the same time, redox carriers derive from cyto-
plasmatic glycolysis, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and fatty acid
oxidation (FAO). The term OXPHOS itself is substrate-agnostic,
although the majority of electron donors originate from glucose
oxidation in normal cells [42], and between 25 and 60% in cancer
cells, with a high degree of variability between subtypes [43].
Cancer cells have evidence of abnormalities in mitochondrial structure,
biogenesis, and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), together with reduced
activity of ETC complexes [29,44e48]. Normal cristae shape is
essential to evaluate ATP synthesis, as structure and function cannot
be separated [49,50]. Mitochondrial transfer studies corroborated that
normal mitochondria can inhibit tumorigenesis and reverse the War-
burg effect, even when coexisting with a tumorigenic genome
[27,51,52]. Conversely, a compelling demonstration of the importance
of mitochondrial regulation for neoplastic transformation comes from
cancer cells lacking mtDNA, that required mitochondrial acquisition
from neighboring cells to efficiently generate tumors in vivo [53]. In
both healthy cells and cancer cells, mitochondria regulate cell prolif-
eration, metabolic adaptation, and Ca2

þ homeostasis [54]. Metabolic
reprogramming enables proliferation despite varying degrees of
mitochondrial dysfunction [55e57]. As a merely descriptive exercise,
when OXPHOS decreases, SLP must increase to ensure constant ATP
supply; this interplay has been replicated in direct measurement
studies at the cellular level [58] and simulated in flow balance and
mathematical models [59]. Nonetheless, the inhibition of glycolysis
also increases other processes such as glutamine-dependent SLP/
OXPHOS [60].
The relevance of mitochondrial alterations is still unclear, as definite
determination of function without relying on indirect measurements,
such as oxygen consumption rates (OCR), is a challenging endeavor
[61].
Contemplating glycolytic capacity as a survival advantage and, at the
same time, a vulnerably due to defective mitochondria are two
opposing concepts [62]. Contrary to Warburg’s hypothesis, a relative
dependence upon oxygen-consuming phenotypes has been described
in specific cancer subtypes [63,64]. Even still, as indicated by meta-
bolic profiling (described in subsection 5.1 and Table S2), cancer cells
in which OCR is the predominant state are very rare, always coexisting
with glycolytic compensation. Beyond ATP synthesis, identification of
oxidative metabolism could be applied as a predictor of chemo-
an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 3
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Figure 2: Tumoral bioenergetic metabolism at a glance. Glucose enters transformed cells via GLUT family transporters and undergoes glycolysis, converted into pyruvate
(yielding 2 net ATP). Cancer cells preferentially divert pyruvate to lactate (SLP), regardless of the presence of oxygen (aerobic glycolysis or Warburg effect); an estimated 10% of
pyruvate goes toward biosynthesis, and OXPHOS is variable, depending on mitochondrial dysfunction. Oxygen consuming, mitochondrially defective cancer cells can utilize
glucose-derived pyruvate, glutamine, and fatty acids to drive TCA cycle intermediaries, but ATP-generation capacity through the ETC is impaired to a substantial degree. In
conditions of glucose and glutamine deprivation, recycling of ancillary substrates could aid in ATP generation, including fatty acids/ketone bodies, lactate, amino acids and
autophagic processes. Metabolic reprogramming involves the interconnected regulation of glycolysis, glutaminolysis and mitochondrial metabolism. Prominent regulators are P53
(glycolysis/OXPHOS), CMYC (glycolysis, glutaminolysis and lipid synthesis), KRAS (glycolysis, glutaminolysis), PI3K/AKT (glycolysis), AMPK (nutrient stress), HIF-1 (glycolysis, global
metabolic rewiring), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) and PPARg coactivator-1a (PGC-1a) (FAO), forkead box O family (FOXO) (OXPHOS). The combination of
preexisting oncogenic lesions and metabolic fluxes, along with tumoral milieu, is likely to govern metabolic flexibility of each individual cell. Abbreviations: PPP (Pentose phosphate
pathway), SLP (substrate level phosphorylation), OXPHOS (oxidative phosphorylation), ROS (reactive oxygen species).
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resistance [65]. OCR, measured by a variety of respirometry tech-
niques, differed greatly between and within the same cell lines, further
confused by cell handling and normalization issues [66]. To the extent
of our knowledge, no experimental evidence of cancer cells sustained
exclusively and self-sufficiently by oxidation of glucose, glutamine, or
fatty acids has been described (Table S3). To which extent is OCR
representative of healthy mitochondrial function is being questioned: it
cannot detect glutamine-driven mitochondrial SLP (mSLP) or allocate
any other metabolic fuels to their final destination; thus, measuring
OCR alone should not be considered an unequivocal marker of func-
tioning respiration [29,67].

3.3. Glutaminolysis: mitochondrial substrate-level phosphorylation
and anaplerosis
Glutamine is a conditionally essential a-amino acid involved in cell
proliferation, tumor growth, and nucleotide synthesis [68,69]. As an
important anaplerotic source, it can be metabolized into glutamate
and, subsequently, a-ketoglutarate, to enter the TCA cycle and drive
biosynthesis and OXPHOS by generation of electron cofactors. Gluta-
minolysis can generate 2 ATP molecules through succinyl-CoA syn-
thetase in a enzymatic reaction called mSLP [70], which is believed to
generate substantial amounts of ATP in the absence of glucose, under
hypoxic conditions, or when mitochondrial integrity is compromised
[71e73].
Moreover, mSLP could be erroneously interpreted as a marker of
mitochondrial fitness using flux analyzers, whereas stable isotope
tracing studies demonstrated its role in response to moderate (cata-
bolic) or severe (anabolic) OXPHOS dysfunction [74]. Under hypoxic
conditions, glutaminolysis has been shown to produce most of the ATP
and synergize with the Warburg effect to promote tumor growth [75].
Addiction to glutamine has now been documented in almost all sub-
types of cancer, including lung, ovarian, pancreatic, colorectal, breast,
and brain tumors, with metabolic reprogramming (principally by the
MYC family of genes) for increased anaplerosis, regulation of nitrogen
balance, redox homeostasis, and mSLP [76]. Because the contribution
of glutamine is fluctuating and not fully characterized in all model
systems, the absolute contribution of glucose and glutamine oxidation/
SLP to ATP synthesis for any given cell line is largely unknown [59,77].
In cancer, glutamine-dependent reductive carboxylation becomes a
major pathway of citrate formation for lipid synthesis, generation of
TCA metabolites, and macromolecular precursors [56]. In addition to
roles as a carbon/nitrogen biosynthetic source [78,79], glutamine has
been implicated in enzymatic release of ammonia into the microen-
vironment [80]. Free ammonia can be recycled into central amino acid
metabolism to maximize nitrogen utilization [81,82]. A participation in
acidic protection was touted through enzymatic deamidation [83].
Cancer cells are likely able to acquire sufficient quantities of glutamine
from circulation with increased blood levels reported in advanced stage
cancers [84]. De novo synthesis of glutamine could be sufficient to
compensate glutamine starvation via glutamine synthetase and
rescued by other amino acids, particularly asparagine, aspartate, and
arginine [85,86]. Although less understood from a cancer perspective,
glutamine has been implicated in the regulation of autophagy [87,88].
Lastly, in vitro studies are generally performed under conditions of
glutamine abundance to improve proliferation rates, thus reducing
translational potential [89]. Likewise, levels of metabolites inside the
tumor mass are variable: for example, colon, stomach, and oral can-
cers presented low glucose and glutamine levels with high lactate and
glutathione, suggesting Warburg-like properties [90]. Synergistic in-
hibition of glycolysis and glutaminolysis is proposed as a promising
therapeutic approach [91]. In clinical trials, metabolic flux analysis and
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stratification of patients according to glutaminolysis will be crucial to
improve responses to both conventional therapy and metabolic drugs.

3.4. Fatty acid oxidation and ketone bodies
Saturated and unsaturated fatty acids can be oxidized for energy via
medium and long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenases and b-oxidation
input into the TCA cycle, generating acetyl-CoA and electron donors.
FAO yields 2.5 times more ATP per mole of substrate than glucose
(between 14 and 17 ATP every oxidation cycle) [92]. Elevated levels of
FAO have been detected even in abundance of glucose and glutamine
[93]. When the AMP/ATP ratio increases, AMPK activates fatty acid
metabolism to provide catabolic substrates, maintain redox homeo-
stasis, and biosynthesis. In hypoxia, FAO is suppressed by HIF-1
[94,95]. Even though specific cell lines (e.g., ovarian, prostate, breast,
brain, and colon) demonstrated relatively higher reliance upon FAO,
complete ATP provision from this pathway without substantial contri-
bution of glycolysis/glutaminolysis is uncommon [96]. Rather, lipid
metabolism might contribute to redox balance and biosynthetic path-
ways, while also regulating glycolysis and glutaminolysis [97,98].
Ketone bodies (KBs), b-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) and acetoacetate
(AcAc), and the short-chain fatty acid acetate, have been identified as
non-fermentable substrates. KBs metabolism is especially relevant in
metabolic therapies based on glucose/glutamine inhibition, where
rescue of healthy cells via BHB has been proposed as an adjuvant
therapeutic strategy [99,100]. In humans, acetate can be a secondary
energy source, thought to play a very minor role in tumor growth, with
very low in vivo levels [101]. Although tumor cells can express ketolytic
enzymes, the argument has been made that most mitochondrially
defective cells struggle to process fats and KBs for fuel, especially in
conditions of low glucose [102,103]. It was also shown that hypoxia
and nutrient stress can increase the dependence of some cancers
upon FAO and KBs [104,105]. KBs generally possess antitumoral
properties, but, under certain conditions, might promote cancer
stemness [106,107]. Instead of relying on single pathway inhibition,
combined press-pulse strategies might be the key to improve thera-
peutic responses [99].
In conclusion, KBs and fatty acids can be supplied either from circu-
lation, autophagy, or adjacent stromal cells [108]. The importance of
fat-derived sources to strictly bioenergetic production is heteroge-
neous and largely unspecified [59]. Identifying cancers with an
abnormally high affinity for such obligate-OXPHOS catabolites is an
appealing proposition for adequate patient stratification.

3.5. Ancillary metabolites and pathways: lactate and pyruvate in
the reverse Warburg effect, anaplerotic amino acids and autophagy
Monocarboxylates have been examined extensively as central ATP-
generating molecules [109,110].
Lactate, a downstream metabolite of pyruvate via lactate dehydroge-
nase (LDH), can itself act as a secondary energy source for tumor cells.
Lactate can be synthetized independently of hypoxia and supplied by
tumoral stroma [111,112]. Lactate can be derived to both alanine and
glutamate synthesis [113,114]. In the two-compartment model of
cancer metabolism, glucose fermentation leads to lactic acidosis,
promoting a transition to oxidative metabolism in surrounding, well
irrigated, oxygenated cells [115]. This assumes full metabolic flexibility
of both cancer cells and associated fibroblasts, which might be limited
to specific models and not representative of tumors with mitochondrial
dysfunction [116,117]. High levels of lactate can partially rescue from
nutrient depletion, but most cancer cells cannot proliferate with lactate
alone [31,118]. Owing to the intrinsic regulation of glycolytic and
mitochondrial metabolism, reversal of lactic acidosis showed
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promising results in preclinical and pilot human studies [119,120].
Lactate acts as a pro-metastatic metabolite, with functions in extra-
cellular matrix remodeling through hyaluronan synthesis, enhanced
cell motility, upregulation of VEFG and HIF1 signaling, and immuno-
modulatory effects [109,121].
The monocarboxylate pyruvate could be viewed independently, origi-
nating primarily from glycolysis but also TCA sources (malate), amino
acids (serine, cysteine, threonine/glycine and alanine), as well as
lactate itself by reversal of LDH [122,123]. Pyruvate constitutes a
central metabolic junction that can lead to the production of lactate,
alanine, oxaloacetate, or acetyl-CoA [38]. Acetyl-CoA can remain in the
TCA cycle or be metabolized in the cytosol for de novo lipogenesis,
protein acetylation, or KB production [124]. Exogenous pyruvate has
been shown to enhance invasive phenotypes: pyruvate oxidation cor-
relates with proliferation and malignancy in some cancer cells [125].
Consequently, targeting pyruvate upstream or downstream is essential
for the design of metabolic therapies, as pyruvate stands as an arbi-
trator between glycolysis and OXPHOS [126].
Complementary amino acids (methionine, threonine, phenylalanine,
tyrosine, asparagine/aspartate, histidine, proline, arginine, and gluta-
mate), especially branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) isoleucine and
valine, can also enter the TCA cycle at different steps as anaplerotic
sources [127,128]. BCAAs can be metabolized by transaminases in
both the cytosol and mitochondria, but their contribution to cancer
progression is unclear [129]. Anaplerotic intermediaries might exert a
partial rescue effect on tumor proliferation [130]. In this process,
cysteine plays a pivotal role, being incorporated into glutathione,
serving as a carbon source for energy metabolism and biosynthesis
(via folate and methionine cycles), and contributing to the ETC as an
indirect electron donor via hydrogen sulfide [131]. Alternatively, serine,
glycine, folate oxidation, alanine, succinate, and ammonia, as well as
other minor metabolites (glycerol, propionate), could aid in the survival
of cancer cells by strengthening their metabolic flexibility in response
to glucose/glutamine depletion [132e135].
It should be noted that metabolic substrates are not imported exclu-
sively from circulation or surrounding tissue, as autophagy, vesicular
transport, and lysosomal digestion act as secondary sources
[136,137]. Autophagy is a dynamic degradation process of cytoplasmic
cellular self-constituents, allowing for macromolecule turnover even in
a state of diminished nutrients (amino acids/glucose) and oxygen
availability [138].
The question remains whether these supplementary metabolites, in
quantities realistically achieved in vivo, be it from circulation, stroma,
or autophagic processes, would be adequate to sustain tumor growth
under synergistic targeting of glucose/glutamine. Thus far, it has been
well established that glucose/glutamine are the two major bioenergetic
and anaplerotic contributors, allowing adaptation to unfavorable
microenvironment changes in oxygen and acidity by dynamic tuning of
metabolic pathways [38,139,140].

4. METABOLIC FLEXIBILITY AND THERAPY IN THE ERA OF
PRECISION MEDICINE

The incredible complexity of the genetic landscape and flow of infor-
mation among genome, metabolome, and tumor microenvironment
should be recognized as an important barrier for the translational suc-
cess of molecular research [141]. One of themain limitations of applying
metabolism-based strategies is the heterogeneity of cancer cells and
their adaptive mechanisms against nutrient deprivation. In this para-
digm, each individual cancer cell could have a unique metabolic profile
[142]. Multiple inputs into the TCA cycle, in an everchanging
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microenvironment, compose a metabolic framework that is far more
diverse than limiting our perspective to “glycolysis, glutaminolysis, and
FAO”. As with genetic heterogeneity, addressing these metabolic dif-
ferences individually appears almost unmanageable.
In the reverse Warburg effect hypothesis, transformed cells (preserved
OXPHOS, anabolic, stem-like) and adjacent fibroblasts (glycolytic,
catabolic) coexist [143e145], whereas in the mitochondrial theory of
cancer, this cooperative link is not relevant for mitochondrially
impaired cancer cells [146]. Autophagy, mitochondrial dynamics, and
metabolic coupling have been described as possible contributors to
tumor growth, but they have never been shown to produce sufficient
ATP to sustain proliferation on their own [63,111,147]. This dual
metabolic model is only appliable to tumors with important stromal
components [145,148]. Integrating new findings to determine whether
glycolysis and OXPHOS can co-occur or are mutually exclusive is under
active investigation [149e151].
In conclusion, a comprehensive metabolic analysis of neighboring
tissues should be recommended [112]. Categorization of glycolysis/
OXPHOS as “predominant” phenotypes would be a way to by-pass the
heterogeneity of the molecular landscape, but additional studies to fully
characterize metabolic flexibility are indispensable. Therapeutic tar-
geting will require synergistic approaches to ensure single-pathway
inhibition cannot be rescued.

4.1. The promises and limitations of metabolic therapy:
reconsidering standardization and heterogeneity
Metabolic therapy has been proposed as a promising management
strategy for cancers with very poor prognosis and ineffective standard
of care. Glycolytic and glutaminolytic dependencies are a well-
described and targetable feature of many tumors, such as brain,
pancreatic, breast, lung, gastric, skin, and prostate, among others
[152e154]. Multiple interventions were suggested under the meta-
bolic therapy umbrella, e.g., calorically restricted ketogenic diets,
fasting, tumor microenvironment and oxidative stress regulation, hy-
perbaric oxygen therapy, hyperthermia, controlled hypoglycemia,
autophagy inhibition, metabolic reprogramming, and inhibitors
[99,155e159]; however, standardization is needed.
As a good candidate for metabolic therapy, high-grade gliomas have
glycolytic phenotypes [160,161] and partial mitochondrial defects
[29,162]. Mitochondrial inhibitors (such as metformin or IACS-010759)
epitomize an attractive opportunity to specifically increase mitochon-
drial stress in cancer cells, while concurrently targeting glycolysis by
dietary or pharmacological interventions [163,164]. Inhibiting OXPHOS
and mitochondrial dynamics requires careful dosing and tissue local-
ization to avoid off-target toxicity, being only intended to manage tu-
moral subpopulations with a partially functioning chondriome [165].
Stratification of mitochondrial dependencies in different cancer models
and individual patients would be essential prior to synergistic SLP-
OXPHOS targeting. Ketogenic compensatory strategies could protect
healthy neuronal tissues against glucose deprivation [166,167].
Despite identification of Warburg-like vulnerabilities in glioma, meta-
bolic heterogeneity needs to be incorporated into therapeutic designs
[168e170].
In the same way, pancreatic cancer is an appealing target for meta-
bolic intervention due to specific metabolic subtypes, KRAS gover-
nance, mitochondrial defects, and generally poor prognosis [171,172].
Accordingly, tumors of this origin have been classified into metabolic
categories, with significant differences in glucose, glutamine, and
mitochondrial metabolism, as well as a stromal component (reverse
Warburg effect), highlighting the need for improved stratification
[173,174].
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Other solid tumors with broader metabolic plasticity are breast and
lung cancers, where anti-glycolytic targeting has been proposed as a
first-line therapy, but additional tailor-made approaches might be
necessary to target all possible metabolic phenotypes [175,176]. In
breast cancers, Warburgian/OCR phenotypes have been shown to
coexist, thus requiring synergistic approaches to manage glycolysis
and reverse mitochondrial dysfunction [177,178]. Lung cancers inte-
grate oncogenic lesions, stromal contributions, and basal metabolic
states into Warburg-like, glutaminolytic, mitochondrial, and mixed
dependencies (lactate, serine, fatty acids, autophagy) [175,179,180].
In summary, owing to the proposed universal nature of altered
metabolism, metabolic therapy would encompass all tumors with
obligate SLP-ATP generation and defects in mitochondrial metabolism
[181,182]. However, the identification of tumors characterized by a
higher reliance on oxidative metabolites (e.g., glutamine or fat-
derived), not exclusively for ATP synthesis but also other proliferative
requirements, could be useful for stratification [41,183].
Unfortunately, initial excitement in this field has been met with diffi-
culties to translate preclinical research into advanced human trials.
Metabolic interventions are being evaluated predominantly in phase I
and II pilot studies (e.g., dichloroacetate, 2-deoxyglucose, metformin,
ketogenic diets, fasting, hyperbaric oxygen), with mostly favorable and
encouraging outcomes [100,184]. Case reports and pilot clinical trials
are a promising first step to introduce metabolic therapy into clinical
practice [182,184e186]. Phase III clinical trials focus almost exclu-
sively on metabolic imaging, with only a handful of trials assessing
concrete therapeutic interventions, such as metformin (NCT02201381,
NCT03031821), sirolimus (NCT04775173), fasting-mimicking diets
(NCT02126449), and dietary supplements/life-style interventions to
improve quality of life. Only one phase IV metabolic study is underway
with metformin (NCT04741204).
As discussed, metabolic flexibility should be assessed in a case-by-
case basis, and easy-to-use tools for bioenergetic analysis are
finally becoming accessible for researchers. In translational studies,
however, metabolic profiling is still relatively unheard-of. Metabolic
plasticity and heterogeneity are also key factors in treatment response
and resistance to standard chemoradiotherapy, but even with this
knowledge, such concepts are often overlooked in experimental de-
signs unless specifically testing metabolic agents [187].

5. MEASUREMENT OF METABOLIC FUNCTION: A SUMMARY OF
EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUES AND THEIR ACCURACY

Routinely, all tumors are considered as metabolically equal regardless
of their basal metabolism. In contrast, genetic aberrations are starting
to be evaluated as a part of more personalized drug therapies, but their
repercussions on metabolism are rarely assessed [188,189]. In our
opinion, information about the ability of cancer cells to switch meta-
bolic fuels is fundamental to improve therapeutic success and trans-
lational potential of basic research.
A summary of techniques to study metabolism is presented in Figure 3
and Table S1. Techniques were separated into in vitro and in vivo
analysis of glycolysis, glutaminolysis, ATP production and mitochon-
drial function (including OCR, membrane potential, as well as structure
and cristae shape). In addition, we propose a simple flow chart clinical
model where results from metabolic analysis could guide subsequent
treatments (Figure S1).

5.1. In vitro assessment of bioenergetic metabolism
As the bioenergetic profile of individual cells is under dynamic control of
various microenvironmental stimuli, such as nutrient availability, oxygen,
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and acidity [190], numerous attempts have been made to increase the
resolution of direct metabolic measurements. Historically, refinements to
the Warburg apparatus [191] and Clark electrode chambers [192,193]
allowed to measure oxygen consumption in increasingly reduced vol-
umes, but required a high amount of purified mitochondria and removed
cellular regulation of metabolism during isolation [194]. Now, these time-
consuming techniques are being substituted by multiple-readout inte-
grated solutions, such as oxygen-sensing fluorophores or oxygraphs
[195,196]. Quantitative/functional proteomics can reveal the presence
and activity of key metabolic enzymes and transporters in tumor tissues
and cell cultures. Indirect estimations of metabolic phenotypes can be
completedwith bulk to single cellmetabolic analysis, ranging in precision,
price, and technical requirements.
In vitro, multiparameter metabolic analysis can be performed by in-
dividual assays or integrated solutions. Bench-top commercial solu-
tions for metabolic assessment (nutrient uptake, enzymatic activity,
ATP turnover, oxygen/pH/ROS probes, mitochondrial integrity) are
available from most research suppliers.
Optical redox ratio (ORR) by two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF)
imaging of NAD(P)H and FAD co-enzymes designates relative changes
in global metabolism and single-cell heterogeneity across cancer cells,
organoids and animal models [197,198]. It is nondestructive, real-time
and label-free, correlating well with both Seahorse flux and kit-based
assays of glycolysis [199].
Glycolysis determination was previously reviewed by Tecla and Teitell,
including useful tips and protocols [200]. Overall turnover of glucose,
lactate, as well as glutamine and glutamate, can be measured using
specialized biochemistry analyzers [201,202]. Bioluminescent assays
can be adapted for high-throughput extracellular and intracellular
detection of metabolites [203]. Focusing strictly on ATP production, the
contribution of glycolysis and OXPHOS can be measured by conven-
tional techniques, including enzymatic methods and targeted lucif-
erase measurements [204]. It should be acknowledged that, even
though many manufacturers are competing in this space, most com-
mercial platforms are based on equivalent physicochemical principles
(e.g., oxygen sensing probes for determination of OCR, redox-sensitive
fluorophores, enzymatic assays). Common limitations include low
throughput, single parameter readout, low specificity or signal, sus-
ceptibility to changes in pH, careful experimental design, and difficulty
for normalization [205e208], Real-time respirometry using extracel-
lular flux of live, adherent cells, is the most widespread technology to
measure bioenergetics. In this set-up, mitochondrial respiration is
extrapolated from oxygen-sensing electrodes or fluorescent/phos-
phorescent reporters to determine OCR over time, whereas the War-
burg effect is calculated based on extracellular acidification rates
(ECAR); specifically, extracellular pH changes due to proton extrusion
coupled with lactate, imposing correction by the buffering power of the
media and ignoring mitochondrial and pentose phosphate pathway
(PPP) contributions to ECAR. OCR and ECAR are the two principal
metabolic readouts in this field [209]. Intracellular O2 can be compared
to extracellular levels as an indicator of single-cell OXPHOS, using
phosphorescent Pt-porphyrin-based probes [210,211]. To measure
complementary parameters of intracellular metabolism, several
exogenous and genetically-induced fluorescent reporters have been
developed [61], as detailed in Table S1.
Even though polarography using high-resolution Clark electrodes (e.g.,
Oroboros oxygraphs) is considered the gold standard for assessing
cellular oxygen dynamics, especially when multiplexed with mito-
chondrial membrane potential (MMP) or ADPeATP exchange rates
[212,213], higher-throughput and user-friendly devices such as Sea-
horse XF instruments (Agilent) are being validated by a higher number
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Figure 3: Methods to measure cancer metabolism in vitro and in vivo. Instruments and platforms required are indicated below each metabolic parameter. Detailed information
about individual techniques, protocols and further reading is provided in Table S1.
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of publications [214]. Oroboros and Seahorse XF are the leading
platforms that are still continuously updated [215,216]. Rapid analysis
of theoretical glycolytic and oxidative fluxes can be performed using
the Seahorse XF and other microplate-based techniques, measuring
relative changes in OCR/ECAR in response to different substrates
(glucose, glutamine, fatty acids) and metabolic inhibitors [217]. For
lower budgets, Takahashi et al. devised an inexpensive alternative for
manually measuring OCR of adherent cells in a custom glassware
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sealed chamber, using an optical oxygen probe [218]. Basic overview
of OCR measurements and guidelines have been extensively reviewed
elsewhere [61,219,220]. If researchers opt to use extracellular flux
analysis, raw OCR/ECAR data can be partitioned using special indexes
[221]. Predictive models based on flux analysis have been postulated
to quantify bioenergetic health, such as the “Bioenergetic Health In-
dex” for peripheral blood cells [222] and “Mitochondrial Oncobioe-
nergetic Index” for cultured tumoral cells [223].
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Unfortunately, extracellular OCR has important caveats with regards to
its interpretation as a marker of mitochondrial function. While extra-
cellular flux analysis has become an accepted standard to measure
metabolic parameters, without specific substrate inhibition it cannot
granularly allocate their contribution to global OCR, be it destined for ATP
generation, uncoupled respiration, and other pathways [220,224e226].
Careful attention needs to be devoted to “non-mitochondrial OCR”, that
is, cellular processes that consume oxygen outside the mitochondria,
which has been shown to account for a large portion of OCR [194,227].
Contrary to what would be expected, data from numerous triple fuel
inhibition Seahorse experiments (simultaneous targeting of pyruvate,
glutamine, and FAO, detailed in Table S3) achieved only a small
reduction in total OCR, suggestive of dysfunctional mitochondria or
resistance to pathway inhibitors. Caution is advised when interpreting
Seahorse results, as relative changes of basal OCR under mitochondrial
inhibition are commonly presented as functional OXPHOS, but, OCR
cannot fully evaluate mitochondrial function [29,228e230]. Schmidt
et al. expertly reviewed the methodological concerns and limitations of
extracellular flux analysis, recapitulating the high variability in coupling
efficiency, need for normalization, avoidance of non-physiological and
artefactual conditions, while also providing a workflow to reduce am-
biguity when interrogating mitochondrial function [231]. OCR/ECAR
readings should be complemented using additional techniques such as
force flow analysis and single cell imaging to interrogate ATP synthesis,
MMP, and confirm mitochondrial integrity.
For this purpose, Papkovsky et al. proposed a comprehensive protocol
for bioenergetic assessment, the “Cell Energy Budget Platform” (CEB)
[232]. Contrary to the Seahorse XF, CEB is designed to measure an
extensive set of bioenergetic parameters without specialized equipment,
except a time-resolved fluorescence reader. The CEB uses commercial
fluorescent or luminescent probes and can be setup in a multi-well
format to measure OCR, ECAR/pH (lactate and lactate/CO2 extrusion),
ATP production and total protein for normalization, as well as MMP,
mitochondrial pH, redox state, NAD(P)H, and Ca2þ.
An affordable and simple alternative for the measurement of oxygen
uptake in biological samples has been developed using the Redflash
technology from PyroScience [233]. This device can be adjusted to
determine cell respiration, lactate excretion, and MMP where
measuring actual lactate excretion is more specific of glycolysis than
ECAR [234]. An added advantage is that oxygen-sensing optodes can
be reutilized for years, circumventing repeated purchase of single-use
cartridges [235].
The Cellarium platform was presented as an integrated solution with a
significantly higher resolution, allowing for single cell analysis and
confirming differences in the metabolic profiles of nearby cell pop-
ulations [236]. Following these innovations, Hai et al. developed a
high-throughput platform to assess OCR using single-cell metabolic
photoacoustic microscopy (SCM-PAM), based on the hemoglobin ex-
change of oxygen in microwell arrays [237]. This method also avoids
bulk-averaged measurements and further demonstrated metabolic
heterogeneity at the cellular level. To match these technological ad-
vances, Agilent recently launched the Seahorse XF HS instrument with
improved signal ratios and sensitivity [216].
Obtaining preclinical models to study tumor heterogeneity without the
need of repeated, multi-site biopsies, is being facilitated by isolating
circulating tumoral cells [238,239]. Still, the analysis of metabolism at
the single-cell level is laborious and costly, not only by the intrinsic
difficulty of isolating single cells, but also due to challenging compu-
tational workflows; therefore, streamlining these developments will be
necessary to widen its adoption [240,241]
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Single-cell analysis of intercellular heterogeneity should be examined
in light of the tumoral microenvironment. Maintaining 3D cell-to-cell
interactions and tissue structure could be crucial to truly recapitulate
metabolic heterogeneity and avoid confounding factors of 2D cultures.
Seahorse technology was adapted into a workflow to study 3D cultures
and complex microtissues (organoids/organotypic models) [242].
Direct metabolic examination of tumor biopsies and healthy tissues is
bridging the gap between in vitro and clinical studies [243,244].
Recently, a methodological summary for the characterization of
organoids using the Seahorse technology was presented, circum-
venting common pitfalls by DNA-based normalization [245].
Statistical analysis of OCR/ECAR is especially problematic with a low
number of samples, requiring careful design to avoid intra and inter-
experimental background noise, invalid measurements, and outliers.
Raw Seahorse XF measurements carry a complex data structure that
requires advanced statistical modeling (e.g., OCR-Stats, OCRbayes)
[219,246].
We consider the lack of absolute normalization as the main limiting
factor to compare OCR/ECAR measurements between research
groups. Currently, there is no standardized set of methods for
normalization, leaving each researcher to normalize their experiments
as they see fit. Data are regularly presented without advanced
normalization, assuming it is comparable as long as an equal number
of cells was seeded into each well, or normalized ad-hoc to protein/
DNA content or cell number for each batch of experiments [247].
Therefore, inter-laboratory setups are personalized and virtually
incomparable. As metabolism is highly dynamic due to cell handling
and experimental conditions, as well as adjusted to specific normali-
zation factors, the same cell lines measured in different circumstances
can deliver vastly divergent results [248e251]. Flux rates, adjusted to
cell number or DNA/protein, can be representative within the same
experimental setup, but do not translate between research groups
[247]. There have been strides towards a more universal normalization
crystalized in Agilent’s Seahorse XF Imaging and Normalization sys-
tem, estimating cell number from brightfield and fluorescence images
acquired by a compatible BioTek Cytation 1/5 Cytometer [252].
However, this upgrade is yet to see wide adoption and requires a
separate instrument purchase. Complete platform integration would
offer a standardized normalization factor across all applications.
A nondescriptive library of results acquired using Seahorse XF tech-
nology is assembled in the Cell Analysis Database from Agilent, but no
attempts have been made to integrate this information. For the first
time, we recapitulate metabolic heterogeneity in vitro determined by
Seahorse XF technology in Figure 4. Seahorse Real-Time ATP assays
(Figure 4 and Table S2) and Mito Fuel/Substrate Oxidation assays
(Table S3) were selected for direct comparison between cell lines,
irrespective of internal normalization factors. Raw OCR and ECAR rates
cannot be accurately compared in different experimental setups unless
following the same methodology for normalization. It is important to
note that relative changes in OCR/ECAR-linked ATP ignore absolute
ATP production rates, which can differ greatly depending on the basal
metabolic activity of the cells.
In conclusion, mitochondrial dysfunction and the two-compartment
model of cancer described earlier present numerous open questions
that metabolic studies at the cellular and whole-tissue level could
resolve. Primarily, characterize if oxidative and glycolytic phenotypes in
cancers with proven mitochondrial defects are strict metabolic cate-
gories or various degrees of plasticity. Secondly, characterize if
adaptive capacity evolves as a function of disease progression.
Regarding metabolic therapy, glycolytic and oxidative compartments
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Figure 4: ECAR-linked (glycoATP) and OCR-linked (mitoATP) energy production, expressed as percentage of total ATP determined by Seahorse XF Real-Time ATP
assays, in different cell lines and tissue origins. The ATP values are based on general stoichiometries, not cancer specific OXPHOS metabolic fluxes, and thus they represent
only an assumed mathematical extrapolation. ATP is not being determined experimentally in this assay. High metabolic variability should be noted even in the same cell subtypes,
especially when measured by independent authors (e.g., breast cancer cell lines SKBR3, BT549, Hs578T and T-47D; pancreatic cell line MIA PaCa-2; hepatic HEPG2 and others).
Numerical values, methodology of analysis and references are provided in Tables S2 and S3.
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should be determined and tackled simultaneously to improve thera-
peutic efficacy.

5.2. Additional considerations about in vitro experimental
conditions and metabolic assays
Artificial environments need to be considered as powerful de-
terminants of metabolic regulation. Metabolic changes can be partially
owed to chemically treated, immortalized cell lines; arguably, such
cells do not fully retain original metabolic phenotypes due to changes
in nutrient concentrations, growth factors, lactate, oxygen/pH ranges,
loss of complex 3D interactions, and other factors [253e255]. Cell
culturing is directly responsible for several characteristics of altered
metabolism, especially the interplay between the Warburg and Crab-
tree effect (an artifact of in vitro studies where fermentation represses
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respiration even under hyperoxia) [256]. Transformation is triggered by
adherent cell growth and repeated cell detachment (metastatic phe-
notypes) [257e259], with cells having to transiently adapt to unfa-
vorable medium compositions, as shown by glucose/glutamine
deprivation experiments [260,261]. Mitochondrial defects can arise by
subculturing, further obscuring oxidative ATP production [48]. Differ-
ences in cell handling and microenvironmental factors such as hypoxia
can significantly alter readouts of direct measurements of metabolism
in cell culture [66,262]. In vivo, nonlinear microenvironmental gradi-
ents regulate the metabolic state of tumoral cells [263,264]. Ideally,
metabolic analysis would be performed on fresh tumor samples and
organotypic/organoid models [265,266], or with the lowest passage
number [267]. In recent years, significant strides have been made to
design more physiological cell culture media and to characterize the
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artifacts induced by an abnormal in vitro microenvironment [268e
270]. Recognizing this issue and contrasting metabolic measure-
ments performed in traditional cell culture with more representative
and nuanced models could help to bridge the translational gap of
metabolic therapy.

5.3. Metabolic imaging (PET/MRS)
Metabolic imaging is a noninvasive approach to measure bioenergetics
in vivo. Positron emission tomography (PET) and proton magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) are the two most widely adopted
techniques. PET allows to visualize radioactive-labeled molecules as
they travel across the body, with simultaneous anatomic localization by
computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Similarly, MRS is an MRI-based technique for the detection of spectral
bands corresponding to several metabolites without the need for
ionizing radiation. Acquisition can be performed in a relatively short
time (10e15 min) but, without signal enhancements such as hyper-
polarization, it is limited by low sensitivity.
To estimate glycolysis in vivo, PET-imaging with glucose analogues
such as 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) is used to identify areas of
high glucose uptake (GLUT1/3). 18F-FDG has been standardized to
image most anatomical enclaves. Despite poor sensitivity for tumors
with low glycolysis and substantial cerebral/inflammatory background,
FDG-PET has become an essential clinical tool for staging and
response assessment [271,272]. To complete substrate allocation,
alternative PET radiotracers are being investigated, as summarized in
Table S1. One important limitation is that PET imaging can only
evaluate uptake of tracers, which does not always correlate with real
processing for fuel or biosynthesis.
MRS, in conjunction with metabolomic profiling, are a helpful combi-
nation to study intracellular flow of metabolites without radiolabeled
tracers. 7O-MRS and 31P-MRS enable estimation of oxygen con-
sumption and mitochondrial ATP synthesis, whereas 9F-MRS has been
proposed for measurement of glycolysis [273]. Metabolite concentra-
tions correlated with survival [274,275], with quantification of me-
tabolites such as glutamine, TCA cycle intermediaries, and lipids.
Analysis of intratumoral/peritumoral pH and metabolites by enhanced
1H-MRS methodologies such as the “chemical exchange saturation
transfer” (CEST) and “biosensor imaging of redundant deviation in
shifts” (BIRDS) allow for precise evaluation of glycolysis [276,277].
CEST can be used to detect the signal of glucose (glucoCEST) and
lactate. T1r-weighted dynamic glucose-enhanced (DGE)-MRI has
been used to reveal in vivo glucose metabolism [278]. D-glucose is also
being evaluated as a biodegradable contrast, but its use to monitor
metabolic responses remains unclear [279].
Under this section, we would like to highlight the promise of novel
dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)-enhanced 13C tracers, which allow
to study pyruvate to lactate/bicarbonate flux, KBs uptake, and other
pathways such as the PPP or redox capacity, with improved signal
ratios [280,281]. Integration into routine clinical practice could
significantly improve pre/post-treatment metabolic evaluation [282].
Unfortunately, while conventional PET/MRS imaging can provide an
overview of preferences towards specific metabolites, it does not
inform about distribution inside cells. At this time, a wider array of
methods should be employed to obtain a complete metabolic picture.
There have been some successful pilot studies that included combined
metabolic measurements; for example, Neveu et al. determined FDG
uptake, lactate production, tumor oxygenation, and metabolic fluxes
in vivo, using PET, microdialysis, electron paramagnetic resonance
imaging, and [13C]-hyperpolarized MRS, respectively [283,284]. CTs
and case reports evaluating the safety and efficacy of metabolic
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 54 (2021) 101389 � 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is
www.molecularmetabolism.com
therapies often include some form of basic metabolic imaging (mostly
FDG-PET), but rarely direct tissue-level metabolic analysis, so patient
stratification remains an unresolved problem [187,285]. In clinical
contexts, reduced access to precise and easy-to-use tools to measure
relevant metabolic information is likely responsible for this limitation.

5.4. Metabolomics and metabolic profiling
Metabolic profiling, using metabolomics, is the measurement of low-
molecular-weight metabolites and intermediates from biological
samples, and offers a panoramic view of the dynamic response to
molecular and pathophysiological stimuli [286e289].
Flux of metabolites through metabolic pathways is key to understand
how cancer cells meet their bioenergetic demands. A wide variety of
metabolomic techniques can identify cancer related metabolites, such
as liquid and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC/GCeMS)
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). Dynamic
characterization of metabolism is a daunting task due to cellular ad-
justments to everchanging concentrations and microenvironments
[290,291]. Stable isotope-resolved metabolomics (SIRM) is a tool for
such dynamic studies, illustrating the mechanism of action of pathway
inhibitors and quantifying downstream metabolites [292,293].
Raw metabolomic data can be processed by “Pathway Activity Profiling
(PAPi) to predict dysregulated metabolic pathways [294]. MS-based
metabolomics are particularly relevant for direct evaluation of bio-
energetic metabolism in bulk biological samples [295]. Clinical data
from a broad range of cancers suggests that metabolomics can
improve classification of biopsies [286]. In conclusion, when available,
metabolomic approaches could be applied for patient stratification,
especially as a first order overview of biopsies. Accurate tracing of
metabolites uncovers a more detailed picture of their distribution than
averaged OCR/ECAR measurements [296,297].

5.5. Mitochondrial structure and mtDNA mutations as indicators of
mitochondrial function
Mitochondria are bioenergetic, biosynthetic and signaling organelles,
playing a vital role in adaptation to changes in the microenvironment
and tumorigenesis [298]. Ultrastructural characterization of mito-
chondrial membranes provides insights about the relative state of the
mitochondria in a pool of cells, but it is not easy to perform and re-
quires specialized equipment [299]. As previously discussed, the most
widespread tool to assess mitochondrial function indirectly is to
evaluate OCR fluctuations under sequential ETC inhibition. Neverthe-
less, mitochondrial health in cancer is a source of controversy. To
examine function in light of structure, an argument has been made for
the identification of structural defects, mitochondrial mass, and mtDNA
mutations [29]. As cytotoxic drugs have been shown to inflict structural
damage to the mitochondria, and resistance to chemotherapy is linked
with their dysfunction, analyzing mitochondrial fitness may be war-
ranted in chemoresistant tumors [300e302].
Moreover, mtDNA mutations have been proposed as biomarkers for
early detection, acting as negative regulators of OXPHOS [303e305].
In certain cancers, such as bladder, lung, and head/neck tumors,
mtDNA mutations were even more abundant than nuclear mutations
[306]. Increased mitochondrial biogenesis is essential for tumori-
genesis [307], and analysis of total mitochondrial mass reveals dif-
ferences between tumoral and normal cells [308,309]. Although the
functional effects of all mtDNA mutations have not been fully eluci-
dated [310,311], mitochondrial intercellular transfer and trans-
plantation experiments hold the promise of restoring oxidative
function, reversing cancer proliferation and overcoming therapeutic
resistance [312e315].
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For appropriate metabolic therapy, substrate flexibility needs to be
studied in advance, as cancer subtypes will show distinct fuel pref-
erences. To achieve this, we summarized techniques to measure key
metabolic parameters in vitro and in vivo, accommodating different
research needs and budgets. Our straightforward flow chart could be
used to approach clinical metabolic analysis. Taking all these com-
plexities into account will advance our understanding of the contri-
bution of metabolism to cancer origin and progression. Where
characterization drives subsequent treatment, the collection of meta-
bolic data in different tumor specimens, interventions and microenvi-
ronments is essential. Our hope is that, as more researchers
contemplate including metabolic measurements in their studies, bio-
energetic classification will unlock fundamental insights for improved
cancer treatments.
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